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OHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. O. Bradley's most famous work, Shakespeare,an Tragedy,
first appeared in 1904.

Now, more than fifty years later, this

book, together with some of Bradley.s other works, is still
talked about and argued about in college classrooms and learned
and critioal journals.

In view of this

Bradley's oritioism, it is

surprisin~

oontlnuin~

interest in

that no full-length examina

tion of the subject has ever been made.

It is the intention of

the present study to confine itself to certain definite aspeots
of Bradley's oritioism of Shakespearean tragedy, and even in this
relatively restricted field, which preoludes detailed diso1lssion
of many of Bradley's writings (except, of oourse, as they bear
upon the s 11bject in hand), there have been no full studies.

Hr.

Thomas Charbeneau, S.J., wrote a master's thesis for Loyola University. Chioago, in 1954, "Bradleyfs Theory of Tragedy: Analysis
and Ori tique, tI in whioh he states that hi s specific purpose is
"to analyse Bradle.r's theory of traGedy, especially as he applies
it to Othello, and then to oriticize his theory in the
Scholastlc-Ar1 stotelian principles. II

li~~t

of

Hi s major conclusion is

that Bradley's theory of tragedy is false, because it logically
I

2

leads to a denla1 of free v11ll.1
~eneral

The purpose, subj oct l'f'l.atter, ana

apnroaoh of the present study differ very muoh from

r11-.

Char-beneau's, nor oan this writer agree 1-lith some of Mr. Charbeneau t s premi ses and oonclusions. 2
It 1s the purpose of thift dissertation to tnvestip;ate A. C.
Bradley's theory of Shakespearean tragedy and his method of oritioizing a partioular tragedy; to note and disouss what the more
important oritios

~ince

Bradley have said on his treatment of

these two subjeots; and to suggest a possible judgment as to Bradley's value as a orltio of Shakespearean tragedy.

The emphasis

throughout will be on making Bradley's own ideas and praotioes as
olear as possible, especially throu2A close attention to his vari.
ous wri tin~s.
In this introductory chapter we shall sketoh briefly Bradley's oareer and the general view which oritics have taken of his
work.
Andrew Cecil Bradley was born in 1851 to a notable clerioal
family.3

He took his degree at Oxford, where, after a short inter~

val, he was elected a Fellow of Balli01 in l87h..

He remained

1pp • 9~lO of the unpublished thesis at Loyola University,
Chioago.
2The particulars of the disagreement will be considered later~
3For blog,raphioal details on Bradley see J. 1-1. Maokail, "Andrew Ceoil Bradley, 1851-1935, fI P~ooeedinf.5s.2!!!l! Bri tish Acaderrrv
XXI (1935), 385-392,: M. Roy Ridley, "Andrew Cecil Bradley," .:2ID!
Supplement, l2ll-l04~ (London, 1949), Pp. 98-100.

3
there for nine years, lecturing and tutoring in English, first,
then in moral philosophy and Aristotle's Politics.
was named as first occupant of a ohair of
versity

Colle~e,

En~llsh

In 1882 he
studies at Uni.

Liverpool; then Glasgow University, eight years

latar, called him to a similar chair.

In 1901 Oxford named him

to the important post of Professor of Poetry, and from 1901 to
1906 Bradley delivered there several of his best-known and most
influential lectures.

Aocording to the University's statutes,

Bradley oould not be reappointed to his post for a seoond flveyear term.
spend the

Cambrid~e

re~t

offered him a chair, but he preferred to

of his life in London t-lorking at his own studies.

In 1 g06 he played an Important part in fOtLnding the 1<::hgli sh Association, and in 1907 he deliv(tred the Gifford leotures (on reli~ion)

at Glasgow.
By this time he had bel!,un to publish.

His most important

works were Shakespearean Trage,dz (1904, 1905), Oxford It.ec'tures .2!l
PoetrJ!: (1909),

!h!.!!!!.!.2!

Poet~

(1912; an Enp).lsh Association

pamphlet), h. Conrmentarx.2n TenYly;sonfs
1915),

!

(1940).4

''In

Memoriam" (3rd edition,

Miscellany (1929), and, posthumously, Ideals £f. Relig1,on
The First World ~vas was a great strain on Bradley, and

thereafter he beoame increasingly inactive.

For many years he

l.J.For details of publication concerning; these l>Jorks and for a
number of lesser works not included above, see the Bibliography;
saveral of the individual essays whioh make up such volumes as A
Misoellanz tiere first published separately elsewhere, but only those essays are listed separately in the Bibliography which were
nevar co1lae ted.

4
gradually daoltned until his death in 1935.
i1J'hile Professor Bradley was at the helo;ht of hls PO'lrTerS, he
was evidently

A.

m.ost attractt"e lecturer.

Dr. Hereward Price, now

professor emeritus o:r Eno;lish literature at
was at Oxt'ord

dur:tn~

M1chi~an

part of the tine that Bradley

University,

h~ld

the Poetry

chair, and he has told the present .:·rri tar "mat an unforgettable
exp':)rience i t:,.ras to hear Bradley speak.
cording to Dr. Price, but he had a
turing;

O,"1A

He was a sll?,;ht man, ac-

tre~endous

presence when lec.

s'msed hi s kindl tness as well as hi s;:;reat knowledge.

Dr. Price remembers being present at Bradleyts famous lecture on
Falsta:rf.

It bagan in the late afternoon and continued into the

dusk, and his audience had only one fear, that he would stop.

Dr.

Price also tells hOW, on an earlier occasion in Glasgow, his university audience was so moved that they threw down thair pens and
sImply listened to him in awe, so remarkable was his lecture.
The review of Shakaspea.rean Trag-edy which appeared i'n the
~lmes L~terar:y
1mpres~ions

SUEElement for February 10, 1905, confirms these

with regard to the lectures whioh oomprise that book.

vrr'111e }!r. Brad1eY:"Ias still rsiving this series. states the review,
word of the very unusual impression they were making in Oxford
spread beyond university circles, and those who had not been able
to hear the leotures were eager to read them.5

5This review may conveniently be found in collected form in
John Bailey, Poets and Poetrx: Bennf Articles Re~rinted from the
Literaa SUlmlement of ""The ~lmes
London, 1911 ,. 'pp". 5~.-

Thi s TLS revi ew :may sel.'ve us as a poin.!. ~ qeRa:r:t for a rapid
glanoe at what has been the general opinion among oritios, from
1905 to the present, of Andre1;-l Br.'ldley as a ori tic of Shakespearsen trrH!:edy.

The word

II

ronaral" should be emphasized, sinoe par-

tioular points of oritioism will be disoussed later.

Hhat we want

at present is a general pioture of the oritical reaction to Bradley.
It !l1ay be said at once that any black-and-1Ahite chaT"ting of
Bradley'

8

:L'9putation among cT'ltioe 1eTOuld be eo over-simplified as

to be false.

There is a

tempt~tion

to sees..n initial Deriod of

abs01ute enthusiasm for Bradley's ideas, follovled by a sharp reaotion against Bradley, oulndnating in a pleasantly Hegelian synthesis rNherein everyone agrees that Bradley had some good
bad points.

Thus G. B. Harrison and Kenneth Muir

~~d

sli~htly

some

over-

state the unanimity of oritioal approbation for Bradley in the
years immediately following 1904.

Pr9fessor Harrison sat'S that

Bradley's leotures, when they appeared in print, "were regarded
as the last and final word, the highest pItch of Shakospearean
or1 tiolsm";6 and Muir says that ShakesEearean Tran;ed;y: was

It

to be

for a whole generation the truest and most profound book ever
written on Shakespeare."7

These remarks are not wrong in their

general drift, or on a popular level, for Shakespearean

-

Traged~

6~hakespearet8 Tragedies (London, 1951), p. 9,.,

7 n FIfty Years of Shakespeare Crltiolsm: 1900-1950," Shake!peare SurveI. IV (195l), 3.

p
6
\<las ,rery well reoe1 ved, but to speak of 1 ta being regarded as

If

the

last and final wordl! flror a whole generation" is to obscure the
fact that almost at once thore was some outrii:':l1t oppoai tlon to
Bradley's metho(is of cri ticlsm. while some of Bradley's earliest
admiral's dis net hfJsitate to pOint out 't>Teakness08 In 111s wOl'k.
The

l'!&.

review or 19(5, for example, says that Shak,6sEsareon Trag-

edy is a

R;re<"'~t

remark~,

but it disagrees on oertain specific pOints l,vi th Bradley,

and

achievement and adds many other

hL~hly

laudatory

it calls his apparent desire to make all of Sha;,{ospeare's deQ

tails fl t together exactly Ita 'Vain occupation. flu
Bradley's oritioal fortunes may be indioated most readily by
a chronolo!7,1cal I i sting, which l>1ill also give us the chanoe to see

if there 1s any rigid pattern disoernible.

Only the most import-

ant or significant disoussions are noted. 9
1905--ths ~ review alrea~y summarized.

1906--0. H. Hanford reviews ··§..{.l.ake spearean Trag t3dI most
favorably, with a very few reservations.
1907--vJalter Raleigh (without naming Bradley) rejects
the phIlosophIcal approaoh to ShakespeaT'e an<i says that attempts
to find a theoretio basis for Shakespearean traqedy ha'V8 all been
frill tlass.

8Balley, PP. 55,

59.

9For publication details on these works, see the Bibliography)
where there 1 s a sllght di sorapanoy in dates, the date gl 'Van in
this list is that of th3 first appearanoe of the artiole or book.
Most of these cri tioal ~.forks will be taken up in some detail later.

p
7
1907--A. B. l1alkley agrees that Bradley is Coleridge's
best 9ucce8<:'or, but feels that 9011 through Shakespearean Tragedy
ther'(;)

r'lns

E:'

mIstaken cr1 tical method--that of assuming that the

oharacters are to be argued about as real persons.
1909--Charles Johnson g1 'lies a contpleto1y fUT,Jorable report on Bradley, seeinr; his work as

t~e

peak of Shak;Jspeare ct>it-

lei sm.

1910--E. E. Stoll, in a v101ent essay, demands the use
of the historical method in Shakespeare cr1ticism; h3 has some
kind remarks for Bradley but completely rejects many of his rnethods.

1916--D. N. Smith sees Shakespearean

Tra.~adI

as the last

of its kind.
19l9--Schueking insists on the use of the historical
ap~roaoh

to Shakespeare; he thinks

S~aaespearean

Tragedl an excel-

lent book but deplores some of Bradleyls Methods.
1920--T. S. Eliot, in an artiole on Swinburne, implies
that Bradley was not so muoh interested in his nominal SUbj90t
matter as he was in matters not quite to the point.
1923--C. H. Harford sees a. compromi se in sif"l')'lt bet1r1een
Brad1eyan oritios and the "historioal" party.
1927--E. E. Stoll continues to detail his general

~d

pl1rt1cular objeotions to Bradley's 01"1 t101sm.
1928--Brook1n~ton,

1n the

Sha~espear~

Review, proolaims

Bradley a rsreat cr1tio, greater even than Co1eridg;e.
1 28--G

Wilson Kn1

t sets forth his

les of

,
-

8

Shakespear'e interpr'station; he asks that Bradleyts method in Shake..
JPearean TragedI be extended to all the plays of Shakespeare.
(1928--Legouis attacks Stoll as an extremist.)
(1930--Lascel1es Abercrombie, in an address to the Brit.
ish Aoademy, says that anti-Romantio Shakespeare oritioism has re-

sulted 1n errors worse than those of the Romantics.)
1931--Baboock says that one or his purposes 1n Genesis

!!

Shakespeare Ido1at£I is to support Bradley's views on Morgannts

~raQtness

as a oritic of Shakespeare.
1932--Ral11 says that Bradley 1s the greatest living

Shakespeare ori tic and one of the vel"y greatest in history.
1933--L. O.

Kni~hts

makes a famous attack on Bradleyan

oriticism.
1933--Logan Pearsall Smith says that, of all the wise
books about Shakespeare, he would first choose Shakespearean Tragadz; it is a masterpiece of English

o~it1oism.

1934--J. Isaacs, in ! COmPanion

~ Shakespear~

Studies,

oalls Bradley's cri tio:l.om mag;nificent and dangerously sidetracking.
19 35--C. Spurgeon says that the 1ma.g;e s of ev1l in the
plays support and reinforce Bradley's statement about good and ert
in Shakespearean tragedy.
1937--F. R. Lea"is delivers a acathing attaok on Bradley
in ScrutinI.
1947--L. B. Campbell says some nice things about ShakeSP3arean Tragedy. then 'rigorously attacks several points in the

p

9
first ohapter ..
1948--Charlton

proolai~s

himself a devout Bradleyite.

1948--Paul Siegel writes !fIn Defenoe of Bradleylt against
various oritics.
1949-.L. B. Campbell makes another attaok on Shakaspea.r:~

lragedy.
1949--John Middleton Murry publishes a remarkable pane-

~rio

on Bradley; he calls Shakespearean

~ra~edI

the

~reatest

single work of oritioiEm in the English language.
1951--~

editorial, on the oocasion of the one.hundredti

anni vex-sary of Bra.dley's birth, says that Bradley's star has prettJ
well faded,

thou~~

he can still offer us rmch on the meaning of

poetry.
1951-.Kenneth Itftl1r sees a swlnrr, back towards Bradley.
1953 (date of English edit1on)--Henri Fluch€H'e,
Bradlev

alto~ether,

i~noring

says that Shakespeare criticism made rlo seri-

ous progress fro!1'1 Coleridp;e' s time to that o'f the new

It

evaluationtl

oentered at Cambridge.
1955--Herbert \veisinger says that Bradley's apnroaoh
still seems the most fruitful for the

underl'tandin>~

of tragedy.

1956--D. Traversi feels that Bradley's type of oritioism
is played out, but he complains that modern Shakespeare oritioism
is fragmentary and inoomplete oompared to Bradleyls work.
1958--F. E. Halliday, in the revised edition of ShakesReare

~

ll!A Critios, says th&re is a swing baok towards Bradley;

pi
I"""'

10

he feels that a synthesis of the old and the new in Shakespeare
crltiois~

Is needed.

1958--Barbara Har'1y Beeks to pro'ra that Coleri d~?,e is the

father not of Bradley but of Stoll, L. C.

~~iGhts,

etc.; Bradley

tells us about human ohaY"aoter, but Coleridge tells us about the
play.
1959--1. O. Knights, in a letter to this writer anl in a
pllblished essay, sees sorne good points 3.bout 3r-4.iley' s work {)1.lt
cO:ltinues to assert that it 1s often mis19aciinq; t·, e'7lp'lasis and
direotion and is ina.dequate in its

methodolo~r.

Three facts should be olear from the foregoing.

First, there

1s no hard-and-fast pattern in the sequenoe of oritical opinion on
Bradley.

Oritios in 1923, 1951, and 1958 have thought that they

could see a general movement in Bradley's direc tion, bu'c each time
new attacks, or at least statements Qf fundamental disagreement,
"

have followed.

"

Seoond, there is still no agreement among critics

as to the value of Brauley l s oritioism.

Third, Bradley's import-

ance as a Shakespeare ori tic (which says noth1.ng of his value) is
si~lfled

as much bV the continuing controversies as by explioit

aoknowledgment, although. as a mattezt of faot few even of Bradley's
adversaries deny his importanoe.
It is in the hope of
matters that the

follow1n~

thro,.nn~

some li;:rht on these

chapters are presented.

oontl~overte(

CHAPTl~H

SOHE

FUNDAI1t~NTAL

II

CRITIO.AL TE1'JETS

. ---

In the Introduction to Critics and Criticism, Proressor Ro-

nald Crane

ar~es oonvincin~ly

--~----=

that the only satisfactory approach

to the multiplicity of critics and critical systems is to recognize that there are many disttnct valid or partially valid critical methods and to insist, consequently, upon "ascertaining, in
methodolo;-;;ical terms, \.roat a

~i~ren

critic is doing, and why, be-

fore attempting either to state the meaninr::; or judp:e the truth or
falsity of his conclusions or to compare his doctrines with those
of other critics. nlO

It follows that before entcrinf!!; into the

particulars of Bradlev's criticism we should examine his

~nswers

to those fundamental questions whioh suggest themselves concerning
any oritic--tihat does he think a poem is?
function of oriticism?
proceed?

What is his idea of the

How does he think a critic

ouc,~bt

best to

The oomplete answer to these queries oan only be in

te~

of the deta:tled study l"hioh .dll const:! tute Chapters III and IV,
but Dr. Bra.dley does
s:n"~rc

~i ve

us some dirao t information which will

as a useful preli"11inary.

lOCrltl0,s ~ Cri~lcisJl!, ad. R. S .. Grane (Chioago, 1952), p. ~.
11

12
A poem, he believes, is not one fixed thing.

It probably

never was so even to the poet, and now that he is dead there are
as -nany poems as readers.
mind or soul. ll
sound, images,

Poetry is a process

Of'

aotivity of the

An actual poem is the suooession of experienoes-thou~hts,

emotions--through which ;...re

pa~s

when we

are reading as poetioa.lly as possible, and thi s ima'''inati ve experienoe will obviously dlffer,d th every reader and every reading. 12
Poetry is an cnd in itself and also a means.

It has its own

intrlnsio value, a value it would ha.ve even if it were quite uselese., '-rha prim.ary

PUy'pose

of poetry is nothing but 1 tself, and a

poem's ;eo,etio value is this intrinsic "lOrth alone. 13
also may

8e~ve

as a means to other ends.

But a poem

Poetry is only one of

the aotivities of the soul, to which it oontributes in two ways:
it oontributes itself

(~dth

its own intrinsio worth) and it may

oontribute to other acti vi ties of' the" soul--the Virtues, religion,
philosophy, e.g. 1 4

Poetry will aohieve its own aim, however,

most surely when it seeks its end without deliberately attempting

11The Uses

.2!.

poetrI (London, 1912), p. 3.

12npoatry for Poetry's Sake," 0'if~rd Leotures, on ~oetrz, 2nd
ad. (London, 1909), P. 4; Bradley a.dds a note (P. 2'ST that he did
not intend this as a formal or oomplete definition of poetry.
13Uses of Poetu, p. 2-,
Lectures. P.z:t:'.
14Uses of Poetrz;, p.
Lec ture"S";"Pp:J.i-;:

4;

It

Poetry for Poetry's Sake, " Oxford.

lIPoetry for Poetry's Sake," Oxford

13
to reach to the atta1.nment of philosophI0 truth or moral progress.
Phi s beliet is held the more firmly beoause of the further beli ef
that the unity of human nature in its several activities is so
intimate and pervasive that no one of them oan operate without
transmitting its influenoe to the rest.

What the

i~~~ination

loves as poetl"Y, reason may love as philosophy, .9.1ld the plll'"l'tclt of
poetry for its own sake is also the pursuit of truth and goodness. 15
Since Bradley regards poetry as primarily an activity of the
soul, it is understandable that he plaoes primary importance on
the impressions which the individual receives as he goes through
the experience of reading a poem.

Again and again Bradley will

seek to isolate the poetic experience in terms of the exact impressions reoeived •.

or

course the

1"t eader

must do his part.

He

must be alert and attentive as he reads, and he must do all he can
to understand what the author's intention '\.vas, but it i s'-' finally,
the eXEerienoe whioh matters.

Suppose, for example, that a par-

ticular problem arises--a question, let us say, as to the nature
of the ultimate power in the tra,gio world of Shakespeare.

Any

answer we may give MUst oorrespond with our imaginative and emOtional experienoe in reading the tragedies.

We must do our best

b"T study and effort to make this experienoe true to Shakespeare,
but, after that is done, it

18

the experience whioh is the matter

l50xford Lect'lres, pp. 394-395.

-14
to be interpreted, difftcult though it often Is to isolate that
experienoe in its purity.

The experienoe is also the test by

whioh the interpretation must be tried: does the explanation oorrespond with t~e ima~inative impressions we raceive?16
Thus the part of the render is a very aotive and important
one.

Poetry cannot be reoei ved, merely; it must be re-created in

the aotivity of the reader,17 who, as we have indioated, must put
forth

a

posi tive effort to make his experience true to the author.

If, for example, a reader Is indifferent or hostile to the ideas
of a poem, he ought to be able not ?Tlerely to accept the beauty of
the style but, for the time being, to adopt these ideas and identi
himself with them.

7

If he does not, he cannot be said to have ap-

preoiated the poem, or even, in the full sense, to have read it. 18
The oritio's role will be to aid the reader in the aotivity
of re-creation.

Poetlc actlvlty varies aocording to poetIc oapa"

oity,19 and the good oritio can be of,tlse to the reader In develop
ing in him an enriched, more adequate, and more enjoyable re-creation of the poem. 20
16Shakesnearean Tragedz, 2nd ed. (Lo~dont 1905), p. 24; see
also, amon~ many other instances, the note on p. 30, which ooneludes, "The reader should examine himsel.f olosely on thi smatter. t
17~

.sU:. Poeta,

p.

4.

l8 11 Tb.e Reaotion against Tennyson,"
p. 12.
19Uses

.2!. Poeta. p. 4.

20Shakespearean Tra5edz, p. 2.

a l11scellapl:,

(London, 1929"
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Most of Bradley' ~ reYl1arks on the funotion and methodology of
the (!ood cr1 tic are made spec1 fie all...., in terms of Shakespearean
criticism.

His strongest inslstence Is that the critic interpret

Shakespeare from within
norm.

rathe~

than according to some external

On at least four quite separate occasions he •.rar>ns against

jud~inp.;

ShakespeaY'e aecordinq: to some standard either made by

sel vas or dari vad from dramas and a
than Shakespeare's.

t~eater

of qui te

ot~ler

Ottr-

kinds

Bradley's admiration for Maurice Morgann is

based on the fact, as Bradley saw it, that Morgann dropped the
cri tical sllpersti tions of the past ;mich had resulted in Shakespeare's being

jud~ed

from the outside and being condemned for

things the intention of which the older critics had not even tried
to understand.

Morgann substitutes for this the sympathetic

nation which follows Shakespeare into th9 minutest details of his
composition.

Morf2;ann's attempts to interpret the process of Shak

speare's 1mag;ination from wi thin were . followed up b'1 most "of the
Romantic cr1 tics, but some of the ori ticism even of Coleridp;e

and

Hazlitt, Bradley feels, is vitiated by the fact that they have not
on all oocasions passed from their own minds into Shakespeare's
mind.

The Shakespeare critio must take care not to be like the

sightseer who promenades a picture-f':allsry, seeing in this pic turs
a likeness to a cousin or in that, the very image of a place he

We must, as critics,

knows.

fi~ht

against our tendency to see the

"-Iork of art as simply a copy or reminder of

~omething

already in

our heads, or at least as little removed as possible from the
rami

ar

Ra

16
throurm the use of the sympathetic imaa;ination. 21
B:radley believes that perhaps the chief difficulty in interpreting Shakespear'e is to know when the dramatist has an intention
which we ought to be able to divine and When. rather, he made a
slip, was hurried in adapting an old play and so did not make
every thin I:!; conform to one conoeption, or simply refused to bother
about minor details.

The critio oan err in either direotion: it

quite possible to look for subtlety in the

wron~

~

plaoes in Shake--

speare, but in the ril:!;ht plaoes is is not possible to find too
much. 22

In general. B:radley seems to feel that there is a defi-

nite answer to be found to the great questions in Shakespeare
oritiolsm--questlons which are of central importance in a play.
His statement In regard to Iago 1s significant for the whole Bradley. S oriticism.

"The question "Why? is

!h.! question about Iago,

just as the question \ihy did Hamlet delay? is
Hamlet."

~

question about

Iago and Hamlet do not themeelves give the answer.

"But

Shakespeare knew the answer, and if these oharaoters are great
oreations and not blunders we ought to be able to find it too." 23
These. after all. are important 1uestions, but why should the
oritic trouble himself about lesser puzzles whose solution would

21 lt Poetry for Poetryfs Sake," Oxford Leotures, r.- 10; Shakespearean Tra~edy:, P. 57; ttTbe Rejeotion of Falstaff, t Oxford ~_
ture.i!!., PP. 214-215; "Eighteenth Century Estimates of Shakespeare, U
~cottish Hlstorlcal Review, I (1904), 294-295.
22Shake,spearean Tragedy. pp. 77-78.
23Ibid., p. 222.
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bring little poetical profit?

To go no further, some people are

bothered by puzzles in a poem they love and oannot be content to
let them go unexplored.

The critic should be satisfied if his

attentions to such matters help them to read the poem without a
check or save them the diffioulties he himself has gone thrOugh.24
The Shakespeare critic will find the ma.."1Y studies in literary
history, biography, and the like. more or less necessary depending
on what h1s aim is in a partioular piece of criticism.

'fhey \d1l

o erta1nly be usefUl, and some things are indi spensabl e--fa:rniliari ta
with the literature of Shakespeare's time, for instancc 25__ but
where, as in ShakesRearean Trasedl. the critio's central interest
1 s to increase the lmderstandlng and enjoyment of Shakespeare t s
tragedies as dramas and to so apprehend the action and oharacters
that they will in the reader's
were in Shakespeare's,

th~

ima~ination

be more like what they

the most indispensable tools for both

ori tic and reader will be 0,10s6 t"a'1'}ilia:::-'1 ty with the play's,
strength and justioe of perception, and the habt t of reading wi th
an eager mind.

The

ri~ht

way to read the dramatist Shakespeare is

to read a play more or less as if one were an a.ctor who had to
study all the parts,

desirin~

to realize fully and exactly what

inner movements produoe these particular words and deeds at this

24! CommentarI 2n TennIson t s
1915), p. xiii.

II

In !Jfemoria~, II 3rd ad. (London,

25" Eighteenth Century Estima tas,

I, 293.

II

Scotti sit. Hi stori8,al Review,
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particular moment.

The prime requisite for such a reading, there-

fore, 1 s a vi "Idd and intent imap;ination, thour?,Il that alone is
scarcely adequate; it is neoessary, especially to a proper conception of the Whole, also to analyze and disseet and compare.
But when the critic does this, when, for example, he separates
action

fro~

the oharacters or style from versification, he must

keep always in mind the one poetic experience of "blch they are
but aspects, for the true critic is always

aim1n~

at a richer,

truer, more intense repetition of that indivisible experience.26
Most of those critics Who have commented on these fundamental
ideas of Bra.dleyt s have done so in terms of concrete instances
which have occurred 1n his theoretical and practical criticism.
'tve shall therofore reserve their oomments and our own until later.

26 n Poetry for Poetryfs Sake," Oxfor q Lectures, pp. 15-17;
ShakesEeare~ Tragedy. pp. 1-2.
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CHAPTER III
BRADLEY'S THEORY 0 F SHAKl!!SPEAHEAN TRAGEDY

It . .d.ll nlready have become ap:>arent that Professor Bradley's
criticism of Shllkespelly'ean trage:::J.y is not ccnfined to his best-

known volume, Shaks,spearean rl'rap;edI.

The tragedl e s are the c an-

tral theme in four other works: the llttle known booklet,
~

S11.

Tragedy: ~ SpeCial rt~ferenoe

~

l:!!!-

E2 Shak,e.speare (WarringtoZlt

1039) :27 the If)cture-essays delivered at Oxford in 1902 and 1905,
II

Hegel t

S

Theory of Tragedy" and" Shakespeare's Antony

~

21:..22,-

Eatra," both published in O,xford Lectures .2!l PoetrI; and "Corio19on11s,1I which was given before the British
later collectad in! Miscellany.

AO'lde~1'Jy

in 1912 and

In addition. in some

ei~teen

of

Bradley's many other books and essays may be fOl.md ei ther remarks
expliei tly on Shakespearean tragedy or remarks -.rhich h)1p us to
underst~nd

Bradleyfs cr1ticism of that sUbjeot.

In seeking to determine, specifIcally, Bradley's theory of
Shakespearean tragedy, we might expect to find it complete in

~

27"Printed for the Harrington Literary and Philosophioal Society. A Paper Read Before the Society on the 19th February,
1889." There is a copy at the Folger Library, but I have come
across no other copies, nor have I ever seen it referred to in
print.
19

20
l~ature

.2.! TragedI, but this ea.rly pamphlet is a rela.tively brief

treatrrlent of the subject considered later in the first chapter of
Shakespearean TragedI, which chapter, in its turn, is inoomplete
unless closely oorrelated with the rest of the
~ood

evidenoe that

ShakesEeare~

~ook.

TragedI itself did not satisfy

Bradley as a statement of his ideas on traq,ic theory.
when a. second

printin~

But there is

In 1905,

of the book was needed, Bradley made some

changes throup'.,h the body of the book and added a preliminary tlNote
to Second and Subseq,uent Impressions, II to the effect that though
he has corrected a few outright mistakes he has confined himself
otherwise to indioa.ting in brackets here and there limy desire to
modify or develop at some future time statements which seem to me
doubtful or open to m1 sunderstandin~. n
velopment was never acoomplished.

Thi s modi fication or de-

One of the most important of

these hracketed notes, for one seeking to determine Bradley's
theory of Shakespearean tragedy,
ohapter.

O(fCUl'-S

a.t the end of the first

It oalls attention to the faot that the author, for

various reasons, has not treated

~llly

the questIon of why we feel

not only pain but also reoonoiliation and sometimes even exultation at the death of the tragio hero.

Now this was an important

matter to Bra.dley and a part of his theory of trap;edy, but he
"cannot at present make

~ood

this defeot. 1f and therefore directs

the reader to partioularized examples of the feeling of reoonoiliation through the rest of Shakes;eeare9l'\ 1 rBgedy; and to hls treat1

ment of the subject in "Regel's Theory of Tragedy."

Bradley him-

21
self, then, diu not regard the first chapter of Shakespaaraap
TragedI, or even the ;",ork as a whole, as a completely satisfactory
statement of his ideas on a basio theory of Shakespearean tragedy_
Since Dr. Bradley's works are so numerous, and since he did
not regard anyone of

the~

as a

fina~

altogether complete pre-

sentation of his opinions, the present writer believes that Bradley's theory of Shakespearean tragedy may most profitably be approaohed throur;r,h a study of the theoryt s seva:Nl1 elements as they
ocour through the corpus of Bradley's work.

We shall investigate

these components and whether they are derived from earlier critioism, we Shall ask whether they form a coherent theory of Shakespearean tragedy, and we shall at least

be~in

to consider whether

the theory (oonsistent or not) is true to Shakespeare.
Bradley's Aim and I1ethod

The theoretician must first state for himself his aim in
theorizing.

In!h.2.

Natur~

Q! frragedy; Bradley says that he is try-

ing to find the answer to a question which he puts in a double
form.: tlhlhat general faot is it that in the varying stories of

Hamlet, Othello, and the rest Shakespeare represents?

~'Jhat

aspeot of nature to Which in these plays he holds up the

is the

mirro~,

and ',vhloh t when we see it in hi s mirror, produo es in us that peouliar and unndstakable impression which we call the tragical feeling?"28

28p

In Shakespearean Tragedy he attempts to state the same

L.

The references to the mirror are an echo from Brad-

22
aim in yet different words: "'What is the substanoe of a Shakespearean tragedy, taken in abstraction both from its form and from
the dl ff'erenoes in point of su::,stance bet\feen one tragedy and
another?!!

"\1hat is the nature of the tragto aspeot of life as re-

presented by Shakespellre?lI

And he says it is still the same ques.

tion if we ask, H\i'Jhat is Shakespeare' s
oaption of tragedy? t12 9

tra~lc

conoeptioIl,

01't

oon-

Perhaps, Bradley says, Shakespeare himself

nevar asked suoh a question, and it is even less likely that he
formulated a preoise trag,io theory, yat in

Wl~iting

tragedy, Shake-

speare did represent one aspect of life in a certain 't'laY, and a
thorolll~h

examination of his plays OUf'.,ht to enable us to

what he has represented and how.

de~orlbe

You may oall suoh a desoription,

indifferently, an aooount of the substance of Shakespearean tragedy or of Shakespeare1s view of tragedy or the tragic faot. 30
How do we go abollt answering the question?

Bradley proposes
"

in Shake,sEearean TragedI that we simply begin to collect facts
from the tragedies themselves, thus gradually building up an idea
of th9 mora abstract coneapt, ItShakespearean tragedy." 31

Thi s

1ey's defini tion, on p. 3, of the end of drama in gemeral; he
quotes Ham.let on "the end of playingl1 and says that the dranatlst
has reaohed his objeet when he has faithfully represented some aspect of the world as it Is, only mor? clearly than we usually see
1. t and wi th sharper lights and shad01-ls.
29S~akesp~arean Tragedx, p.

30.!!2ll.,

PI).

5-6.

31!!:!!s!., p. 7.

5.
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is straightforward enough, but it oUQ;ht to be oompared to
Nature

.2! Tragedz.

~

The questions by whioh the author states his

aim are almost the same in the two books, and I have no doubt that
Bradley looked upon them as all different ways of putting one
questlon.

He dId not, however, repeat in the 1uestions of the

later work anything a.bout "that peculia.r and un'1listakable impression whioh we call the tratr.ioal feeling."

In

~

Nature

.2! TraC!;-

edz he uses that expres sian and follo',,,s it up by an analysi s of
wha t he means by it.

We

hardly mean by

II

tragedy, \I he says, what

the newspapers mean when they use the word.
is unIque.
feelln~s

The tra.gio impres::ion

It Is "the highest and best worth havlnp; of all the

that poetry, whether In life or In a.1"·t, oan p:lve"; a thlIlf

Is not really

tra~10,

In the proper sense of the word, unless

there Is awakened in us ttthat oomplex feeltnl1, 'Whioh at onoe thrill
and solemnizes, and whioh Shakespeare leaves us with if we have
understood hl'm. as we read."

"Let us turn to Shake <.:peare 's trag-

-

edies and ask what he regards as tragloal, and what it is that
while we read him stirs In us this unique feeling." 32

And Bradley

proceeds to oonduot the remainder of the disoussion, through the
rest of the booklet, in terms of the elements of the tragi cal

fee~

Ing: that Is an essential of tragedy which gives rise to fear and
pIty, awe, or solenmlty and aoquiesoence, whioh together constitute the tragic impression.

32Nature

2!

Tragedy, pp.

4-6.

II'

iIIl

I

Bradley's preoccupation with the impression, the imaginative
and emotional experienoe, has already been noted as one of his
basic critical attitudes.

The fact that the tragic feeling is not

given the same initial prominenoe in
was in The Nature 2!

Tra~edI

ShakesRea~ean

TragedX as it

should not mislead us, for there are

several appeals made to it throuP'h the rest of the book, some in
the first ohapter.

The most telling example has been oited--tha

flat statement that the e-x:perience is the matter to be interpreted33__ but another e~cellent tllustration is that the fourth and
fIfth sections of the first chapter (PP. 24-39) are altogether
built around the problem of what is or is not true to our imprassions in reading Shakespearean tragedy.

Several instances also

occur in the aBsa,,! on Hegel t s theory of tragedy, primarily in the
seotions in whioh Bradley adds his own thou~ts to those of Heg&l)~
The precise phtlosophical origin of this point of view might
be disputed.

He~el

alludes once to impressions of reconciliation

at the end of tra~edy,35 but he does not at all develop the matter
of the experience or impression as such,
sug~ests

Bradley's point of view

a Oartl9sian-Kantian origin, in general, because of the

inward1y-direoted epistemological standpoint,

In the field of

Shakespeare criticism, at all events, it seems plain that it is

33See pp. 13-14 above,
340.xford Lectures, PP. 82-85, 88, 91 (e,g.).
35The Phi10soEhI

IV, 300.

2t

Fine ~, tr. Osmaston (London, 1920),
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Maurioe Morgann who first spoke out about the signifioanoe to be
attaohed to the impression reoeived in reading Shakespeare's
In his

~Tery

important Essay .Qll !h.! Jramatic Charaoter

play~

.2! lli John

Falstaff (London, 1777) Morgann attempts to show that Falstaff is
not really a ooward.

He reasons that, uIn Dramatic oomposition

the

~

~ression

is the

opinion, the Cowardioe

• • ••

I presume to declare it, as my

1! ll2l the ImRression, whioh the whole

oharaoter of Falstaff is caloulated to make on the rndnds of an un.
prejudioed audlenoej tho' there be, I oonfess, a great deal of'
somethin~

in the oOmPosition likely enough to puzzle, and oonse-

quently to mislead the Understanding.--The reader will peroeive
that I

distin~ish

ins."

Morgann insists he Hishes to avoid anything that looks like

subtlety.
says.

between mental

Impression~t

and the Understand-

The distinotion is one we are all f'amiliar w.1th, he

There are none who have not been oonsoious of certain feel-

'.
ings or sensations of mind whioh do not seem to have passed

the understanding.

throu~

He speoulates briefly on how this comes about

but comes to no oonolusion, and at any rate it is only the fact
that he is conoerned with, and lithe faot is undoubtedly sO."

It

1.s equally a faot, whioh all must admit, that these feeling;s and
the understanding are frequently at varianoe.
impression,

II

The feelings, or

often ari se from the most minute oircmnstances, and

frequently from such as the Understanding oannot estimate, or even
reoo~nize;

whereas the Understanding

deli~hts

in abstraction, and

in r;r,eneral proposi tions; which. however true considered as such,

26
are very seldom, I had like to have said never. perfeotly applicable to any particular case.

And hence, among other causes, it is,

that we often condemn or a.pplaud char:lcters and actions on the
ct'edl t of some

lo~ical

prooess, while our hearts revolt, and would

fain lead us to a very different conclusion. 1I

The understandinp;

tends to take note of actions only, and from them to infer motives
and oharacter, but the special sense of which ,ve have been speaking apprehends oertain first prinoiples of oharacter and judges
aotions from them.

The impression as such is incommunioa.ble, but

such was Shakespeare's genius, Morgann

su~~ests,

that he has con-

trived to make secret impressions upon us of Falstaff·s courage in
spite of oertain actions on Falstaff's part which the
censures as cowardly.

understandi~

The truth of the matter will be found in

the impression. 36
Bradley nowhere mentions

Morg~

in connection with the im-

portanoe of the impression, but he admired Morgann very much and
deolared that "there is no better piece of Shakespearian oritioism
in the world" than the essay on Falstaff. 37

D. N. Smith has said

that Morgann's beliet that TIthe impression 1s the factll is the
J6pP. 3-7, 9. Morgann's statements about ap;·)rehendin~ oertain first principles of character are closely connected with the
ti
It sY"1})athetio
philosophy of the eighteenth century critics, '!.4'h.lch
we shall consider when we oome to treat of Bradley's attitude towa~d the oharaoters in the tra~edles.
37 f1 Eighteenth Century Estimates," ~cottls1l Historioal Review,

I, 291.
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keynote of Morgann's cri ticism, 38 and we oannot be far wrong in
oonoluding that Bradley's thinking on this sn.bject was

stron~ly

influenced by Morgann's position.
Stoll and Sohuoking have been the oritics who have most
stron~y

objeoted to Bradley's stand.

Mr. Stoll has more than

onoe oensured Bradley for taking as h.i s "supreme authori tyU in
Sha.kesEeapean TragedI the reader's experienoe.
oallin~

This practice of

upon the reader to examine his own tmpression to determine

the truth of the matter leads, aocording to Mr. Stoll, to conclusions on Bradley's part about Shakespeare's

tra~edies

which are

inoorrect in a double way--they are neglec tful of the practic al
and conventional aspeots of the Elizabethan
ove~Whelm

dramatllr{~y

and they

Shakespaare's ooncrete, dualistio way of thinking with

differMlt model"ll concepts and ways of thought.

"The cri tios have

examined themselves, and only their genius has made their irrelevant report worth the making." 39

Levin Schuoking also ob'jec ts to

the arg;ument that a play makes a distinot impression, and the im•.
pression is the play; the impression will vary from reader to
er, he says, and only subjeotive oriticism oan result.40

38 D• Niohol Smtth, Eighteenth Centu~ Essays
(Glasgow, 1903), p. xxxviii •

£n

rea~

Both

Shakespeare

.39E. E. Stoll, "Anachronism in Shakespeare Critioism," MP,

VIr (1910), 558. See also the same author's Shakespeare Studies
(N.Y., 1927), p. 259.

40

7.

m

.

Character Problems
ShakesEeare'. PlaIa (N.Y., 1922), p.
The first German edition appeared in 1919.
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stoll and Sohuoking advooate the sole usa of the historioal
method.

The only way to disoover the truth about a Shakespearean

play, they maintain, is to find out, as nearly as possible, what
the author and his contemporaries would have thour;ht about any
partioular question.

liTo criticize," says 11r. Stoll, "is not

merely or primarily to analyze one's own impression of a work of
art, as the impressionistio oritios aver, but to ascertain, if
possible, the author's intention, and to gauge and measure the
foroes and tendenoies of his time."41

n\\le oan arrive at that,"

says Mr. Sohucking, referring to the most probably true interpretation of Shakespeare, "only by asking ourselves: INhat was the
probable attitude of Shakespeare's oontemporaries to suoh questions?"42
BesIdes those who have objeoted to certain aspects of the
Stoll-Schucking school of Shakespeare criticism, or to some of its
oonclusions,43 there have been oritios who have defended in partioular Bradley's high regard for the aesthetio impression.

John

Middleton Murry praises him because tlror one qualIty at least--and
that quality the rarest and most essential in literary

oriticls~-

4 lIl Anachronism," 11f" VII, 557.
42sohuoklng, p. 8.
43Among many, see asp. ~le Le~ouls, "La R~aotlon contre la
Critique romantique de Shakespeare," Essazs ~ Studies, XIII.
(1928), 74-87· Lascel1es Abercrombie, iiA Plea for the Liberty of
Interpreting, It Aspec t s .2.£ Shake s:seare: Being Bri ti sh Academy Lectures (London, 1933), pp. 227-2 4; Robert Ornstein, "Historical
Criticism and the Interpretation of Shakespeare," SQ, X (1959),
3-9.
-
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B~adley

was indeed pre-eminent.

That quality is the capacity for

a total expe:r-ience of the ,-ro:r-k cr1 ticised, and for retaining that
expe~ience

son.

throufl'hout the subsequent

~vork

of analysis and compa:r-i-

In thiR respect, all othe:r- English critics without exception

apnea:r- in o O"'1-Pa.ri son ,:.ri th

B~adley

oasual, or capriotous.,,44
Quarterll

Robe:r-t

fragmentary, or pa.:r-tial, o:r-

In a. recent number of the ShakesEeaI!e

O~stein,

while he does not mention Bradley and

'tvould probably not oonsider himself one of Bradley's followers,
su~gests

that soholarship oan make the interpretation of Shake-

speare mora exact but it oannot make it a scienoe basad upon factual 1nformation.

tiThe dichotomy of schole.r·ly fact and aesthetic

impression is finally m1 sleading because the refined, di sciplined
aesthetio impression

~

the fact upon Which the 1nterpretation of

Shakespeare must ultimately rest; that is to say, all scholarly
evidence outside the text of a play is related to it by inferenoes
which must themselves be supported bv.·aesthettc impress1ons." 45
The attempt of the historioal oritios to reoapture Shakespeare's
own artistio intention, so far a.s it is possible, should be the
goa.l of any responsible oriticism, but that intention is fully re.
alized only in the play.

ftA study of RenaisBDnee thour"'ht may ~u1~

44"Andrew Bra.dley," Katherine Mansfield ~ Other Literar,x
Portrai t s (London, 1949),
Ill.

p:

45"Htstorioal Critioism and the Intel~r3tation of Shakespeare," §S, X (1959), 8.

46~bid., PP. 8-9.
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us to what is

oent~al

in Shakespeare's drama; it may tell us why

Shakespeare's vision of life is what it is.

But we can apprahend

his 1.r1sion only as aesthetio experience."46

This is exactly B%Sad

leyts position.

As we have seen, he believed in historioal stud.

ies in so far as they helped us to know Shakespeare1s mind, for h
wanted the reader to enter into Shakespeare's own cx-eative intultion of the plays as deeply as possible, but in the end it is the
impression, the aesthetio experienoe, TA.hich is the matter to be
interpreted and to whioh the reader and oritio must remain true.
The Tx-agio Hero and the Relationship of Charaoter to Aotion
As Bradley begins to oolleot his faots towards a theory, he
deals first with the person of the tragio hero.47
tra~edYt

A Shakespeare

he says, is primarily the story of one perRon, the hero,

a man of hi t1,h estate who endures suffering and calami ty of a
..

striking kind whioh ends in his death.
ly in

stron~

oontrast Is

The adversities are usual

oon.trust wi th previous happiness or p;lory, and t..l'le
~mphaslzed

by the faot that the hero falls from such

hlgh position in life.

Eaoh of Shakespearets tragic heroes is a

figure of state, and his fate affeots a whole nation.

We might b

talking thus far abo,1t the medieval oonoept of tragedy, and Shake....
speare's idea of the tragio .fact does include the medieval idea
while

go1n~

beyond it.

The medieval trasedy, or fall fromgreat-

47we have here taken the order whioh B~adley follows in
Shakespearean Tragedy.
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ness, 1 s largely a passi va affair

anel

is not

11

tragic" in the bost

sense of the '",rord, Bradley balieves, because the calami ties
sent by a superlor power or they just happen.
are terrible, but they are not tragic.

al~e

Job's suffepings

In Shakespearean tragady,

v.mich is true tragody, the calamities proceed mainly from human
actions, especially the actions of the hero,

lmO

always contribute

in some dagree to the disaster in which he perishes.48
This aspect of tragedy Shows men as agents.
tragedy' s

It

stOl'*ytl or

II

ao <t;ion"

A Shakespearean

does not consi st of human actions

alone, but they are the predOminating faotor.

And these deeds

are, for the most part, actions in the full sense of the word-characteristio deeds: aots or omissions fUlly axpressive of the
doer.

tt

The oentt'e of the tragedy, t..'herefore, may be said wi th

equal truth to lie 1n aotion issuing from
acter issuing in action."49

~haracter.

or in Char-

Or. as Bradley expressed it once when

comparing Shakespeare and Browning, Shakespeare's subject '·uis not
a soul, nor even souls: it is the action of souls, or souls coming
into action." 50
It is in such a composite subject, Bradley

believ(~s,

that

48~hakesI2earea.n Traged;I, pp. 7-12; see also Natura .2!:. Trag~dI' p. 7.

49Shakespsarean Tra~edI, p. 12.
50 ft The Long Poem in the Age of tlordswort~'lt II Oxford Lec tures,

p. 199; the date of the original lecture was 1905.

Mradlay goes a
to say that, actually, Shakespeare's subject is even more, it is
the olash of souls In confliot; we shall shortly oonsider this
matter of' "conflict" sepa.rately.

~
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Shakespeare's main interest lay.

It is a

~reat

mistake to say

that Shakespeare was primarily concerned wi th me:ee oharacter or
with psychology, for he was par excellence a dramatist.

You might

argue, Bradley ooncedes, that here and there he plays on charaote
1n order to

indul~e

but it would be

his own love of poetry or

~~e!"y

~eneral reflections~

difficult, especially in the later tragedies,

to point out passages ;·,here he lets such character-interest exist
apart from the action.

He has still less use for mere plot, for

the kind of interest t..rhich you get in The \ioman

ill

~i te.

You

rarely feel in any :;rent stI'enp;th the excitement of folloidng ingenious oomplioa tions, for plot-inte:;;'est as such, 1.vhile it is not
absent from Shakespeare's plays, is subordinated to other elements
in suoh a way that we are rarely conscious of it apart.

"1rlhat we

do feel strongly, as a tragedy advances to its olose. is that the
calamities and oatastrophe follow inevitably from the deeds of
men, and that the main source of these deeds is character. It

To

say that in Shakespeare's tragedies "character is destiny" 1s an
exag.::;eration, and sllch a diotum can be misleading; "but 1t 1s the
e1ta~gera.t1on of a "(li tal truth. It 51

t.J'hat is the distinction betl.J'een "plot" and "action" as Bradley uses the terms in the above discussion?

v~en

he begins to

speak about Shakespeare's interest in plot a.lone as opposed to
oharaoter alone, he starts off by saying, ttBut for the opposite

51Shake~pearean Tragedt, PP. 12-13; see O~ford ~eotures, p.
82, for an earlier view.
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extreme, tor the abstraction ot mere 'plott

(~4hich

is a vary dif-

'action') • • • • ft 52 Therefore Bradley intends to distinguish between the two. clearly enough, but he
ferent

thin~

from the

tra~ic

explains himself no further.

It is unfortunate that he does not,

since this element in Bradley's theory of Shakespearean tra,:;edy-the question of the relationship between oharac ter .'lIld nc tion-has been a point of lively controversy.

If we inquire into the

possible oriRins of Bradley's ideas on this

lar~er

subject of ao-

tion and character, we may be better able to form an opinion on thE
more partioular problem of Bradley's terminology.
Aristotle's, ot course, is the first significant discussion
of some of the points that Bradley has covered.

Aristotle holds

that the objects of imitation in poetry are men in action (II),53
while epio poetry and tragedy alike are imitations in verse of
characters of a hifJh.;;Y' type (V).

The famous definition of tragedy

(VI) opens wi th the statement that tragedy is "::m im! tati~n of an

action that is serious, complete, and of a certai Yl magni tude, tf and
in the same chapter the philosopher draws certain initial deductions from this first part of hls definition.

Tragedy is the

imitation of an action, but an aotion implies personal agents who
have distinotive qua.lities both of charaoter and

t~~?r.~~r~"tt
~\i~\ r~r u .. ::. .~

V'

52 Ibid.,

p. 12.

LOYOLA

'<

Ui~IVE~5ITY

53The Roman numerals rat'er to the olassical c ~lC c ~~oions
in Aristotle's Poetics. The translation is that contained in S. H
Butoher t s Aristotle's' ':f;heorz 2.t P,oetrz .!nE.. ~!ti, 4th ed. (Lon...
don, 1911).

34is by these that we qualify aotions themselves, oo1d these--thought
and oharaoter--are the tvlO natural oauses from whioh aotions
spring, and on aotions aGain all sucoess or failure depends. Ii

Now

follow some terminologioal definitions: plot is defined as the
arrangement of the inoidents; character is that "in virtue of ,.micl
we asoribe oertain qua1i ties to the agents U
whenever a statement is proved or

~eneral

;

thought is required

truth enunoiated.

Every

tragedy has six parts, the most important of whioh is the structun
of the inoidents--i.e., the plot.

Tragedy is not an imitation of

men as s1loh but of action and of life.

Life oonsists in aotion

and its end is a mode of aotion, not a quality.

If charaoter is

that in virtue of which we ascribe qualities to an agent, if it is
that whioh determines ments qualities, then it oannot, in a tragedy, be anyt.hing but subordinate to plot, for tragedy im! tates
aotion, not men or their quaIl ties.

Another oonsic.;)ration leading

to the same oonolusion is that you cannot have a tragedy," Aristotle says, without aotion; there oould be a tragedy without oharaoter.

tiThe Plot, then, is the first prinoiple and, as it were,

the soul of a

tra~edy;

Character holds the seoond plaoe. • • •

Thus Tragedy is the imttation of an aotion, and of the agents
mainly with a view to the aotion."(VI)
It is S. H. Butoher's opinion that the word "aotion" In tho
Poetios must be understood In a wide meanIng.

The plot oontains

the kernel of the action l.fhioh tragedy must represent, but that
aotion includes the mental prooesses and the motives whioh underlie and result in the deeds. incidents. and s1imations whioh oon-
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stitute the outward events.

Butcher a1BO believes that Aristotle

intends to present two aspeots of the relation of aotion to oharaoter.

The first, Which Aristotle stresses, is that oharacter is

defined and revealed through the aotion of the drama; the plot as
a '.'mo1e wog:ht to be present to the dramatist first, so that the
charaoters will grow out of the dra.ma.tic situation in conformity
with the end of the whole.
nli~ht1y

The second, whioh Butoher says is

touched" by Al:"istotle, is that it is only a.otion whioh

arises directly from character and refleots character whioh satisfies the higher dramatio conditions.

Jutcher himself believes the

relationShip to be very close, and goes so far as to cite Heraolitus to the effeot that "man's oharacter is his destiny."

"To

thi s vi tal relation between aotion and oharacter, II Butcher oonoludes, "is dua the artistioally compacted plot, the central unity
of a tragedy.u54
The first edition of Butoher's n6table work appeared in 1895,
and the present wori tel'" (,!1lgge eta that Bttadley was influenoed by

Butcher as well as by Aristotle.

Bradley's Nature

2!

Tragedy

(1889) contains no disoussion of connections between action and
oharacter, while, as we have noted, such discussions do oocur in
S.hakelWearean T,:ragedl (1904) and "The Long Poem in the Age of vlorcU:1'Worth" (1905).
...

'III

It may not be a mere oOincidence, either, that

II! . . .

54Ibid., pP. 337, 352-355: the reader is referred to the ch~
tel', "Plot and Charaoter in Tra.gedy,n of which these pages are a
part.

Bradley also mentions the diotum of Heraolitus.55
Hegel says little on the sUbjeot, beyond endorsing Aristotle's arf1;'clment thet, although opinion and charactat' are the
sources of tragicaotion, what is more important is the end, and
it oannot be said that individuals aot in order to display their
diverse oharaoters as suoh. 56
Since the Romantio critios have so muoh to say about Shakespearets oharaoters, it mir.,ht be supposed that many of them would
have disoussed aotion and oharacter.
very few oases, however.

There appear to be only a

Thomas 'vlhately, oonsoious that he l.faS

Wl"i tlng what vrould probably have been the first book to study

several of Shakespeare's charaoters in detail,;;r.'7 attempts in his
Introduction to ShO\-l that the oharaoters deserve far Yllore cr1 tioal
attention than they have hitherto received.

One of his arguments

is that without distinotion and preservation of charaoter, a play
is only a tale, not an action.

You may (whether you ought' or not)

dispense with the unities, but variety and truth of character are
essential.

If you oonsider drama as a representation, the most

55sAakesEear~an Tragedy, p. 13.

56PA1:1,o sORhy .QL ~

Art, IV, 275.

573ut he died in 1772 with only two essays oompleted; these
were not published till 1785, by which time Riohardson's essays
had appeared (Morgannts also, but he wrote only on tha one oharaoter) •
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essential part of the drama is the characterization. 58
goes mllch further.

He declares that it is one of

l.

.1.3

Coleridge
character-

ietics of Shakespeare's dramas that the dramatic inttH'est in independent of the plot.

liThe interest in the plot is always in fact

on acoount of the charaoters, not

~

tarsa, as in almost all

othe,", w"i tars; the plot is a mare canvas and no mOre. II
from Muah

~

Take away

Abq,ut Nothing, for example, all that is not indis-

pensable to the plot and you . ..;111 have lIttle that is t-Torth while
remaining. 59

Gl1stav Freytag teaches that tha progress of the hu-

man race sinoe the time of the Greeks is shown more distinctly by
the advanoes which the Germanio peoples (and of course he includes
Shakespeare in this oategory!) have made in

~he

fashioning of

dramatic characters than in the construction of dramatic action.
He holds that if the oharacters are well done, there Is hope for a
play, even if the plotting is poor, but When there is only a small
"

capability for sharp defining of character, a work may be oreated,
but never one of any significance. 60

Freytag also belleves that

58Remarks on Sonte of the Characters of ShakesDeare, 3rd ed.,
ed. Riohard 1rfuatelYlLoiidon, lS~9), PP. 17":20, 25'. By lI4rama as a
representation" (P. 25) l~hately probably means" as a representatiol
of life. n
59Notes and Lectures on Shakspere, ed. T. Ashe (London, 1893)
pp. 239-240. Thi BiB 'the edition Bradley used and indlcates the
Coleridge oriticism with which he was familiar.
60TeOhniq~e of t,h~ Drams;, tr. E. J. !·facEwan (Chicago, 1895),
PP. 246-247. ~radi'ey aaknoidedges indebtedness to Freytag for par
of the analysi s in Chapter I I of S,hakespearean Tragedx and reoommends his book highly (see the first footnote in that chapter).
Professor Hereward Prioe, ~~o Bat under Bradley at Oxford, has
suggested to me that Freytag was a major influence on Bradley.
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the Gst'l1')A.n:f.o poets often work sucoeRsf'ttllv from
tion.

cha:t~acte2s

to ac..,'

The poet conceives of the characters in various relat:f.ons

wlth other men, so, really, he is '.vorking at once with c."laracter
and aotion

(thou~~

the aotion is not yet the final and fully con-

nected aotion) .61
Of these several critics it would appear that Bradley follows

most olosely Ar-istotla and Butcher's interpretation of Aristotle.
Bl'adley thinks of plot as the story alone, and he opposes tlmera
plot" to "mere charaoter."

But when he talks about lIaotion" in th

oontext of the relation of ohv.::>acter to action, he seems to inolude in the ter-m an implicit referenoe to character.

Aristotle

looks on plot as the arrangement of the incidents, and one of his
remarks about aotion is that it

sprin~s

from oharaoter and thought

(·'oharaoter and thoup;ht lt here mOT'e or less equal "charaoter" as
modern oritios use the term.).

Butoher says that tlaction" defi-

:nitely includes the mental processes and motives H'hich underlie
the action, and these oertainly, we may add, pertain to charaoter.
hh,en Bradley says that the oenter of the tra!7;9dy may be said to
lie equally in aotion issuing from oharaoter or in oharacter 1ssuin~

1n action, one may not be sure

tr~t

he 1s

reflectin~

Aris-

totle1s 1ntention, but he is very olose to Butoher's understanding
of Aristotle.

What Bradley certainly does not reflect is Aris-

totlefs insistenoe on the primacy or the plot.

The statement abow

action and character does not say anything about plot (and this

61Tl...rl
••

_ ....

II
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should be remembered in vim., of subsequent cri ticism of Bradley),
for e.c tion and plot are dl ffeI'entla. ted in both 3radley and .Ari stotle,

~lt

Bradley does feel that, if you must talk 'about mere

plot or mere charaoter, Shakespeare is even less interested in
dealing tv! th the former than the latter.

If Bradley does not fol-

low Aristotle in favoX'ing plot, nei ther ca.n he be said to follOW
~~ately

or Coleridge or Freytag in their championship of characten

He has no intention of oalling; Shakespeare's plots

II

mere oanvas. 1t

The farthest he goes in championing charaoter on the theoretical
level (as opposed to whatever may be his practice in aotually
oriticizing a play) is his statement that

Il

c haracter is destiny,"

while an exaggeration, is the exaggeration of

11

vital truth.

But

this is not a statement tor oharaotar and against plot; it is a
projeotion of his feeling that Shakespeare's main interest was in
charaote~1stlc

deeds which inevItably lead to the calamities and

catastrophe of tragedy_
Of the critics who have oommented upon Bradley's treatment of
charac tar and aotion. some appear to be more influenced by what
they take to

be

his practioe than by anything d'3finite that they

can point to in his theory.
that Bradley

tl

C. J. Sisson says that it is strange

of all men. steeped as he was in the Greeks and in

Aristotle, should have so far exalted character above plot and
action.,,62

Sisson makes this remark in a context whioh has to do

,I
62Shakespear~ (London. 1955). p. 21.
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t..nth Bradley's tendency to attribute realit.y 'co the charaoters
beyond the plays; he does not indicate tha.t Bradley· s theoretical
posi tion is SOmt':H'lhat dlffe-r>ent, nor that Bradley's theoretioal
position Is, in itself, not so completely divorced from Aristotle
as Sisson seems to think Bradley's praotloal oritioism Is.

Stoll

too does not direotly comment on Bradley's theoretioal sLatements.
He

ar~es

quite strongly that Shakespeare put plot over charaoter

in importance, but he defines plot, in this sense, as situation,
"and a situation is a charaoter in oontrast, and perhaps also in
oonflict, with other characters or ldth oircumstances. fl6 3

This is

not far from Bradleyls understanding of the close inter-oonnection
between character and action.

Again, it is Bradleyts praotical

oritioism that Stoll is really objecting to when he talks about

m..t :!rcakenly over-emphasizing oharacter.

L. C. Knights is the best known of the oritios who take issue
with Bradley on the theoretioal
Manx Children

!!.!S

Lad;r Haobetq?

level~

In 1933 he published

~

a monograph whioh became famous

for its attaok on the more cons'3rvative "vested interests lt of
Shakespeare oritio1sm. 64

Sinoe he relt that it was largely Brad-

ley's influence that he was oombatting, he took oare to disagree

63Art ~ Artific~ in Spakegeaare (London, 1933), p. 1; the
di seuss10n oontinues on PP. 2 and 3.
64Professor Kni~ts first gave this as a paper before the
ShakHspeare Assooiation in 1932. He has reoently reoalled some of
the circumstances in ItTbe Question of Character in Shakespeare, II
1>1ore 'talking .2! Shakespeare, ad. John Garrett (London, 1959) J pP.
"»-'b9 •

II,"

II
i, '
!:

Iii, I
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1dth oradley on several points, most of

t~

,1

centered on

~Lat

he

took to be the pc>ima arror--tho criticisl11 of the ch'lracteps as

Of particular interest at the mo-

thouGh they wer9 real people.

ment ie his s'.",ntement that nIt is assumed thrmlJ;hou.t th£3 book
(qhakesRearean

~ra.gedI]

that the most profi table 11scusslon of

Shak:3speare's tragedies is in terMs of the characters of 'Which
they ar>e oomposed--'The oentre of the tra.gedy may be sald ldth
equal truth to lie in aotion issuing fro":1'1 charaoter, or in charaoter issuing in aotion. t n b5

Knl<;hts has taken this latter state-

ment as pN>of that all Bradley Is really ooncerned with is character.

He may sllY that, at the least, such '-las oertainly not

Bradley's own understanding of this statement.
oomplain that

tt

Kni(~hts

goes on to

In the mass of Shakespeare ort tici sm there is not

one hint that 'oharacter'--ltke 'plot, r 'rhythm,

t

'construction'

and all mIr other oritical counters--is merely an abstraction from
"

the total response in the mind of the. reader or spectator,
broup,ht into being by wri tten or spoken -;vords, an:' that our duty

as critios 1s to examine first the words of which tho play Is composed, then the total effeot whioh this oombination of words produces in our mind.

(The two

a1."8

of course inseparable. )1166

this not in reality very close to Bradley's own ideas?
seen that Bradley too is

det~ply

Is

Wehave

conce:med v.1. th the irnpresslon

65ll.2!:! ~!&ll'y: Chl,ldJ!en. (London, 1933), p. 5. This essay has
been reprinted by Khi~Ets in his E3Rloratlons (N.Y., 1947).

-

66Ibld., PP.

6-7.
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lAhich the playa produce in our mind, ana

~4e

re'Jlember hi a insi st-

anoe that the cr1 tic must at all times keep in mind the ',vhole, the
one, poetic exparienca. 67
is something in hi s

11

In regard to this latter point, there

Poetry for Poetry's Sakel! which is -'rery much

to the point: ttTo consider separately the action or the characters
of a play, and separately its style or versifioation, is both
le)7,1 tim.ate and valuable, so long as we remember 'i-lhat H'e are doing.
But the true critic in

speakin~

of these apart does not really

think of them apart; the whole, the poetio experience, of which
they are but aspects, is always in his mind; and he is always 9.imin~

at a rioher, truer, more intense repetition of that experi-

enoe. II

1>/hen certain questions ocme up, B:raclley continues, you

must think of these components inct:i.vid.ually, and the great danger
for the oritic then is to

ima~lne

that uhat he reta.ins of the

charaoters or the action (to take an instanoe) is the poem itself.
This heresy Is seldom put lnto 'Words, 'Bradley says, but he imag;ines it as being put thus:

ft •

Surely the action and the charac-

tars of Hamlet are in the play; and surely I can retain these,
•

d

•

thouq:h I have forgotten all the words.

I admit that I do not pos-

sess the whole poem, mIt I possess a part, and the most important
part.

t

If

And Bradley says he would reply that, provided we are

eoncerned with no question of principle, he can aecept what has
been said except for the last phraso, which does raise sllch a
question.

If we are speaking loosely, he can agree that the ac-

67s AA above

nn

, ':I.. "JI

1A
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tion and. char-aaters, as the speaker

conc~ives

t:lem, are in the

poem, tog9ther with muoh more.
Even then, hO\Jevsr, you must not claim to possess all of
this kind that is in the poem; for' in forgetting th.i3
Hords you must have lost innumer:lble details of the action and the char'Qctel"s. Ard, ',klan th) '1W.'.1stion of value
is raised, I must insist that the action and char'aoters,
a8 you conceive them, are not in Hamlet at all. If thoy
are, point them out. You cannot do it. ;,'Inat you find
at any moment of that succession oi~ eXpel"101~lCes called
I~amlet I s '-lords.
In these (,fords, to speak loosely again,
the aotion awl oharacters (more of them than YOU C<.'L"1 oonceive apaz-t) are focussed; but your experie'10e is not a
combination of them, as ideas, on the one dde, with e9
tain sounds on the other; it is an experienoe of something in which the two are indissolubly fused. If you
deny this, to be sure I can make no answer, or csn only
answer that I have reason to belIeve that you oa...11Ilot l"()ad
poetically, or else are misinterpretIng your experienoe.
But if you uo not deny this, then :TOU ~dl1 adml t that the
aotion and the charaoters of the poem, as you separately
imagine them, are no part of it, but a product of it in
your reflective ima~ination, a faint analogue of one aspec t of It taken in dotachmGllt fl"om. tho ;'I1'101e.
i

'-

In a poem as long as Hamlet, :lowever, i3radloy adrruts (lII
would even insi st") that you must Interrupt the poetiC eXlileri enoe
now and then to form one of these "products ll

~ihich

is outside the

poem, anlt e"',en to d1r/ell on tho produo t, in order to enrich the
poetIc eXperience itself.

But the critic E!holl1cl be consoio'..ls of

what he is doing. 68
Are not most of these ideas very close to thos,) of 1-Thich
Knights complains there is "not a hint!! in
In hIs 1959 essay, ItThe
Professor

Kni~hts

(~uestion

Shakespaal"c~

01"1 ticism?

of Charaoter in Shakespeare,!!

does not e'lCpress his

oppo~ition

to Bradley in
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the strong lanr.suage he had used earller, but he does feel that
Shakespearean
of' hand.

Tra~edx

endorsed a oharaoter-oritioism that got out

(One may suspeot that just here is tha basi s of his dis-

like of' Bradley's theoretioal as well as praotioal oritioism.)

Of

the oharaoter-in-aotion f'ormula, Kni1'hts says in this later essay
that it is at its best a narrowly focused approaoh to the tragedies and one that is likely to lead the oritio to
important matters that are there in the plays.

i~nore

some

uIn short, Shake.

speB.rlan tral7,edy, any Shakespearian tragedy, is saying so MIlOh
more than Qan be expressed in Bradleyan terms."69

This is one of

the questions the reader should have in mind when we exarrd.ne some
of Bradley's ori tloism of partioular tragedies in the following
ohapter.
Another question that should be kept in mInd in suggested by
Huntin!:';ton Brown.

In an attempt to sum'llarize the oharaoter-aotion

dispute, he sets up two contrasting gt'oups, those Hho believe that
action is ever;rJh.e!'e the expression and measu!'e of oharacter' in
the tragedies and those who hold that aotion and oha!'aoter a!'e
often in oontrast in Shakespaare. 70

This greatly over-simplifies

the natu!'e of the 1U8.!'rel and the positions on eithe!' side, for we
have seen that the oontroversy has been entered into for various

69~ Talking .Q! Shakespeare,

PP.

57-58.

70 tf Enter the Shakespea.rean Tragio Hero," Essays!u. Critioism,
III (1953>, 301.
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reasons and has been discussed in different ways.

But Mr. Brownls

statement of the anti-Bradleyan position serves to remind us that
those who aocept Bradley's theoretical stand must beware of a
temptation which lies in wait for them
pret a particular play.

~len

they come to inter-

Bradley says that he has arrived at his

ideas on Sha.kespearean traa;ic the'oI'Y from the plays themselves.
Having, then, arrived at this action-character formula (though
II

formula ll is not a term express! ve of Bradley's intention) from

observation of the whole of Shakespearean tragedy, there may be a
temptation, when it is necessary to deal with a particular case,
to insist on a close inter-relationShip between character and
aotion where, for one reason or another, the case does not follow
the usual pattern.

Whether this ever happens will be a problem

for us in Chapter IV.
Some Elements of the Aetion whioh are Other than Characteristic
"

Bradley urges that the ideas 1Nhich we have formed about the
oentral importanoe of deeds flowing from character will be more
olearly seen as true if we ask "what elements are to be found in
the 'story' or taotion,1 oooasionally or frequently, beside the
oharaoteristio deeds, and the
persons. n71

8Uffer1n~s

and circumstanoes, of the

Such an inquiry would indicate some of the qualifi-

cations whioh need to be made in the general Character-action
theory.
71Shakes earean Tra ed,

• 13.
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There are three of these additional

ele~ents

whioh Bradley

pOints out for disoussion: abnormal conditions of mind, the supernatural element, ohanoe OP aooident.

Do we have reason to alter

any oonolusions we have rea.C"'1ed beoause of the presenoe of suoh
"unoharaoteristio" elements in the action?

In regard to the first

of these faotors, abnormal oond1. tions of mind, Bradley finds no
diffioulty.

Deeds

issuin~

from insanity,

somnambulis~t

and the

like are not deeds in the proper sense--daeds expressi va of oharaoter; but Shakespeare never represents these abnormal states as
the origin of' deeds of any dramatic importance.
is to be Btre s sed (in

The word

tl

orlgin ll

1h! Nature .2.! Tragedy 1 tis underlined),

for it Is Bradleyts point that Lear's madness and Lady Maobeth's
sleep-~·m.lklng

(to take two of the examples Bradley uses) are the

results of actions and oonfliots that were charaotoristio deeds-deeds springing from responsible human agenoy; the madness and the
sleep-walking are not in themselves the soupoes of any further
deeds of moment.

The

tra~io

oonfliot as suoh always arises from

sane, awa,pe human nature, sinoe that alone is oapable of aotion
in the full sense of the word.72
In

~ Natur~

2!

~ra~edI

Bradley uses much the same argument

in pegard to the question of supernatural agency_

He argues that

Shakespeare never represents the element of the supernatural as
the oause of the tragic aotion.73
..

•

In Shakeseearean Tragedy he

I

7 2Nature

p. 8; Shakespear,ean Tragedy, pp. 13-14.

73Nature

P. 9.
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modifies his statement; the supernatural does contribute to the
action and is in some instanoes an indispensable part of 1.t, so
that to olaim that the sole motivating foree in Shakespeare's
trar:;io world Is human oharaoter, wi th oircumstances, 1,1ould be a
serious error.

But it is important, he says, to realize that the

supernatural always is plaoed by Shakespeare in the closest relationship with character and that its influence is never oompulsive.

We never feel that the visitation of ghosts or witches

takes away from the hero his oapaoity or responsibility for dealing wi th hi s problem. 74
Finally, there is the matter of chance or aocident.

Bradley

defines this as "any occurrenoe (not super'natu:r-al, of oourse)
Whioh enters the dramatio sequenoe neither from the a.gency of a
oharacter, nor from the obvious surrounding oiroumstanoes. 1I

And

he adds in a footnote that he thinks he would even include under
"

tI

acoident ll the deed of a very minor person whose oharacter had

not been indioated. 75 In most of Shakespeare's tragedies, Bradley asserts, chanoe or acoident is permitted a recognizable influenoe at some point In the action.

Any very large admission of

chanoe would tend to 't-reaken or destroy the oausnl oonneotion of
oharaoter, deed, and oatastrophe, but to exclude them altogether
from tragedy would be untrue to life; accident or chanoe is a
prominent faot of human lire, and it Is a tragic fact that men

74I2!£., pp. 9-10.
75Shakes'Dearean Traf.tedv. pp.

14-15.
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cannot foresee or oontrol the ollain of events l.vhioh they themselves start.

Three oonsiderations must enter into the

Shakespeare uses the element of aocident very sparingly.

discussio~

Further.

it 1s often possible to see the dramatio intention of tile accident
and to see that there 1s some connection bet1,;feen accident and a
particular character, Hhlah means that this is not an aocident in
the full sense of the word.

(Thus it 1s in Romeo's character that

he should aot without consideration and with fatal haste. 76 )
Lastly, almost all of the important aooidents occur only after the
ac tion 1. s well on its t·my and the impression of the causal sequence firmly established. 77
Bradley draws the general conclusion that all three of the
elements--abnormal oonditions of mind, the supernatural, and acoident or chance--are part of the aotion but are subordinated to the
one dominant factor, deeds wh1ch issue from charaoter.7 8

Most of

this seotion is original with Bradley, .. to the extent at le'ast that
within Shakespearean oriticism no one before him seems to have
grouped the several problems together into the one general question whioh is posed in oonneotion with the aotion-charaeter dieoU88ion.

Bradley has of eourse been Influenced in his solution,

espeCially in

re~ard

to the matter of abnormal oonditions of mind,

by a oommonplace of Aristotelian and Thomistie thought--the idea.

76Bradley uses this illustration in ~ature
77~.J ~ha.kespearea.n Traged:y;, pp. 14-16.

78ShakesRearean Tragedz, p. 16.

£! Traged:y;, p. 10.
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that only those aotions may properly be oalled human whioh prooeed
from free idll, so that if you do something Hhen you are sleepwalking, or insane, you are not performing a human aot and are not
responsible.79
tra~ic;

Bradley feels that suoh sttuation simply are not

"the aotion in

tra~edy

must spring f'rom human agenoy; or,

if ve like to usn that ambiguous 'Word, it must arise from human
freedom. u 80
A vigorous attack on Bradley's ideas about the "additional
factors" has been made by Lily B. Oampbell, who oharp;es Bradley
with errors ooncerning each of the three faotors and with a.rguing
in a cirole throughout his analysis.

She stresses the latter

pOint at the end of her essay: "I must in olosing again point out
that Bradley constantly

ar~es

in a circle that these conditions

oould not have determined the actions of the tragic heroes because
then they would not be tragic characters acoording to his premised
defini tion.',81

Look at the first instanoa, Mi ss Campbell ·'says.

Bradley sets up his own definition of tragedy as oenter1ng 1n action issuing fl"om character or ohal"actel" issuing in action.
79Ar1atotle, .!!!tt. Eth., III, l; St. Thomas, Ii.

1'..

J

He

1 ... 11, 1, 1.

80~ature 2! TragedX, p. 9.
81shaJ\emearets T,ragic. He;r:oes • • • with Atpenqices on ~
~nt~retatlon of Sh~kespearea~ ~ra~edYfrevised ed;J,
~ •• , 19> ,p. 2bb. The material i"le are studying first appeared
as "Bradley Revisited: Forty Years After," g, XLIV (1947), l7!~194; but page referenoes in this paper are to the revised edition
of Shakespeare's Tragic He~oes, where it is reprinted as Appendix
A. Despite the tItle of the artiole, the investigation in this
particular essay is confined to Bradley's treatment of the tladdi_
tiona1 faotors. 1t

f.ftts

defines such action (again the definition is his own) as deeds
expressive of oharaoter, excluding a.ll deeds done :.rhen in an a.bnormal state of mind.
defini tIon,

h'.)

After having laid dOvln these prem1ses by

proves that Hamlet (for s;'{a.mple) was not

cause then he would c ease to be a h'agie charac tel".

lilad

be-

"In other

words, he by definition makes a tragic hero set the tr£i'sic oircle
in motion while he 1s morally responsible and then proves that he
must have been,morally responsible when he set the forces of destructIon at work or else he could not have been a tragiC hero. n82
We might observe that Mr. Bradley does not intend to lay down
a definition of tragedy.

He is oollecting faots and impressions,

and then comparing them with other faots to see if the conolusions
reaohed about one set of faots or impressions must be modified in
regard to the new set of faots.

He reaches a general oonolusion

about the inter-relationship of aotion and oharacter and goes on
to test the conclusion by bringing in ,the new conSiderations about
abnormal oonditions of mind, etc.

As a matter of fact, as we have

seen, the new faots do modify our previous statement to a oertain
extent, though not fundamentally.
ley, all

throu~~

As for the statement that Brad.

his arguments on the three additional factors,

"oonstantly argues in a oircle that these conditions could not
not have determined the actions of the tragic heroes because then
they would not be tragic oharacters aooording to his premised
det'ini tion, n we suggest that Bradley, in all three instanoes,

offe~s

partioular

statements.

e~amples

from which he has drawn his general

If he says that oertain oonditions are not treated

as the sources of real

tra~io

aotion, then presumably he believes

that this was the way Shakespearets mind worked.
not so

~loh

or

lo~10

as of faots, for Bradley is

It 1s a question
presentin~

a

series of faots from which he draws oertain oonclusions; he 1s not
really proceeding in the formal fashion that Miss Campbell suggests.

The oase of Hamlet is a partioular one, and the reader

must judge Whether Bradley does not observe the faots oorreotly,
whether he makes inoorreot oonolusions from the faots, or whether
(more basioally) his ideas about tragio responsibility are not
those of Shakespeare.

In her partioular remarks on abnormal oon-

ditions of mind, Miss Campbell says that it is u a prime illustration of a nineteenth-oentury mind imposing a moral pattern upon
the work of a sixteenth-oentury mind" that

B~adley

ohooses to dis"

cuss problems of moral responsi bili ty' rather than the

II

all-

important reasons whioh made these abnormal mental oonditions an
ess~mt1al part of the mo~al pattern of t~agedy."83

The question

is, perhaps, whether Shakespeare may be supposed to have been
working with the same Aristotelian-Soholastio ideas on moral 1"esponslbill ty wi th 1.mioh Bradley is working.

If he

NaS,

then Bx-ud-

ley's disoussions ought not to be dismissed as beside the point.
\'J'hether Bradley should also have discussed Miss Campbell's topic,

the place of madness, etc., in the Elizabethan tragedy, is another
question l.vhioh is part of the larger question as to what degree of
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completeness

B~adleyts

claim to have.
\-lOuld argue

criticism

o~

Shakespearean trag,ady may

Miss Campbell would anslter t11at a

a~ainst

syste~:1

Hhieh

including Lady M.'l.cbeth's sleepwalking or

Lear's insanity as a part of the moral pattern of the tragedies is
too narrow. 84
The other I1rgu.-rnents imioh Miss Campbell adduces are largely
a matter of particular cases 1n which she foals that Bradley's
conolusions are either inoorreot or else not adequate; he main
complaint is that Bradley is ignorant of or ignores Elizabethan

a tti tudes (pa.rticularly on the popular level) t01iard ghosts,

1"9-

vange, halluCinations, eto., and here, of course, she :makes oommon oause with the large number of Bradley-fs oritios who are unhappy about his attitude or praotice with regard to the faots of
Shakespearets m1lieu. 8 5
Aotion as Conflict
Be~oN

leaving the problem

o~

the ffaotion tl in a Shakespearean

tragedy, Bradley asks whether it would help us to understand it
still bettor by talking of it in terms of a conflict.

To make the

question a precise one (for Shakespea.rean tragedy is obviously

84t.b~d. t p. 245.
85Por two very brief discussions of Miss Campbell's arguments
against Bradley, see Paul Siegel, t1 In Defence of Bradley, n 2]., IX
(1948), 253 n. and Herbert wei sin.ger "The Study of Shake speax-ean
Tragedy sinee Bradley," ,2S., VI (1955), 390. The reads:t.. 1s aga:tn
:z:oeferred to Ornstein's article, "Historical Criticism and the Interpretation of Shakespeare, n ,for a di sousElon of methodology.
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full of oonfliot}, we shall ask, "vJho are the oombatants in a

Shakespearean tragedy?!l86
The obvious unm.1er Is to divide the chal"ucters of anyone
tragedy into tHO antagonistio groups, the hero and h1s party versua their adversaries.
dOing this

wi~~

You will not haY,fe any great di l'ficul ty

most of the tragedies, but, Bradley suggests, in

some important oases it seems a merely external way of looking at
things.

Hamlet and the Aiug are in aonf'lict wi th eaoh other, but

at least equally engrossing is the conflict within Hamlet.
for most of Shakespeare's tragedies.

"'ins truth is,

t.~'1at

iUld SO

the type

of tragedy in which the hero opposes to a hostile foroe an undivided soul, 1s not the Shakespearea.n type. Tl

It is freql!ently just

in oonnection with this inner conflict of the hero that Shakespeare shows his greatness, and it is in the later and most mature
tragedies that he emphasizes inner eontention.

Bra.dley oonnects

the idea of confiict in tragedy with h.1s earlier ideas on ''charac ...
ter and action in a brilliant synthesizing conclusion: U[TJhe
notion of tragedy as a conflict emphasises the ract that nction is
the centre of the story, while the concentra.tion of interest, in
the greater plays, on the inward struggle emphasises the ract that

B6.shakespearean TragedI,. P. 16. \tie continua to follow the order of topic s In the first chapte.!' of Shakespearean TraPiedz.
Bradley'S discussions of the matters we now enter upon--confliot,
waste, '3atastrophe, eto,._are arrclged according to different plan
in Natur:e of Trage<tt. "Hegel t s Theory of Traged.y, U tmu Shakespear•• III
Tra~e4i. :mere po ssl b1e we follow t..~e plan of the fillst chapter
ot ,,;,~akes,pear~a.n Traged:y:. since that 1s the fullest and latest of
the thro0.

this action is essentially the expression of chax-aotex-.u87
Bx-adley himself su'Sgests that when

0.

modem critic talks of

tragedy in terms of "oonfliot" he is probably doing so, ultimately,
because of the prominenoe tl1hich Hegel gives to that oonoept in his
theory of

tra~edy..

The debt is

aolmo~<1ledged

by Ex-adley, but it is

important to notioe also that he feels obliged to depart from
Hegel in oertain respects, or to adapt or add to his theory, booause Hegel's ibeo:ry is rooted in the Greek tragedy and does not
perfectly apply to Shakespearean tra~edy in all respects. B8

Brad-

ley takes the same attitude in his lecture, nHege1's Theory of
Tragedy."89

However muoh he admires Hegel's ideas on tragedy (and

he thinks them the most important since Arfstotl e 1 s 90), he definitely regards them as imperfeot.

This should be remembered, be.

cause some oritios, aware of the stong Hegelian influenoe which
appears in Bradley's writings, tend to overlook the originality
'I

wi th whioh Bra.dley tx-eats Hegel t

S

oonc'epts.

Thus J. Isaac s speaks

slightingly of "Bradley's magnifioent, influential and dangerously
side-traoking studies, wtftten. as it were, in the margin or
Hegel. "91

'tJe ha.ve already sean a.n outstanding example of an
If'

87Ibid., pp. 17-19.
88lbid., p. 16.
890"rord Le,q.tures, esp. Pl>. 81. 85-86, 92.
90~., P. 69; ~hakespearean ~ragody, P. 16.

91" Shakespea.rian Cri tici em: From Ooleridge to the Present
Da.y, It A Ooraa;t0n to Shakespeare Studie~ edd. Granville-Barker
and G. B. art' son\0 am'brl age, "fng., 19 ), p. 302.

",
"

I',
I
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original application or a Hegelian idea in Bradley's conneotion or
conflict with the relationship of action and oharacter.
Critios In general have not disoussed Bradley's initial remarks on oonfliot, but we should note one observation made in a
dootoral dissertation by Dr. Ligeia Gallagher.

She complains that

Bradley, having separated the ninnerll and the "outward" oonfliot,
does not put them together again--that is, he fails to indioate
their inter-oonneotion and the facv that the

strug~le

is a unity.

She feels that this i8 a rtlrther indioation of Bradley's tendency
to divorce the individual from his sooiety in a way that Shakespeare did not intend.92

Suoh a oritioism 1s related to the

char~

that Bradley too often fails to appreci,ate the ideas of the Elizabethan age.
The

Tra~io

Hero and His Confliot: The Tragedy of Waste

Aotion in a Shakespearean tragedy, then, may profitably be
considered as oonfliot, and Bradley enters now into aninvestigation of the oonfliot of the tttagio hero.

He asks first whether

the oentral figures of the action, or oonfliot, have any oommon
quali ties whioh seem to be neoessary to the tragio efrect.

lYe

have already seen that a Shakespearean hero is exoeptional in the
sense that he is of high estate and publio

importe~oe,

sufferings and deeds are well out of the ordinary.

and his

But in addi-

9 2n Shakespeare and the Aristotelian Ethioal Traditlon_" Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation (Stanford University, Palo Alto,
1956 LIP~ 137.
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tion we may say that hi s nature is exc optional and in some way
raises him above the ordinary man.

The hero is made

0.1'

the same

stuff a.s ourselves--he is not an eccentrio or a paragon--but he
is raised, by an intensification of the life he shares with us,
far above us.
a

~rand

Som~

of the heroes have genius, some are built on

scale in which pas8ion or desire or will attains a ter-

rible torce.

Almost all of them exhibit what Bradley says is, for

Shakespeare, the fundamental trag;io trait: Ita max-ked one-sidedness,
a predisposition in some partioular direotion; a total inoapacity,

in certain oircuMstanoes, of

resistin~

the feree which draws in

this direction; a fatal tendenoy to identify the whole being with
one interest, objeot, passion, or habit of mind. u 93

This one...

sidedness, or single-mindedness, is fatal to the hero but it
oarries With it, at the sarna time, Us. touch of greatness," so that
if you add to 1 t "nObill ty of' mind, or genius, or immense force,
-,

we realise the full power and reaoh of-the 5oul."94

The faot that

the tragio oonniot ari ses from and involves human ar;enoy makes us
feel sympathy and pity, and perhaps fear, but it is a realisation
of the

ma.~i tude

of the oonflict and the splendor of the souls who

wage it that adds to the tragio effect the element of awe. 9 5
In the tragio oonnict the hero's tragio trui t, tvhich is also

93SbakesEaarean Tragadl, p. 20.

-

94Ibld.
20.
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his greatness, Is .fatal to the hero because he meets certain ciroumstanoes whloh require somathlnp.; he cannot g1 va, though a lesser
man might.

"He errs, by action or omission; and his error, join-

ing with other oauses. brlngs on him :ruin.
Shakaspeare. 1l96

This is always so with

The imperfeotion or error of the hero Is of dif-

ferent kinds, ranging from Romeots excess and precipitancy to
Richard Ill's villainy.

In

~ Nat~~e

2! Tragedl Bradley suggests

that one might even speak of two types of Shakespearean tragedy,
depending on whether the origin of' the conflict lies in a defect
or in a orim.e.

In the oase of the

pity is much greater. 97

~ormer

the tragic feeling of

In Shakespe!rean TragedX Bradley does not

make such a sharp distinotion, but he does say that It Is important to realize that Shakespeare admits such men as Richard III and
Maobeth as heroes.

The speotator desires their dmmfall, and this

is not a tragio emotion; the playwright oompensates .for this in
.,

Richard's case by endowing the king wi·th astonishing power and a
courage that arouses admiration, in Macbeth's case
him a si:m!lar though less exceptional greatness

by shm'ling

and a

in

oonscience

which so fills the hero with torment that a feeling of sympathy
and awe is excited in the spectators in a manner at least caloulated to balance the desire .for Maobeth's downf'all.98
Shakespeare's tragio heroes aeed not be Itgood,H thoup;h they

..
96Sbakespeare~. Tragedl. p. 21.
97~atu~e

2! TragedI,

pp. 22-25.

98Spakespaarean TragedX. p. 22.
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generally are, but they must have sufficient greatness that in
their error and fall we are 1.nade strikingly aware of the poss1bl ...
11 ties of human nature.

'lbat is why, Bradley says, a Shakespear-

ean tragedy 1s never depressing--man may be Shown as wretched and
his lot heartrending, but he is not Shown in the tragodies as
small nor his lot as contemptible.

It is also because of this

greatness of the tragic hero that the center of the tragic impression is the feeling of waste.

The beauty

and

greatness of the

hero are thrown away.
We seem to have before us a type of the mystery of the
wole world, the tragic fact which extends fa.r beyond
the l1mi ts of troagedy. Everywhere, from the crushed
rooks beneath our feet to the soul of man, we see power,
intelligence, life and glory. which astound us and seem
to call for our worship. And everywhere we see them periShing, devouring one another and destroying themselves,
often 1111 th dreadful pain, as thoup-,h they ca.me into being
for no other end. Troagedy is the typical form of this
mystery, beoause that gX'eatness of soul ",thich it exhibits
oppressed, conflioting and destX'oyed, is the high.est ex1stance 1n our view. It foroesthe mystery upon us, .,and
it makes us :realise 80 vividly the W'oX'th of tha.t Which
is wasted that we oannot possibly seek comfort in the reflection that all is vani ty. 99
B:radley felt st:rongly about these ideas

and

they are repeated

and expanded in sevel'8.1 of his essays and leotures.

l'Je have noted

hi s belief that Shakespeare did not require" goodtt heroes.
quotation mar'ks around

tt

The

goodU aX'e BX'adley's own, and hi s mea."11ng

is explained 191 se~JheX'e: Shakespeare did not requh"·o morally good
heX'oes, but he does show in all of hi s heX'oes some goodness tm.ioh

99Ib.i,d., PP. 22-23.
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may be defined as

n anything;

that has spiri tual value. II

Thus ?-iac-

beth may not be morally good, but he has much of goodness in this
Inder sense--bravery, conscience, deter~nation.lOO

If all other

rac tors were equal. H'e could say that the trap;edy in which the
hero is also morally good is more

tra~ic.

because the more spirit-

ual value, the more tragedy in 5"ts waste; but the essential point,
we should realize. is not moral goodnesf1 or likaablaness in the

hero but power. lOl

The power may be intellectual or moral or

simply will power; the tr~gedy lies in its waste. 102
Bradley, we have seen, felt that Shakespearean tragedy is
never depressing beoause the heroes, though they fall, have suffloient greatness to make us aware of the possibilities of
nature.

He explains in

~

Nature

2£

T,ragedz that we

~~st

h1L~an

see the

powers of mants nature for good or evil on the f!,rand scale-- lI the
fulness of human 11fe"--1f we are to feel the
life strongly.

tra~edy

of hUTn..:'1n

In the life of an average man or woman, we would

not be a't-m.:re of the sense of the sublime. 10 3 Lady Macbeth is
a.ppal11ng to us, but she has greatness beoause of her courar:se and
foroe of will; she Is appallIng but sublime. 10 4 One of the rea-

lOOttHegel's Theory of T:ragedy,1l Oxford Leotures, PP. 86-88.
lOlIb1d. t P. 89J ~at~re ~ Tragedy, pp. 13-14.
l02Nature ~ ~ragedx, p. 14.
10 3Ib1d., p. 13.
lOhshakesE~arean Traged:r, pP. 368, 371. 373.
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sons why Bradley showed suoh interest in Falstaff and Falstaffcri ticism seems to have been hi s admiration of "Falstaff' s

f~ee-

dom of soul, a freedom ill:lsory only in part, and attainable only
by a mind which

~eceived

from Shakespeare's own the inexplioable

touoh of infinity which he bestowed on Hmnlet and Hacbeth and
Cleopatra • • • • " 105
then,

B~!ldley

In cormec tton Hi th a charac ter' s graa tnsss,

has referred to the idea of the mblime a.l'ld tho idea

of' the inrini te.

tie l'l'lUst come baok to the

latte~

again, but for

the present it is instructive to note a link between the two ideas
in his essay, flThe Sublime," Bradley defines sublimity as the imagE!
of the boundlessness of the Infinite. 106

It does not matte~ to

the imap,ination that a character is good or bad in the usual sense.
Socrates and Satan ape the same to the imaginatIon if they are
each treated sublimely, for than each becomes infinite, and the
ima~lnat10n feels 1n each its own in1".1n1 ty.107

At the close of alec ture on the age of Hegel and l1ordsworth.
Bradley gives some indioation of why he attaches so much importance to the idea of be1ng made
~rea.tness.

awn~e

of mants posB1b1lities and

Perhaps we must admit, he says, that Hegel and

·worth over-estimated man's oapacities.
to

pe~sonal

~vords

"And yet, If I may descend

opinions, I believe in that Age.

Every timG, no doubt,

I

I

I

I~

has tho dafec ts of 1 ts quali ties; but those periods in lmich" ond
l05U The Rejection of Flllstaff," Oxro~d Leotures, p. 273.
106"'fue Sublime," Oxforp. Leotures, p. 62.
l07Ibld.

t

p. 6.3.
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those men in whom, the

~nd

18 stron~ly

and see deepe!', I believe, than others.
perIod,

~~d

ours Is not.

st.rongly felt, it

1!

felt to be great, see more
Thoir time was suoh a

And then the greatness of t.he

great and works wonders.

and ours does not. ulo8

~nd

Is

Their time did so,

It is no wonder that Bradley, feeling

thus, oono erned himself wi th simila.r ideas in Shakaspaar0W1 tragedy.
The reader will have been aware that the predominant influence in Bpadleyts analysIs of the hero's exoeptional nature and
greatness is that of Hegel.

In

~

Philosophr

~ ~

Art we

tind mention of strite and injupious one-sidedness in the hero and
the idea that you must eompensate for the criminal aots of some
modern "hel'Oes" by emphasizing their unusual greatness and
power,109 and of oourse the oonoept of the infinite and the optimistic attItude to'ulards the possibIlities of the hUman mind under"

lie all of Hegel's thinking, as Bradley indioates.

But more im-

portant, in a way, than these sImi 1 ari ties are the ch.anges whioh
Bradley has made to fit Hegel's theory to Shakespearean tragedy_
I

Hegel is much more at home in dealing with the

G~eak

tragedy,

I

I
'I

s1noe 1t f1ts 1n better with h1s system; he analyzes it at length
and f'orms h1 s theol'Y around 1 t.

Then when he

0

oIlle s to modern

l08 rt EUgl.1sh Poetl"Y ·~,.nd German Philosophy in the Age of Wordsworth," M1soellan:r, Pp. 137-138. See p. 119 of t.he same essay,
where he "peaks speo1fIoally of Hegel; see also lIShelley and Arnold's Critique of His Poetry," 111~cellanI, p. 160.

109rv, 298, 311.
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tragedy, he does not so

~lch

theorize as

de~cribe

the differenoes

between it and anoient tragedy, usually to the disadvantage of the
modem.
The tragio oonfliot, says

Hep:I~:,

is a oonfliot of the forces

whioh form. the ethioal substnnce of man (family and state, love
and honor, etc.--all lmiversal).

Both sides in the oonfliot are

"rir,r,ht"--that is, each of the ethioal powers represented has a
valid plaoe in the universe--but the right on one side is pushed
so far that it becomes a violation of the other legitimate power.
It then falls under oondemnation beoause it is out of harmony with
the universe.

There 1s in the hero no half-heartedness and little

or no inner oonfliot (in the sense of a struggle -vl1th his oonsoienoe), for he aots with the foroe of the ethioal substantive
power.

The oonfliot, and the tragedy, oome to an end when the

ethioal whole asserts its,."lf and the imbalanoe is removed, not
neoessarily, in anoient tragedy at least, wi th the death

o'r

the

hero. 110
In pointing out how this may be adapted to Shakespearean
tragedy, Bra.dley 0"'111 ts referenoes to ethioal or substantive p01flSrS
and s'lggests the more a;eneral idea that tragedy portr'.ys a di vision of spirit involving confliot and waste.

~nere

is spiritual

value on both sides, so that the tragio confliot is one of
with good (tlgood" in the wide sense).

~ood

Given the propel" conditions

•

1IO~., IV,

Lectu,res, pp.

69-7L~

295-301; "Hagel's Theory of Tragedy," Oxford
a.nd the Note en PP. 93-95.
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any spiritual oonfl:tct involving spiritual waste is tragic.

1II1th

this wider theory, we have no difficulty in accounting for Hacbeth
as the oentral fi!plre in a tl"agedy, for he too has spiritual
values l~ioh are wasted. III

Is this feeling that the center of the tragio impression is
waste original with Bradley?

Dowden speaks of Hamlet f s wasting

himself,l12 and F. H. Bx-adley, A. C.'s famous brother, uses the
word "waste" on one oooasion in conneotion with evil ;113 but A. C.
Bradleyfs use of the oonoept is, so fa!' as the present writer can
tell, original with him.

As for the power and fOl"oefulness with

whioh the oharaoters aot, it is interesting to note that Freytag,
before Bradley, exolaims in awe at "the tremendous

i~elling

whioh operates in his [Shakespeare's] ohief oharaoters.

forae

The power

wi th Whioh they storm upward toward their fate, as far as the
Climax of the drama, is irresistible--in almost every one a vigorQUS

life and strong energy of pasaion., J1114

'.

The idea is an a ttrao-

tive one to the Romantio imagination.
Critios sinoe Bradley have objeoted to both his dootrine of
waste and his talk 01' the greatness and power of the tragio hero.

G. R. Elliott objects that the idea of

tra;~edy

as the waste of

111"Hegel's Theory of Tragedy," O;sford Leoture~, pp. 85-90.
112shaknere: A Or! tloat Stud;z of His Hind and Art, 9th ad.
(London, '1989 , p. f.30.
- 113ARpearanoe ~ ~ealltl (London, 1899), P. 200.
114Freytag, p. 258.
f
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human values is too vague and naive from the Elizabethan standBradley fails to see that Itvlastell is only supremely tragio

point.

when it is due to pride; indeed, Professor Elliott thinks that
thls defect is the fundamental one in Broadley's theory of tragedy,
and that any other defects

~ollow

from it.

Broadley is understand-

ing the tragedies from a nineteenth-century, humanitarian point of
view instead of from Shakespeare's Renaissance and Christian
view.1lS

Harold S. l..filson, speaking speoifically of Hamlet, suys

that "waste ll is not so much to the point--for Hamlet dies nobly
and even Gertrude and Laertes aroe raised somewhat in their deaths.

as is the sufferoing incident upon human wilfulness and blindness. 116

Mro. Wilson's critioism is perhaps not very far from

Bradleyts own, especially if we take into consideration Bradley's
ideas on reconciliation, whioh we have not yet touched on.
As early r

fj

1906

a.

H. Herford,. revietdng Shakespearean Trag-

edy. noted that Bradley tends to treat characters as good
~reat

power.

'~o

have

He excuses this by saying that Bradley nis one of

those who escape the illusions of the lowero ethics because they
are so oompletely penetrated and possessed by the higher." 117
Bradley would have done well to have made hi s idea of

II

good" as

clear in Shs.kes;Rea,reap.. Tz-asady as he did in his lectures on Hegel'
ll5F1am1ns JUniater: ! Studz of "Othello ll (utlrham, N.C. J. 1953~,
p. L"'Cii n.; Dz-ama.tie Prov1denc,e i.n"""'1rMacbeth" (Prinoeton, 19Su),
p. 19.

46.

ll60n ~ Design 2! ~hakespeari~ Traged! (Toronto, 1957), p.
117MLR. I (19015.1906)'.131.
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theory of

tra~edy.

Evan trueing this into oonsideration, however,

would not answer some of 1·118S Campbell's objections.

She says

that Bradley's mnral\r.lorld 1s mora.l ohaos, a mornli ty without
morals, unaoceptable to the Elizabethans or to anyone else.

To

Bradley it is only the greatness, the heroio size, of the tragic
character that is important.

Bradley sedms to say, Miss Ca.mpbell

thinks, that the tragio flaw is really the source of the hero f s
gre,atness, "but when the naw i tsel! is the source of greatness,
and when the oharacter is judged by the sheer massiveness of the
flaw, then there 1s nothing but moral ohaos.ul1 8

Franklin D:tckey,

who studied under Miss Campbell, says that :for the last fi:.ety
years Shakespeare critios have very often held the Hegelian or
Nletzschean idea that a great pasS'ion transcends ordinaroy morality.

He teels that Hegel's doctrines pervade a.oademic criticism

to a lar~e extent,119 and, 1n the partioular oase of Bradley, result In the taoit acceptance of "Hegel's ethioal postulate that'
freedom of the will is aohieved only tXlrouAA intense passlon." l20
Perhaps Mr. Oloksy ha.s a true insight here, but it would be heltful it he would give us

clIl

article in which he argues his point in

l18L. B. Campbell, PP. 274-275, 281, 285-286. This is pa.rt
AppendIx Bt "Concern.1ng Bradley's E!hakespearean rr"ragedx, n lmioh
orlp:inally appeared in the Huntinfston ~ibrarI 9ua.,:rterl;y:, XIII
(1949-1950), 1-18.

0

l19In this connection sea O. J. Campbell's nShakespeare and
the 'New' Crt tic St ::, John st,u,lnoz A,dams Memorial. Stud1a.~, add.
McManaway !U:. ale \ "a8i:iliigton. D.
191~n), pp. 81-9b.

a.,

120Not W1selx ~!2! ~ (San Marino, CalIf., 1957), p. 4;
Mr. Dlokey-has since reaffIrmed this conviction in a personal talk

I
I

i

".II
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more detail.
The Ultimate nature of the Tragic Vlorld
In this tragio world of conflict and waste, where man is so
evidently not in final oontrol t what is the nature of the ultimate
power?

This is Bradley1s final problem, Hnd it leads hi"!1l., at the

same time, to an
strophe and of

fI

investi~ation

of the conflict as it ends in oata-

feelings of reconoiliation fl as the tragedy oloses.

At this point, as we noted before,12l Bradley insists on the i~
portanoa of being true to the impressions we receive from the trag.
edies themselves.

IIAny answer \/e givG to the question proposed

ought to correspond with, or to represent in terms of the understanding, our imaginative anu)motional experionoe in reading the
tra~edies,!l122

We will agree, says Bradley, before going any fUrther, that
"

Shakespeare does not deal wi th the problem in
so neither should we,
secUlar, and

althou~h

It

rellgious tl terms,

The Elizabethan drama was almost entirely
Shakespeare may have one or another of his

oharaoters speak of God or the gods or hell or

hea~ent

these ideas

do not influence his rapraeent ..t4on of life in the tragedies, nor
are they used to indicate any sort of solution to the problem of
the ultimate power in the tragic world,123
•

1213ee pp. 13-14 above.
122~ha!eSEeare!Q ~ragedZJ p, 24.

l23Ibid,.

P.

25.

It

[T)he spacial sig-
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nificance of Shakespeare's tragedies in literary history lies in
this: that they oontain the first profound representation of life
in modern poetry whioh

~s

independent of any set of religious

ideas.. •• Shakespeare vms the first great writer who painted
lIfe simply as it is seen on the earth, and yet gave it the same
tremendous significanoe that it has to religion.

In dOing so he,

perhaps, did a greater thing than poetry had ever done befol'e, and
he produced the most 'lni vel' sal of all modern poems; lL1'1i versal in
the sense that no set of religious ideas forms a help or a hindrance to the appropriation of his meaning. rl124

Any reader who is in touch with Shakespeare's mind will,
Bradley believes,

~rant

two facts by way of a starting point in

our inquiry: Shakespeare represents the tragic faot as something
"piteous, fearful and mysterious,1I and, secondly, such a representation does not leave us rebellious or in despair.

It follows

from this that the two chief explanations 01" Shakespeare's tragic
world, that it is a "moral orderll or that it is governed simply by
II

fate, II are not adequate, for ei ther one. taken by itself, exag-

gerates ei thar the asp&ct of action or that of suffering in a
Shakespearean tragedy.

Saying that the tragic world is simply a

moral order puts the emphasis on the close connection of

oharacte~

will, deed, and catastrophe; it shows the hero as failing to conform to the moral order and so drawing upon himself a just doom.
12l.t.Nature 2f. Tragedz, pp. 2.5-26. See also "Shelley's View of
Poetry," Oxrorc Lecfures, p. 173: "Homer and Shakespeare show no
moral aim and no system of opinion."
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To say that the tragic world 1s simply ruled by fate is to emphasize, in isolation, accident, forces
and blind

strug~ling

against doom.

fro~

examinin~

oirou~~tances,

'Phe two views, says Bradley,

oontradict each other, so that no third
by

without,

~riew

can unite them, but

each of them, or rather the facts of the impressions

whioh give rise to each, we may hope to find a. v1.Em l.mieh will to
some extent combine eaoh onels true elements. 125
Bradley points out the several impressions vib.1ch give ri se to
the idea of fatality.

It is an essential part of the full tra;:;:ic

effect that we feel at

ti~es

that the hero is a doomed man, in

some sense, and that his fault is far from accotmting for all he
suffers at the hands of a relentless power above him.

Men and

women in the Shakespearean world act, but what they achieve is not
tmat they intended.
and in a pitIful
them.

Meanin~

i~orance

well sometimes,

act in the dark

of themselves and the world around

They accomplish their own destruotion,

thing they intended.

th~y

To this is added the

hero is sometimes terribly unluoky.
not a li ttle of thi s feelinfr,.

~ihioh

is the last

Impres~10!l

that the

Even in Shakespeare there is

Again, the hero no doubt ao ta ac-

cording to his oharaoter, but how is it that he must meet just
that set of oircumstances whioh present him the one problem whioh
is fatal to hi1'l1 of all men?

It seems, finally, that a man's very

virtues help to destroy him; his greatness is intertwined with his
tragio weakness or defeot.

l25Shakes'Oearean Trac<:edv. DP. 2S-27.
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14hat impressions of fate do we !:!.Q.1 find in the tragedies?
There is little or no trace, Bradley feels, of any crude fatalism.
There is no indioation that the

sufferin~s

and death of the hero

had all been arbItrarily fixed beforehand, nor is there any feelinq; of spitefulness on the part of the superior power.
tra.~edies

no "family"

in the Greek sense.

There are

If by "fate n you would

to so far as to mean to I,..,ply that the order of things in the
tra~tc

~~rld

is a blank necessity, completely

re~ardless

of human

good and of the dIfference between good and evil, then :many reader(:! vlOuld not only re.1ect sllch an idea, but, on the contrary,
would maintain that the imprest:lions we reoelve indicate a moral
order and a moral necesstty at work. 126
Bl'adley rejects at once the idea that "poetic justice" is
exhibited in Shakespeare's tragedies; nelther in life nor in the
plays 1s there any indication that prosperi ty and adversi ty are
handed out by the ultimate power in proportion to
the
If

th~

merits of

But Bradley goes further: he disapproves of using

a~ents.

.1ustic eft or "mari til ott "desert" at all.

In

tra,~edy,

the c onse-

quences of an action cannot be lim! ted to Hhat 1t1ould be expected
to follow

tI

Justlylt from thell.

To talk of Lear' s umerl ting" hi s

sufferings is to do violenoe to what is meant by "merit. 1I

And,

in the second pla.oe, ideas of jllst-.ic e and desert are untrue in
every case to our
tragedy.

e~en

ima~inative

experIence.

hhen

He

are deep in a

that of Richard III, we feel horror, pity, repulsion

126~., pp. 27-31.
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--but we do not judge.

That is something we do later.

Settin!2,; aside, thon, notions of justice and merit, let us
speak of good and evil, understood in a wide sense to include not
only moral good and evil (though that is the primary meaning) but
everything else in man whioh is oonsidered
impressions

e~oellent

from the plays give oause for

aristn~

or not.

judgin~

vmat

that the

ultim.ate power is "moral" in the sense of an order whioh showB itself to be akin to

and alien from evil?

~ood

Most important is

the fact that the main source of the convulsion is always evil in
the

~lllest

sense.

Romeo and Juliet go to th9ir death not only

beoause of personal faults or flaws but beoause of the hatred betl,"1een their houses.

\ve oan draw the obvious inferenoe that if it

1 S ohiefly evIl whioh sets the world-order in oommotion, then that
order Is no more indifferent or friendly to evil than is the body
to poison.

Indeed, it must be bent on nothing Short of perfection J

for the faults of even the oomparative·ly innocent hero (B:r=utus is
the example lSiven in
olsi~relyn

l'h!. Nature .2!. TragedI127) "contribute de-

to the oonfliot.

Is alwaV's shown In the
tive, barren.

~fuen

Another faotor to oonsider is that evil

tra~edies 13.S

something ner.r,atlve, destruo-

the evil man beoomes wholly evIl, so that the

good qualities are destroyed, the man also is destroyed.

Those

who are left may not be as great or brillian as the hero, but they
have won our oonfldence.

Again the inferenoe is clear: if exist-

enoe in an order depends on good, then the soul of the order must

I

I
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~e akin to ~00d.128

It is impossible,
t~uth

B~adley

in this view of the

says, to deny that there is much

t~a~io

world, yet it too

fied if it is to inolude all of the faots and to
pletely \.fl. th the impressions they produoe.

tem, they

a~e

e~T1l

be modi-

oo~respond co~

If H'e are fa! thful to

the facts as presented in Shake;:;pearets tragedies,
elude that the

~lst

'119

rrIllst con-

and the traq:ic heroes are not outslde the sys-

a part of it.

The moral order produces raga as well

as Desdemona, and we have no warrent from the

t~arsedi

es to say that

it is responsible for the good in Desdemona but not for the evil it
Iago.

"It is not poisoned, it poisons itself.1t

Sim:f.larly, it is

not true to our feelings to assert that Hamlet merely fails to
meet the demands of the moral order or that Antony merely sins
a~ainst

it, for this is to

the order and

st:Ml~(1,ling

~e~ard

the

t~a~io

oharacters as outside

against it as against something outside

themselves.
lVhat we feel oorresponds quite as ~loh to the idea that
they are ..!1! part~" expressions, products; that in their
defeot or evil it is untrue to its soul of .~oodness, and
falls into contirot and collision with itself; that, in
mnkint."; them suffer and we ste themsel ve F!, II suffers and
vlastet:1 itself; and that ,.men, to save its lLfe and regain
peace from this intestinal stru~gle, it oasts them out, it
has lost a part of its own substanoe,--a part more dangerous and unquiet, but far more valuable and nearer to its
heart, than th!:tt which remains,--a Fortinbras, a 11alcolm,
an Ootavius. There is no tragedy in its expulsion of evil:
the tragedy is that this in.olves the wasta of good. 129
Thus we are left, Bradley oonoludes, with an idea of the
128Shakespearean Tragedy, pn. 31-36.
129Ibld
n
'4,7
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ultimate power t4hose two sides we cannot separate or reconoile.
Shakespeare

~ive8

us no answer, no final solution; he was writing

tragedy, "and tragedy would not be tragedy if it were not a painful myste:ry. • • • tve remain oonfronted 'Hi th the inexplioable
faot, or the no less inexplioable appe(J.1."ance, of' a w01."ld travailing for perfeotion, but brino;ing to birth, together wi th glorious
good, an evil

\~ich

and self.'.,{3.ste.

it is able to overoome only

by

self-torture

And this f'aot or appearanoe 1s tragady.1l 1 30

Professor Bradley, in a note added at the end of Leoture I in
the seoond edi tton of Shakespearean TragedI, indioates that there
Is one element, feelings of reoonoiliation and even ecultation,

whioh he has not dealt with adequately in this first leoture, and
he direots us elsewhere.

Aotually there is some pertinent matter

even in the first leotul'e, for he refers to

II

faint and soattered

intimations" from the tragedies that the agony of the chief ohar.
aoters

lI

oounts as nothing against

th~

pear in it and thrill our heart s. tt 131

heroism and love whioh apIn

\I

He~al' s

Theory of

Tragedy" Bradley points out, in his "restatement" of Hegelian
theory on the oatastrophe, that a Shakespearean oatastrophe has a
double aspeot, negative

and

affirmative.

On the one hand we see

130~., pp. 38-39. ~ Nature 2! TragedI, pP. 15-21, takes
a different approG.",h to the oatastrophe, fate, etc. Most of the
oonclusions are st!i'ltlar, but one important difference is that
Bradley, in this earlier discussion of tragedy, is more inolined
to favor the moral order as a satisfaotory solution; there is
little talk of the moral order produoing evil as well QP, ~ood.
13l~.
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the violent annulling of the conflict by a power which is superior, irresistible, overwhelming, a power which blots out whatever is incompatible with its nature.

But we do not feel depres-

sion or rebellion (Whioh are not tragic emotions); we are rather
a~vare

of feelings of reconciliation in some foT'm beoause of the

affi~ative

aspect of the catastrophe.

We ought to describe the

catastrophe therefore as "the violent self-restitution of the
divided spiritual unity."
one substance.

The superior power and the hero a.re of'

They are its conf'lict1ng forces.

"This Is no oc-

casion to ask how in particular, and in what varlous ways in various works, we feel the effect of this aff'irmative aspect in the
oatastrophe.

But it corresponds at least with that strange double

impression which is produced by the hero's death.

He dies, and

our hearts die with him; and yet his death matters nothing to us,
or we even exult.

He Is dead; and he has no more to do with death

than the power whioh killed him and with whioh he is one." l 32
Or, as Bradley puts it in his analysis of AntonI
the eleot spirIt of a Shakespearean

tra~edy,

~

even

CleoR,atra,

thou~h

1n error,

"ri ses by its greatness into ideal union wi th the power that overwhelms i t. 1I133
The occasion Uto ask how in partioular" about the affirmative

1320xford Leotures, PP. 90-91.

In Nature, of Tra~edI (PP.

15) Bradley speaks of feelings of "solemnity and acquiescence"

5,

rather than feelings of "reconoiliation and even eXUltation."

13311 Shake speare' s AntonI .!!l.S! Cleopatra," Oxford Lectures, p.
292.
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aspeot of the oatastrophe

viaS

found by Bradley in his particular

studies of Hamlet and KinR Lear in Shakespearean Tragedy,l34 but
they add little to the theoretioal position as we hav6.stated it.
Most interesting of the lot is the statement (made in oonnection
wi th Cordelia's death) that the feeling of reoonci liation which we
e~perience

trag,edy.

implies oertain ideas 'which are not made explicit in thE
It seems to imply, Bradley says, that the tragic world

is not the final reali ty, and that if vie could see the tragio
faots in their proper perspeotive in the whole, we would find
them ttnot aboli shed, of course, but so transmuted that they had
ceased to be strictly

tra~ic,--find,

perhaps, the sufferings and

the death oounting for little or notCling, the p,;reatness of the
soul for fI'Iuoh or all, and the heroio spiri t, in api te of failure,
nearer to the heart of

thin~s

than the smaller, more circumspect,

and perhaps even 'better' beings who survived the oatastrophe." l35

Many of these ideas on good and evil, suffering, and the infinite are found in Bradley's non-Shakespearean writings and are
evidently a part of his o-m philosophy of life.

He did not be-

lleve that we could ever explain :.vhy so much evil and pain exist
in the v.orld,136 but he did hold that suffering and even wrong
have a. plaoe in the world.

He onoe oompared war to tragedy: war

134sha.kes~earean Tra'SedI, pp. 171-174, 271-279, 303-304, 322330 (asp. 32): 26). Of these pages only 171-174 have to do with
Hamlet; the rest are concerned with ~.

135rbld., PP. 323-325.

136~deals £! Religion (London, 1940), p. 283.

l~
Ii
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and trar:r,ic actions and

suff0':"in~s\'lould ha~re

we had to ola2si:ry everything as

~ood

to be called evil if

and evil, but "if the dls-

appearance of either meant the disappearance, or even a lowering,
of those noble and glorious

ener~ies

of the soul t4'hich appear In

both and are in part the cause of both, the life of PQrpetU8.l peaoE
would be a poor thinp;, superfioially less terri ble perhaps than
the present life, but much less great and q;ood. fl1 37

Bradley :rinds

in Hegel and \'lords1...forth an idea <vhl ("~h he seems to endorse: nWl thout evIls, then, no moral goodness."138

\vordsworth perceIved, as

Shelley did not, that evil is not here for nothinp: and that, in
faot, "the r:;reatness of the mind is seen
good out of ev11."139

~

in its power to vdn

Nor oan there be the least doubt that Dr.

Bradley aocepted personally the ideas of the infinl te i.mich he
used in his crItical writings.

All throu?ft

~deals

2!

Rellgion,

whloh is a very personal book, Bradle:r uses and discusses the
notion of the infln! te and its all-lnchl81 veness, the idea that onE
mind is at the basis of all realIty and that all thIngs are manifestatlons of that mind in different degrees;140 but it is a r6l37"Internatlonal Noral1ty," ~ International Orisis, (ed.
not listed], (London, 1915), pp. 64~o5; the opinion is the more
striking for t ts having been expressed during the First l{or1d viaI'.
See also ~deals ~ Religion, p. 285.
138 11 English Poetry and German Philosophy,1t Miscellanx, pp.
135-136.
139t1 Shelley and Arnold's Oritique of His Poetry," Mlsoellanx,
p. 155.
140see asp. the last three ohapters, "Truth and Reality,"
Man as Finite Infinite, fI and It Good and Evil. II Soe al so "Inspira-i,
tion," ~isce11anx, PP. 225-244.
1.I'li.I."

II

i
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mark made in passing '..mich indicates how dee:ply rooted was his
acceptance of the Hegelian infinite.

In tile

II

.Bio~rn.phical Sketch"

wi th 'Nhich Bradley prefaoed hi s edi tlon of Richard Nettle8hip' s

Philosophioal Remains, he tells of a letter from Nettleship (with
H'hom he had been very close).

t1The last of his letters to me was

wri tten the nl!1,ht be fore he started for Swl tzerland, never to return; it was meant to be read only if he chanced to be the first
to die; and almost its final words were these: 'Donlt
death; it doesn't oount.'

Not

fOl' .

bothe~

about

doubtless, or for that

0"

whicn includes both him and :;ill ,,,ho loved him or felt hi s Influence; but to them, and, as they believe, to others. his death
oounts only too muoh. 1t14l
express

hi~self

\Vhen a man uses a Hegelian ooncept to

at such an intimate moment, there can be little

doubt about the sinceri ty wi th 'dhich he holds it.
It would be idle to dispute the obviOUS,

eve~

fundamen,tal,

.'

Heq;elian influence running all through Bradley's treatment of' the
catastrophe, reconCiliation, and the nature of the ultimate power.
Again, howeve:r" as in the case of the conflict, it would appear
that Bradley has made some
ianism.

s:t.~nlficant

ohanges from pure Hegel-

Bradley himself says that Hegel puts too much stress on

the aspect of reoonciliation in Greek tragedy and too little in
modern tragedy.142

But the present writer believes that there is

l4l philosoEhioal Remains of Richard Lewis NettleshlE, 2nd ad.
(London. 1961). PP. lvl1:lvl1i:l42f1 Hegel's Theory of Tragedy," Oxford Lectures, pp. 82-84.

•
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a more fundar'lental diffenenoe: Bradley adds to the rather cold
Hegelian presentation of oatastrophe and reconciliation a warmth
which reF-1.llts in a subtle ohanga of tone.

Hegel speaks of Eternal

Justice restoring the \,;holeness of the ethioal substanoe throu!?')l
the "downfall of the individuality which disturbs its repose. • •
That which is
tlculal'ity

abro~ated

wh1.ch~ns

in the tragedy is merely the onesided parI

•

unable to accommodate 1 teel! to this harmony

• • • • "143 ttIn tragedy then that which is eternally substantive
is triumphantly vindicated 11Uder the mode of reconciliation.

It

simply removes from the contentions of personality the false onesidadness, a.nd

ex.~lbits

instead that i..rhioh :i.s

t~e

objeot of its

volition, namely, positive re-al1ty, no longe-:- lE1Jer an asserted
mediation of opposed factors, but as
sistenoy."l44

t~e

real support of oon-

Bradley does not contradict any of this, of oourse,

but he talks about it in a humane manner, so to speak.

He men-

tions feelings of "exultation," of the herots "nearness to the
heart of things"; he emphasizes the 1dea that the ,mole 1 s of one
substanoe with the hero and that it also suffers and is torn in
the hero's confliot and catastrophe.
Hegel to fit Shakespeare.

Bradley intended to adapt

In doing so (and it would appear that

the same was true in hi s use

0

f He r-1;elian ideas in hi s private

life) he seems to have altered the tone of Hegelian philosophy to

143Hegel, IV, 298.
l44Ibl,q., IV, 301; see also 321.

..

;

a warmer, more personal one. 1 45
In takin,:1; a philosophioal approach to Shakespeare, Bradley
is refleotinl1, not only Hegel's oriticism but that of many of the
German and En~li sh

speak, in the air.

Shakespeare cri tic 8 before hi!T.l.

It was,
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to

l1rs. Montagu. Gervinus, and Ulrioi, to name

only a disparate few, had oonoerned themselvas with Shakespeare as
a a;reat moral philosopher, and in Bradley's own day Moulton took
the position that "poetry is simply creative phllosophy.u146
Bradley does not take the approach that these oritios did--ha does
not set out to di souss in speci fio terms Shake spear'e t S moral great.
ness ott even to di so oval" hi s Itlloral system" --but he may well have
been influenced by their treatment or Shakespeare.

A muoh more

direot influenoe is likely to have been that of Professor Dowden,
who taught that tlTJ:tagedy as oonoeived by Shakspere is oonoerned
with the ruin or the restoration of tb,e soul, and of the life of
men.

In other words its subjeot is the- struggle of

in the 1>/orld. n1 47

~ood

and evil

Dowden also believed that, althoug',h Shakespeare

145For a judgment on the fidelity of Bradley's explicit adaptations to the system in which they are rooted, see Theodore H.
Steele, "Hegel t s Influenc e on Shakespearean (h·-:. -.,~ 0i sm, II Unpub.
lished Doctoral Dissertation (Columbia University, N.Y., 19l~9).
Dr. Steele oonoludes that Bradley's "modifioatIons and extensions
of Hegel's thou~~t are • • • based on a firm understanding of
Hep.:el t s intent and oonoeptslt (pp. 177-178).
146Riohard G. Moulton, Shake.;r~.:t~.!i!.!. Dramatic Thinker
(N.Y., 1907), p. 2. This is a rev s~,lre-issue of a book whIch
had appeared in 1903 under the tItle, ~~e Moral S!stem £i Shakespeare.
l47Dowden, Shakspere: 1i Cri tioa.l Stud!. p. 221~.

E
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deals with evil extensively, he nowhere proposes to explain the

wI of evil or why things are as they are in the '."or1ll. II It is
and remains a mystery.!l 1 48 Bradley echoes both of these sentlments.
Ori tics since Bradley have dt ~,ided .in their reaotion to the
final pa!'t of Braadley's theory.

A few have been enthusiastio abou1

the general drift of Bradley's oonolusions.
hi s HIsto!7
by

~

Augustus RallI, in

Shakespearian O.ri;.t.ici sm, claims that Bradley had,

means of Shakespeare, Itadvanced one of the most practical

ex.isting arguments in favou1' of the moral lSovernment of the unIV9l"Se."

Shakespeare was the world's greatest genius, and Bradley

has fIlled us with hope by showing that Shakespeare believed in a
moral 0l"der. 149

O. i\ Johnson says that the first chapter of

Shakespearean TragedX, furni shes a reasone.ble philosophy of life to
the perplexed.

The" profound conclusions" which Bradley rea.ches
..

may not have been consciously formulated by Shakespeare, but there
oan be no doubt that they are deducible from his tra~edies.l50
Other oritios who have endorsed Bradley's formulations have
been more partlo'llar.

'-li1la.rd Farnham a.nd O. H. Herford agree that

Bradley is correct about the final impressions made on us by a
Shakespearean tragedy; it is just When he deals with the feeling of
exultation, says Herford, that Bradley seems to come so near to

149(London, 1932), II.
148IbId., p. 226.

201-202.

150~hakesDeare ~ ~ Ori~los (BORton, 1909), p. 323.
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Shakespeare.ISI

Caroline Spurgeon. in her important book on

imagel"V, finds that the pictures of evil sl'1o'l.Yl1 by Shakespeare's
images support and reinforce Bradley's "mastery summary.1f

"In

the pictures of dirt and foulness, and most especially of sickness and disease we see tht9 same conception of

somethin~

produced

by the body itself, which is indeed in a sense part of it, against
'Which, at the same time, if it is to sUl"vlve, it has to struggle
and

fi~ht;

in whloh 'intestinal struggle', as Bradley rightly

calls it, it casts out, not only the poison or foulness

~mich

15

killing it, but al so a precious part of its own substance. II 152
Maud Bodkin, in a most interesting application of Bradley's work,
draws from both Shakespearean Pragad! and the

Ox~ord Lectu~~s

Bradley's ideas on the spirltual power and its relationship to the
oharaoters.

She than attempts to translate these ideas into

psyohological terms and relate them to Jung's collective unconsciOUS, archetypal patterns, and prim! ti've ri tua.l. 1 53
The oritios who have objected to Bradley's ideas on the olose
of Shakespearean tragedy have sometimes denied Bradley's concept of
reconoiliation.

Stoll is the most important of this group, and

. .
l51 Herford, rev. of Shak9mrearean Trage~J ~, I, 131; Farnham, The Medieval Herita~a ofizabethan TragadI, corrected ad.
(N. Y. 71956J, pp. 444-44 . ,
1 52Shakes12eareI s t¥gerI ~ ~

Eng., 19J5JJ PP. 166-167.

II

Tells.!!§. (Cambridge,

153A.rchety:pal Patterns in PoetrI (London, 1931.!.), PP. 20-21,
280-281; see also pp. 332-3~
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the most bittnp;ly artic 11late.
fessors

Do~.[den

He descl"'ibes lithe Heg;elians. Pro.

and Bradley, ,,,ho heard in King

~

"

and Othello
I

a transcendental note of reconciliation and a faint far-off hymn
of triumph, a
the end.

Sti~e ~ ~

or chorus mysticus, so to speak, at

So a play is interpreted in the rebound or by its

echo."l54

He sneers at the "misty transcendental world of Morgann.

Bradley, and Charlton" 155 and completely denies that there is any
consolation

what~n9~,er

at the end of the trap;8ales, only sorrow

or resignation or despair. 1 56
But the chief objection among oritios to Bradley 1 s pioture
of the

tra~10

world-order has been that it leaves out Christianity

and the innuenc e of Chr1 etlan ideas on Shakespeare.

The reader

will remember that Dr. Bradley, after posing the question of the
nature of the ultimate power, stipulated that the answer must not
be

~iven

in religious

lan~uage

because God, heaven, hell, and such

concepts are only used by Shakespeare incidentally, as it were,
and never enter into his representation of life or shed light on
the mysteries of
critios.

tra~edy.

This has been vigorously denied by many

G. R. Elliott says that Bradley is simply wrong in his

notion that Christian ideas are no more than "dramatio" in the
tragedies; on the contrary, the very oasualness wi th whioh Hamlet
154~hakespeare ~tudies, p. 182.

155"Recent Shakespeare Cri tici sm, If ~hakespeare-Jahrbucq,

LXXIV (1938),

I,

58 • .

156shake!peare studies, pn. 182-183; Art and Artifice, ~. 1641
Shakespeare !!'l2. Other Masters C(Cambr1dge, Mass:-;-1940), p. 59.

"
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(for example) alludes to Christian beliefs testifies to their ourrenoy, and we find Christian oonoepts

~~ing

all through Renais-

sanoe literature in general and Shakespeare in particular. 1 S7
Harold '1I'1i180n says that Bradley's argument is not cogent, for it
may be readily
secula.r wi thout

~ranted
~oing

that Elizabethan dra:na was almost wholly
to the extreme of

denyin~

Chri etian influ-

Mr. Wilson would see""!. to think that he and Bradley are

ence.
using

tI

secularll 1.1'. the same way, but Bradley means by the term

that there was no Christian influenoe, 0r very little in any really meaningful way, while Mr. Wilson seems to mean a theater which
does not treat God or heaven or hell as part of the
.1eot matter.

e~plicit

sub-

At any rate, I..fr. lrlilson goes on to say th"t Shake-

speare's characteristic way of thought was Christian, and 1n Romeo
~

Juliet, Hamlet,

Othe!~o,

and

Mac~eth

the Chpist1an point of

view profoundly influenoes the representat10n of life; Christianity nis of the essence of their purport and effect. III S8

Paul

Siegel suggests four major alterations that must be made in Bradley's picture of Shakespeare's tran:lc world, and he 8ums up the
four by saying that, in other words, Bradley's view must be altered
to make the world-order ex:pllci tly Ohrl stian,

It

i t8 laws ordained

by God, the evil wi thin it the consequence of man's fall constantly
157Flamlng Minister, PP. xxvi-xxv1i. Professor El110tt 1s a
strong champIon of the importance of Chr1stian ideas in Shakespeare and is cu~rently engaged in bringing out a book on each of
the tragedies treated by Bradley 1n Shakespearean TragedI' each
book to emphasize Christian influenoe and meanings.
158H. S.Wl1son, pp. 5-8.
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thre~:ttening

to overthrow the entire hierarchy of nature.!I

Ohris-

tian humanism is the very basis of Shakespearean tragedy.159
There is no point in continuing to list critics \,-1ho stress the
importance of Christian ideas; they are many, and they insist that
an interpretation of Shakespeare t s

tl'a~edies

,·mich does not re-

cognize in them a basic Christian influence Wlst be seriously in
error. 160
Some Ooncluding R3marks
We have discussed the derivation of each of the elements of
Bl'adleyfs theory and the extent to Whioh eaoh was modified by him.
The present writer

sugge~ts

it as his own opinion that the theory

is a unique combination of Aristotelian, Hegelian, and Romantic
ideas on
lar.

tl'a~edy

in general and

As A whole, it is n

hi~~ly

Shakespe~l'ean

tragedy in partiou-

ol'iginal piece of work.

But does it form a single coherent· theory of tragedy?

The

materials for an answer to this question have been set out for the
reader's judgment.

The present writer believes that the theory

159ShakeSgeare~ Trqgedy ~ ~ Elizabethan COmPromise (N.Y.,
1957), pp. 81- 2.
160For a ~ood survey of the val'ious non-Christian approaches
to Shakespearean tragedy see the first three sections of Roy W.
13attenhouse, II Shakespearean Tragedy: A Chri stian InterpretatIon, II
The Tl'agl0 V,ision and the Ohristian FaitlA, ad. N. A. Scott, Jr.
(N7y., 19~7~t pp. ~9S:- For a view of Shakespeare's tragedies
which is even more rigidly exclusive of Christian ideas than Bradley's, see Santayana, liThe Absan.e of ReliR;ion in S1-::.:.J~espeara, II
Essaxs in Li terarl 01'1 tioi sm .Qi. G;eorge Santayana, e.:. I. Singer
(N.Y., 1956), pp. 137-l[S.

_____
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doss oohara ir you are willing to a.ccept Bradley's presuppositions
at oertain points--that is, the theory flows from one element to
the next wi th no inherent oontradictions, but you
ley hi s own terrns 1n oJ:"der for it to do so.

ID11st

grant Brad-

Since one of' the basic

premises of the theory is that the experience or impression is the
thing interpreted and the test of any statement, 1 t follows that
you m'J.st at several points allow Bradley's impression to be Dorrect.

Grantdlt that, the theory is well-developed, 10[:,1c8,1, and a

whole.
It you do not grant that Bradley's impression is correct, you
raise the question of whether, or to what extent, the theory is
true to Shakespeare.

'1bis Is a question better left to be dis-

cussed as a part of the ,larger question of Bradley's over-a.ll
value as a cri tic of Shakespearean tr!igedy, after
his practical criticism.

W"'l

have examined

But we might give it as a personal opln'.

ion that the theory goes badly astray when Bradley

be~lns

to fol-

low OTlt his lmpression that Christian ideas cannot be used to disouss the nature of the catastrophe and the ultimate power.

That

one decision determines the character of the Whole rinal section
of the theory, the most important section, so thilt if Bradleyts
impression 1s in this oase wrong, the whole last part of his
theory Is seriously weakened.
talnly because he

thou~ht

The ideas he does use, almost oer-

naturally in

H~gelian

terms, are not

ideas that would have been familiar to ShakespeaT'e at first !7,l(1nce.
~~ether

they are nevertheless more appropriate to oonvey ShakeI,I!
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speare's theory of tragedy than Christian ideas :1IIlst be a ;natter
for the reader, with the help of the historioal critios, to decide. but it should be pointed out that the tHO concepts of the
'World are incompatible.
Shakespeare's

thou~~t,

If Hegelian ideas are

adeqnat~e

to express

then Christian ideas are inadequate for that

purpose; but the reverse Is also true.

CHAPTER IV
BRADLEY'S METHOD OF CRITICIZING A PARTICULAR TRAGEDY

A study of A. C. Bradley's oritioism of Shakespearean tragedy must include not only Bradley's theory of Shakespearean

tra~-

edy but his method of criticizing a'particular play.

Each of

theRe is olarified by an investigation of the other.

No one will

doubt that the study which we have made of 'mat Bradley took to
be Shakespeare's basic idea of tragedy will help us better to
understand and evaluate Bradley's
tra~edy,

Macbeth, which we are

critiois~

~oing

of the particular

to examine; but it is also

true that tve shall understand some of the implications of Bradley's theory better after seeing how he works with an indiyidual
.'

e:rcample.

Moreover, the topic s .:Ii soussed by Bradley in hi s partic-

ular oritiques are not always those covered by his statements on
theory, for the question, u'4hat is Shakespeare's conception of
tragedy?", oan only account for '0art of the matter to be commented
on 1d th regard to a

tra~edy

like Macbeth.

vJe must no"-,,,

re~lert

to

the larger vie:", indicated in the Introduction of Shakespearean
Tra~edI:
~"orks

"to increase our understanding and enjoyment of these

as dramas; to learn to apprehend the ac tion and !'lome of the

personages of each with a somewhat greater truth and intensity, so

86
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that they may assume in our imaginations a shape a little less
Imlike the shape they

lrTO','O

in the imar;ination of their oreator." 161

Bradley's theory of Shakespearean tragedy 1s undoubtedly basio to
hi s commentary cn Macbeth, but the two are by no means

oote~nous.

In our examination of Bradley'S oritioism of Maobeth we shall
be more intenested in Methods and types of oritioism than in particulars--that is, to take an example,

althou~h

we shall oertainly

di souss ,what Bradley says a.':>o'Jt Maobeth and Lady Maobeth, there
Hill be no attempt to dt SC;lSS or e'l'ren to note e'l',rery one of hi s
thoughts about them; we shall be more conoerned with the general
trend of these thoughts, with the way in Which he approaohes the
two oharaoters, and the extent to Which he deals with them.

Our

attemtion will be confined to those remarks about the play which
are made in Shakespearean Tragedy.

In that ..,olume there are three

places "..mere Maobeth is the subjeot of criticism, and we sqall
consider them in oonsecuti va order: the" first two chapters and the
first part of the third; the two lectures specifically on Maobeth,
whioh are the last two in the book; and the seven speoial Notes on
the play in the Appendix.

Bradleyls analyses of tbe other three

trap:;edies in Shakespearean

Tra~edI

will be used for purposes of

oomparison and clarifioation.
Macbeth Material in the First Part of Shakespearean Tragedz
In the Preface to Shakespearean Tragedy Professor Bradley
16lShakeapearean Traaedl, p. 1.

1
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says that, ,:.mile readers tvho prefer to

at once on the dis-

be~:tn

eu ssions of the individual plays may do so,

\I

I should, of course,

wish them (the leotures] to be read in their order, and a knowledge of the first two is assumed in the remainder. 1I

This is a

reminder from the author himself that the reader who turns only to
Lectures IX and X for an analysis of Maobetp. will be missing much
that the author says about that play.

Besides the general and

very basic di scussions about Shakespeare's idea of trar?edy, such a
readr.:)r would miss scattered specific applications to fJIacbeth in
the first leoture; in the seoond lecture he \·lOuld miss a valuable
discussion of the construction of Macbeth; and he would not be
aware of some remarks in the first part of the third ohapter on the
play's plaoe

amon~

the

tra~edies

and its style and

ver~ifioation.

In other words, he would not have a true pioture of Bradley's
oriticism of

~obet~.

The specific referenoes in the fir-st lec ture are, as we said,
scattered, and we shall note only the more important.

Bradley

puts Haobeth among the plays in which, in the usu0.1 way of the
tragedies, the hero alone can be said to have top billing.

He

does not feel that Lady r1acbeth shares our attention in the way
that JUliet and Cleopatra do (they of course are figures in love
tragedies, whioh e~plains the difference).162

In the discussion

of the "additional factors" in tragedy, Lady f1'acbeth's sleepwalking
is used as an example of an aotion performed in an abnormal state

162Ibld., P. 7.
"

I

I
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of mind whioh has no influenoewhatever on the action of tha :play
whioh follows it.

Similarly, in

re~9.rd

to the question of the in-

fluenoe of the supernatural, it is noted that Maobeth is not
pushed into an aot; the supernatural ruther
to forces already at work wi thin him. 16 3

~ives

a distinot form

tfuen talking of action

as conflict, Bradley stresses that even in a play like 11aobeth
the interest of the outward oonflict oannot be said to exceed that
of the oonfliot wi thin the hero's sortl.

It is easy to see that

the play is a struggle between the hero and heroine on one side

an~

the representatives of Duncan on the other, but that is too external a way of looking at it.

It is a confliot of spiritual

forces, an immense ambition in Maobeth against loyalty and patriotism in Maoduff and Malcolm, but these same powers or principles
equally oollide wi thin

~1aobeth

himself.

Nei ther the inner or the

outward conflict by itself oould make the tran;edy which is
~.164

~

In the latter part of the first chapter Bradley points

out that Sha.kespeare does have such characters as J:1acbeth in the
hero's role, which Aristotle apparently would not permit.

To com-

pensate for the speotator's desire for Maobeth's downfall, the
plaTwri~t

must build up emotions which are proper to tragedy, so

he makes Macbeth a hero built on the

~rand

scale, a man driven by

a oonsuming ambition and endowed with.a oonsoienoe which is terrifying.

The oase of Maobeth and Lady Mae-beth is one which seems

l63Ibid., PP. 13-14.

l6LI.~., PP. 17..19.

I
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to gi va a handle to those who believe that

W '3

oUlsht to talk of the

tra!?,adles In terms of "justioe" and itmerit," but Bradley belleves
that even in a play like 1'1aobeth we do not judge during our aotual
e"ltperienoe of the play, and the use of such terms is untrue to our
ima~inative

impressions.

We do not judge Macbeth during the play

and \tie do not think of him as slmply attacklng the moral order;
rather, we reallze that he is a part of the

~hole

whioh overwhelms

him.16S
"Construotion In Shakespearers Tragedies," the seoond leoture
1

in

is a detailed analysis of the struoture

ShakesEe~rean Tra~edz,

of the four great tragedies (wlth some references to the other
tragedies also).

The Shakespearean traa:edy, says Bradley, falls

roughly into three parts, the exposition, the growth and vicissitudes of the oonfliot, and the issue of the oonfliot In oatastrophe. 166

luobeth follows Shakespeare's usual plan in tragedy by

opening with an arresting scene full of· action and Interest that
is followed at once by a muoh quieter narrative.
thls play is very bold. but quite suooessful.

The oontrast in

The first soene is

only eleven lines long, but it captures the attention and imagination at once and secures for the next scene an attention It could
not hope to get by itself.

Shakespeare also utilizes the opening

scenes to make us at once oonsoious of some influenoe that is to
bring evil to the hero.

In Maobeth the first thing we see are the

l65ibid., Pp. 20, 22, 32-33, 37.
166~., pp. 40-)~1.

,1,

1
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~itohea,

and Maobeth's first words, although he

OruL~ot

realize it,

are an eoho of the yJitohes' "Fair is foul, and .foul is fair. 1I

The

exposition in Maobeth is short because the situation from whioh
the oonfliot is to arise is relatively simple; in Hamlet, for
example, where the si tuat10n 1s more oompJn:, the exposi tion is
longer. l6 7
The outward oonflict in Maobeth oan be well defined, and the
hero himself, however influenced by others, supplies the main
driving; fONe of the action throu!4lout the play,

The result is

that the play shows a muoh simpler

plan than, for

instance, Othello or King Lear.

oonst~lotional

The upward movement is extra-

ordinarily rapid and the orisis arrives early, then Maobeth's
cause turns slowly downward and finally hastens to
speare's greatest problem in

oonst~loting

~lin.

Shake-

Maobeth was, as in eaoh

of the tragedies exoept O,the,llo, to suS'tain interest in the troublesome time between the orisis and the, final oatastrophe.

Some

of the greatest of the tragedies have a tendenoy to drag at about
the fourth act, Bradley says, and there is a sort of pause in the
aotion.

This is often signified by the fact that the hero is ab-

sent from the stag;e for a oonsiderable t:f.me while the oounteraction is rising.

In Maobeth the hero is out for abo lt four hun1

dred a.ni fifty lines.

JUlius Caesa.r never

oatastrophe, to reach the

heI~ht

mana~es,

even in the

of Interest of the greatest

scenes that came before Aot IV, and Bradley says that "perhaps"

l67Ibid. J PP.

43, 45-46.
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this is also our impression in regard to Macbeth. 168
Shakespeare saes the difficulty and employs various means to
overcome it.

The pause after the crisis in Ma.cbeth
.
.. is oonsider-

ably deferred by following up the orisis at onoe with the murder
of Banquo and the

banquet-soene, and this oarries us through to

the end of the third aot despite the relatively early crisis.

At

this paint, at the beginning of Aot IV, the playwright employs a
devioe whioh he also uses in some of the other

tra~edies:

minds us of the state of affairs in lfhich the play began.

!?.!!h.

he re-

-

In Mac-

we are shown the Witches onoe more, and thoy give the hero

a fresh set of prophecies.

This serves to arouse our interest in

a new movement whioh we feel is

be~nning,

and there is the addi-

tional fact that this scene in Macbeth is stimulating from a purely theatrioal point of view.

Shakespeare is also likely to sus-

tain interest at about this point by making clear certain inner
ohanges which have taken plaoe in the hero.

As Macbeth's fortunes

begin to deoline we are made aware of his increasing irritability
and savagery.

Two other expedients, found in

Macb~tq

in a single

so ene, are to introduce some new emotion, usually pathetic, and to
intY'oduoe some element of humor.

The sc ene in Aot IV between Lady.

Maoduff and her young son exemplifies eaoh of these devioes. 16 9
In the oatastrophe itself we often find a hattJ.e, but in 1::!!Q.~

we may suspeot that Shakespeare has an intention besides that

168~., pp.

47-48, 52, 56-58.

l69Ib1d., pp. 59-62.
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of pleasIng his fellows (who evidently loved

sta~e

fights).

The

faot that Maobeth dies in battle gives to the structure a sort of
final rise, and we are enabled to mingle sympathy and admiration
with a desire for his defeat.

In his a0:ual death we are helped

to regard l1acbeth as a hero. 170
In these remarks on the construction of Shakespeare's tragedies Bradley acknowledg,es himself to be indebted to Gustav Freytag. 1 71

This Is most noticeably tha case in regard to the dls-

pussion of the problems Shakespeare encountered bet\,veen the olimax
and the oa tastrophe.

Freytag notes the problem a..'1d some of Shake-

speare's attempted solutions, but 3radley's handling or the matter
1s more systematIc and thorou$ than Freytag's and more interest ...

ini. 172
Berore Bradley begins his main critique or the four plays,
he disousses briefly, at the end or the second chapter and the
beginnIng or the third, some of the derects in the tragedies, the
~laoe

of the tragedies in Shakespeare's literary career, and

iOhanges in style and versifioation from the earlier to the later
tra~edies.

In regard to the latter two subjeots we need do no

more than note that Bradley does discuss such matters, even if
quite briefly, but one of his remarks about possible defeots in
Shakespeare applies especially to

170IbId., PP. 62-63.
l71~., p.

40,

n. 1.

17 2 Preytag, pp. 185-189.

~~obeth

and hQ8 been picked up
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by two later 01"1 tio s.

BI'a1ley oonsiders ita. 11 I'e9.1 defeat" foI'

Sha.kespeare to strin,; togetheI' a numbeI' of scenes, some qui te
shoI't, in Hhiah the charac ters are frequently changed.

'l'here are

examples of this in the last act of Macbeth and in the middle part
of AntonI !n£ OleoEatra.

Bradley believes that Shakespeare used

the method as the easiest

~"'ay

out of a difficulty, espeoially when

he had a. lot of rather undra.matio material that he wanted to work
in, and Bradley realizes that Shakespeare' s
in~

possible.

methodfl

,

sta~e

made such \.f.ri t-

"But, considered abstractly, it is a. defective

it is too much like a mere narrative, and too choppy a

narrative at that. 1 73

F. E. Halliday says that Bradley's critic-

iam was "handioapped by the static spectacular method of producing
the plays at this period, and this accounts for hiA complaint that
too often Shakespeare strings together a number of short scenes

• • • •11174 And C.

J. Sisson finds that Bra.dley

"moving in a.

WD.S

"

world remote from the stage for which·' Shake Rpeare wrote" when he
calls the short 80enes in Shakespeare a defect. 17 5

A

interest or laok of knowledge on Bradley's part toward

lack of
thin~s

Elizabethan does often seem to explain why Bradley takes a oertain
position, but the critical problem here is a different one.

Brad-

ley appears to be fully aware that ShakespeaI'ets stage made suoh
173shakespearea~ Tragedy, PP. 71-72.

174Shakespeare ~ ~ Critics. rev. ed. (London, 1958), PP.
30-31.
l75Sisson, P. 21. Mr. Sisson is also speaking of Bradleyts
critioism of the soliloquies.
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wri ting possible, but he still feels that, "oonsidered abstraotly,n
such writing is defective.

The problem is, perhaps, '\vhether suoh

"abstraot" oritioism 1s possible.

The present l~iter i'0.91s that

it is, and that it is not a final stamp of approval on a practice
to show that" everybody was doinp-; 1 t then. It
to ask, nShould they have been?"

Per>hap s i t is

po:~ pi blE

Bradley stresses the i!llpression

al1v-ays, and the preserlt wri ter has always felt :in re8.ding Antony

!!!..S! CleoEatra, at least, that the construe tion

:l s faulty.

It is a

thoup'"ht that obtr'udes i teelf into the sleperience of the play, no
matter how aware one may be of the differences between Shakespeare's stage and our own.
The Central Critique of Macbeth
Leotures IX and X in Shakes,Rearean TraPiedy are l,(nolly devoted
to Maobeth and form Bradley's central criticism of that play.

The

first of these lectures opens with a short introduction in which
Bradley makes some remarks on

~men

the play was written, its style.

its populari ty. and the spec i fic impre s sion 1 t 'nake s as compared
to the other tragedies.

Brad1ey usually begins his criticism of

a tragedy (including Antony
Coriolanus in

Ii

!!.!l.1 Cleopatra in Oxford Lsoture.s and

lv1iscellany) with some such preface as this.

The

keynote is a series of comparisons of the play which is to be discussed with SOYlle of the other Shakespearean tragedies in an attempt
to indicate to the reader, without any

ex:hau~tive

analysiS, some

of the ways in which this tragedy stands out from the others.

It
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is an effeoti ve !lnd valuable introduotion.

Bradley often ends

these brief introductory pa~sages 'vI th a "oapsule oo:nrnent" about
the play.

Of

~aobeth

he says, after

pointin~

out that it is the

shortest by far of the four great tragedies, Hour experienoe in
traversing it is

~o

orowded and intense that it leaves an impres-

sion not of brevi ty but of speed.

It is the Yllost vehement, the

most oonoentrated, perhaps we may say tile most tremendous, of the
tragedies. 1I
FollorNing thi s we ha.ve the first of the principal topio s (set
off by Bradley with a "111), atmosphere and irony in Maobeth.

itA

Shakespearean tragedy, as a rule, has a speciH,l tone or a.tmosphere
of its own, quite perceptible, however difficult to describe.
effect of this atmosphere is marked lNith unusual strength in
beth." 1 76

The
~

Examining the several ingredients H"hioh make up the

general ef'teot, Bradley distinguishes five in particular: darkness and blaokness; flashes of light
oolor of blood; vi vid,
dread; and irony.

~riolent

t),nd

color, especiall'y the

imagery; horror and supernatural

Almost all of the scenes 'Nh.ich oome to mind

when we think of Maobeth take place at night or in some dark place.
Bradley pOints out the numerous indications that this is so, but
he adds that the darkness is not the cold dim gloom of

~j

lIit

is really the impression of a black night broken by flashes of
light and COlour, sometiYf1es vi vid and even

gla.l~ing."

There are

thunderstorms, a. vision of a glittering daf!,ger, torches and flames

176 shakespearean Tragedy, p. 333.
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--and especially the color-imagery of blood.

Again and asain

(and Bradley indicates just where) the image of blood is put before the spectator, not just by the events but by full

desc~ip

tions and the use of the word and its idea in dialogue and metaphor.

The imagery in general is almost throUf.e:hout of a violence

and magnitude that is characteristic of the play.
All of these agfmcies combine w1 th the appearances of the
vl1 tches and the Ghost to produc e an effec t of horror and super-

natural dread, and to this effeot contribute several other aspects
of the play which Bradley enumerates in det,qil--the i-ford-pic tures
drawn by the \1i tohes, Duncan t s horses tearing at each other in
frenzy, the voice -which Macbeth hears, Lady Hacbeth's re-enactment
of the cri'1le while she sleepwalks, and !1'l'3.ny other such instances.
The effec t thus obtained ! s strengthened by the lIse of irony; in
no other play, says Bradley, does Shakespeare employ this devioe
so extensi vely.

Macbeth uno on sc iously" echoes the Wi tches' words

when we first see him; Lady Maobeth says

li~tly

that

",A

little

water clears us of this deed," but she comes to the sleepwalking
scene; Banquo is urged by Macbeth, "Fail not our feast,1I as Banquo
rides away to hIs death, and the murdered man keeps his pledge,
nMy lord, Iv-rill not,1I by returninp: to the banquet a.s a ghost.

Bra.dley discusses these and other examples oft irony on the part of
the !luthor and conoludes that it oannot be an accident that Shakespeare so oft!3n uses a device which emphasizes an atmosphere of
supernatural dread and of hidden forces at Hork.

Bradley adds in
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a footnote th:1t the fact that some of these cuses of irony would
escape an audience ignorant of the story !'md watchinp; the play for
the first time is onG mor l 3 indication that Shakespeare did not
write onlz with imqediate stage purposes in mInd. 17 7
The interest which Bradley shows in the atmosphere of a play
Is not confined to Macbeth, since it is, aftsr 3.11,
acoord

Hi th

per1_ence.

~rery

much in

hi S o;eneral attempt to i solQ,te the tUliqu!) poetic exIn the chapters on Othello he discusses the atmosphere

of fatal~ ty :'lnd of oppre8sive confinement to a narl"01.y 1ITorld. 1 7 c}
In the lectuY'ss on King

~

occurs tl1.c analyst s of why the play

conveys feelings of vastness and unlversallty)·79
the part in which Bradley touohes on the

Y~onster

In this latter,
an<i mi"l1al

image~

i9 especially noteworthy. ISO
Professor G. Hilson Knight says that 'i t Has Bradley who "firs1
subjeoted the atmospheric, what I have called the • spatial, t "1ual"

ities of the Shakespearian play to a oonsidered, if rudimentary
oomment. II 181

E. E. Stoll will have none of this sort of thing.

No one, he says, is justified in receiving a "mass of vague sugq;estlon" from an opera of Mozart's. though if it 'tiera one of ~Jag
ner's, that would be a different matter.

Critics like Swinburne

-

l77Ibid. , pp. 333-340 and n. I on p. 340.
178Ibid. , Pp. l80~182, 185.

-

l79~., pp. 261 ... 270.

18o.!!?.t£. , PP. 26.5-268.

lS1~ iVh.eel .2!~, 4th ed. (London, 19}-I-9), p. v.
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and Bradley, "who have the poet.s
"bold and
II

rug~ed

~ift,"

consistently cover the

h"1.izabethan outlines tt of Shakespeare's plays with

atmosphere, and depth of light and shade.

It is oal1ed inter-

pretation-.it is assimilation, rather • • • • "182

The present

writer feels that is most unfair in this instanoe to couple Bradley with Swinburne.

If a oritic does not

a~ree

with Bradloy's

remarks on the atmosphere of the plays, he ought to oonsider that
Bradley builds up his arguments in each

~ase

by a painstaking

series of references to the text, so that he deserves to be argued
against carefully and in some detail.
The seoond main section of Lecture IX is a ten-page debate on
the proper interpretation to be given to the Hi tohes and the Hi tch.
soenes.

Bradley is oonoerned to refute two opnosite errors, and

it would apnear> that he takes up the matter> at such 1eng'th simply
because he can..'1.ot agree wi th what some critic s had previously said
It is a perversion of the truth, on one hand, Bradley feels, to
hold that the 'lJJi tohes are intended as goddesses or even as fates,
or that they control what Maobeth does.
the play that
free agent.

the~';i tche

There is no indioation in

s are not human or tua t Macbeth is not a

On the other hand, Bradley feels that 1 t i s inadequatE

to the truth to say, as some do, that the

1,11 tohes

are merely

symbolic representations of desires which have been hidden within
the hero's ndnd and now rolse into his oonsciousnsss.
narrow and is '-1nblre to Shakespeare's presentation.
1825 toll, "Anao hroni sm, II

.Ht

t

'TI I J 570.

ThIs is too
Bradley
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argues In some detail against both of these oritioal extremes, but
it is not surprising that he 1s more exercised over the first deviatlon and spends more time on it; we have seen in Ohapter III
how oonsistently he

ar~es

that there Is no case in the

tra~edies

in which the hero is not responsible for his own actions.

The

truth about the v!l tches lies in the middle, Bradley concludes.
'hbat the vIi tohes say is fqtal to Macbeth only beoause there is
somethin~

in him whioh is eager to hear tl,em, but at the same time

the "'ltches signify foroes constantly at work in the world surroundlng the hero ;"Jhich entangle him at onoe when he surrenders
to thei r voio e.
The last seotion of Lecture IX and the fir!l!t part of Lecture
X are devoted to Maobeth and Lady Maobeth, and this is followed by
a seotion on Banquo and by scattered remarks on a few of the minor
oharaoters. 18 )

There are other topics, which we shall consider

briefly later, but what we want to emphasise now is that trom this
point on in his two ohapters on
oerned with the oharaoters.

Mac9!t~

Bradley is mostly oon-

Either one of the sections on the

Maobeths is by itself longer than the sections on other subjeots,
and when the remarks on 3anquo and the others are added to the
two main character studies, it will be seen that charaoter-criticism aocounts for a 'T,ood proportion of Bradley's central cpltique.
This is also true of the six lectures (III

throu~h

VIII) whioh

183The reader should understand that the Hsections" or "parts"
which are referred to are marked off 1vi th numbers by Bradley himself withtn eaoh of the lectures.
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deal particularly
~ragedz.

the other three plays in Shakespearean

~~th

In fact, one is less conscious of the amount of charao-

ter-oritioism in Maobeth than in the other three, sinoe I"l'aobeth
has only t;(O main eharaeters who are really important (a faot to
which Bradley oalls our attenti on184), while in Kin~ ~ there
are t,,,elve di fferent oharaeter's whom Bradley talks a hout.

The

lengthiest studies, eaoh extending over several seotions, are
those of Hamlet and Iago.
"From this murky baokground," begins the last section of
Lecture IX, "stand out the two great terrible figures, \-1ho dwarf
all the remaining oharaoters of the drama.

Both are sublime, and

both Inspire, far more than the other tragio heroes, the faeling
of awe. II

iJ."h.e atmosphere of the play surrounds them and, so to

speak, penetrates them.
The two are alike in some ways.

'Ihey are both fired wi th

arnbi tion, they are proud, commanding, .. even peremptory.
eaoh other and suffer

to~ether.

They love

But they are also shotm as unlike,

and muoh of the play's aotion is built upon the contrast between
them, for their di fferant wayp, of aporoaohin'S the idea of the
murder and the different effects the deed has on them are dramatioally signifioant.

After the deed Maobeth becomes gradually more

prom.inent, until he is unm.istakeably the leading figure of the
play, and he is also shown throughout as having the more oomplex
personality of the two.

He is brave, a suacessful general, and

184Shakespearean rfragedI, pp. 387 ... 388.
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terribly ambitious, but

~1at

makes the character extraordinary is

his "one marked peculiarity, the true ap-')rehension of Which is the
key to Shakespeare's conception."
within oertain limits, the

This bold man of action has,

ima~ination

he ie liable to supernatural fears, and

of a poet.
throu~h

it, especially,

are ohanneled promptings of oonscience and honor.
oonscience speaking to him in

ter~s

Because of it

Instead of his

of moral ideas and commands,

it presents him wi th alarming and horrifying thoughts and images.
His

ima~ination

is tne best part of him, and it tries to stop him

from what he is doing; it is his deepest self speaking, but in
vain.

We

~lst

not, of course, exaggerate Macbeth's imagination

into an equal with that of Hamlet; it is excitable and intense,
but narrow.

Maobeth does not meditate on universals in the way

that Hamlet does, nor does he sho\" any sign of unusual
to

~lory

or beauty In the world or in a soul.

sensiti~'ity

And as the play

progresses, his imagination becomes less aotive, he becomes inoreasingly brutal and domineering, and we feel for him less sympathy or a.d'1'1iratlon,
ohan~e

althour~h

which takes place,

our attention Is held by the very

rmis portrait of Maobeth is perhaps the

most remarkable exhibition In Shakespeare of development of charaoter.
Bradley

de~Totes

the first section of Leoture X to Lady Mac-

beth, whom he rega-rds as one of the most awe-inspiring figures
tha.t Shalrespear>e drew, at least 1n the :first part of the play.
'iJhat t s remarkable about her 1 s her a.mazing power of' 1<1111.

She
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determines that a thing will be and lets nothing stand in her "'lay.
She is a simpler person than her husband and thinks him weak (in
which she is mistaken); to her there is no separation between will
and deed, and she brushes aSide all of her ·'.1.usband ' s qualms of
conscienoe and intimations of honor in her firm aim at the crown.
lIMoral distinctions do not in this exultation exist for her; or
rather they are inverted: 'good t means to her the orown and whatever is required to obtain it, 'evil' whatever stands in the way
of its attainment. 1f

Her courage and force of vlill are her great-

ness, and it is a mistake to regard her as 8specially intellectual.
The limitations of her mind are most apparent in the area where
Maobeth is so stron,g, for she has little

ima~ination.

This qualit J ,

or lack of it, which makes her strong for immediate action, is
fatal to her, for she has not been able to foresee wnat the consequences of the murder must be to her husband and to herself.
"

She attains the orown and finds it insecure, and she discovers
that her husband is in misery and is likely to betra~heir seoret
to the world.

She sho\-ls the old strength of will in the banquet

soene, but after that 'tve se-} her a::::ain only in the sleepwalking
scene,

~mere

the terrible

rava~es

of nature are shoTNn--but note,

it is her nat1-lre, not her will, that

~ives

misery there is no trace of contrition.

way.

In Lady Maobeth's

"Doubtless she woulci have

given the world to undo what she had done; and the thought of it
killed her; but, regarding hEn' from t:19 traf!,ic point of view, we
may truly say that she

W1.S

too great to repent."
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In the character-criticism of l1aobeth there are oertain unusual elements whioh

,,;;e

haife not yet note,j and 'flhioh

ou<~ht

to

oommand our attention, for they ha"!,'3 O"3en widely disoussed.

Most

strikin!:;, perhaps, are the oooa"!ions ',vhen

on

matters '4hich 8,r>e not aotually

1>11 thin

~3radley

speoul,~,tes

the text of the play.

He

not only says, for example, that Macbeth is exoeedingly ambitious,
but he adds that he "must have been so by tempeI'" and that this
tendenoy "must haife been ~reatly strenr-sthened by hi s marria~e. 11185
He makes various suggestions as to what Macbeth' s lIoustomary
demeanour" was outside of the extraoztdinary s1 tuations in vlhioh we
see him, and he wondere. in a similar vein, about the
relatlonsll between Maobeth and his :.rife. 186

II

habi tual

These exa.mples (and

there are others) have to do wi th what we suppose things were
like before the play began, but sometimes 3radley speculates on
events within the play about whioh the text affords no real information.

We are sure, he says, that Lady Maobeth has nev'er be.

trayed her husband or herself by the

sli~htest

in sleep "hen she could not help herself. 18 7

word or look, save
B.easons are wei~,hed

about why Maobeth does not consult his Lady in the actual working
out of Banquots assassination; as time passes in the play, ilwa
i:ma~ina

the bond between them slackened, and Lady iifaabeth left

185Ibld. , p. 351.
l86Ibid
_e' Pp. 351, 377.

_.,

187Ibid

p. 368.
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muoh alone.

~~he sink~ slowly dCTd.llward.lIl88

\ve are evan, in a

sense, asked to think about what wculd have hAppened in the future
if events hA.d turned cut

cther~rl.

se in the play: Bradley says that

the defeat of Macbeth's better feelings in thair
ambition leaves the hero

0 :1"1ple~elywretohed,

strug~le

with

and he,lOuld have

remained se even if he had been suocessful in attaining a pesitien
.of external seourity; no pessible experienoe oould bring Maobeth
te make his peaoe with evil. 189
Two ether practices of Jradley's which are unusual are oennected \rl.th the above.

He .often oempares the charaoters in l:ill.2.-

beth tc those in ether plays--Maobeth's leve fer hIs wife was
probably never unselfish, never the leve .of BrlJ.tus for Portia 1 90
--and this .occasionally takes the ferm .of suppesing what .one charaoter would have dene in another's place.
few remarks en Mao duff's bey, Bradley says,

Tcward the end .of a
II

Ner am I sure that,
"

t f the sen .of Cerielanus had been Murdered, his last words te his

mether weuld have been, 'Run away, I pray yeu. ,11191

Bradley also

gi ves the impressi.on at times, \<1hile ori tioizing Haobeth, that we
oannet always quite trust what the charaoters tell us abeut them.selves .or abeut ethers.

Lady r1aobeth says te her husband that he

is toe full .of the m1.lk .of human kindness, but, besides the fact
188~., p. 375.

_.,

l89Ibid

pp. 352, Y)s.

190.!!l!J!. , p. 364, n. 1.
19lIbid. , p. 395.
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that it is a remark made in impatience, we must take into consideI'ation that she does not fully understand him.192

Lady l1aebeth ex-

plains that she herself would have murdered Dunc an if he had not
resembled her father; Bradley, however, adds that lIin reality
[ sio]. qui te apart from thi s recollection of' her father, she
could nEPler ha'Te done the) murder if her husband had failed."193
An examination of the lectur'es on Hamlet, Othello, and

~ng

Lear shows that the particular elements of BI'adleyfs characteI'eri tieism which we found striking in Maobeth a"!"'!) by no means 11mIted to that play.

There are several clear examples of the crit-

ic's going beyond the matertal provided him bv the text, '!'!lost
notably, perhaps (and certainly most

len~thily),

in the several

pages ,<[hioh he spends oa the problem of what Hamlet was like before his father's death. 194

'\rJe are treated to thour:;hts about Cor-

delia's youth and asked to l-londer wi.lether Edmund might not have
been Ita very different man" if he had been Hhole brother to Edgar
instead of a bastard and had been at
was "out. tl1 95

ho~e

during tho years when he

A good example of B:radley's way of rGasoning in

these m.atters is provided by his statement that probably one of
the reasons why Hamlet delayed f:rom the

be~inning

was that he had

"a :repugnance to the idea of falling suddenly on a man who oould

_.,
193Ibid. ,
192 Ibld

p. 351.

P. 370.

194Ibld
- . , pp. 108-117.

195Ibid. , pp. 302, 317.
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not defend. himself.

'rhis, so far as we oan see, was the only plan

that Hamlet ever contemplated.

There is no positive evidenoe in

the play that he ever regarded it with the aversion that any brave
a.nd honourable man, ona must suppose, would feel for it; but, as
Hamlet oertainly was brave and

honoura~)le,

we

may presume that he

did so."196
Instanoes of oomparisons between
are also

oo~on.

fi~res

in different plays

Desdemona and Cordelia are eaoh oompared to a

host of other Shakespeapean females, for example, and we are told
that ttEdmund is apDarently a good deal YQW1ger than Ia.'!,o. H1 91
There are oonjeotures about what Cordelia would ha'ls done in Desdemona's p1aoe about the lost handkerchief and in the final crisls. 198

In oommenting on the passages between Lear and Corde11a

In the opening soene, Bradley says, "Blank astonishment, anger,
wounded love, Qontend within him; but for the moment he restrains
himself and asks,
But goes thy heart with this?
Imap;ine Imogen's reply I

But Cordelia answers • • • • "199

Nor are

examples lacking of the tendenoy not always to believe what a
196~., p. 101.

191Ibid., pP. 203-206, 300, 316. II "Ii th the tenderness of
Viola or""'15e"Sdemone. she 1mi tes sOTr.tethinr;s of' the resolution, power,
a.nd d1 gni ty of' Herm1 one, and reminds us Borneti mes of Helena, sometimes of Isabella, though she has none of the traits whioh prevent
Isabella from winning our hearts" (P. 316).
198121£., pP. 205-206.
199~.J p. 320.
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character says.

In Hamlet, Bradley doubts

va~'Y

muoh that the

Queen is tellinR" the truth when she tell s her !1.usband that Hamlet
"weeps for

~.mat i 8

done," after the killing of Polonius; he argues

at some length that Gertrude's statement "is almost oertainly untrue thoua,h it may be to her olt8di t. 1I200

In the cOry'f'1'1entary on

Othello Bradley warns the reader not to believe "a syllable that
Iago utters on any subjeot, including himself, until one has
te sted hi s ata temen t by comparing it wi th lmown fae t s and -wi th
other statements of his own or of other people, and by considering
whether he had in the partioular oircumstanoes any reason for telling a lie or for telling the truth.1I

Bradley applies this especi-

ally to the soliloquies of Iago in whioh he talks of his motives
for his evil_doing. 20l

In K1n~ ~ Bradley refuses to believe

Kent's statement that he is forty-eight years old; after
all the evidenoe, inoluding the impressions i.n:tioh we
~rarious

e~andnlng

1'130131 ve

from

"

inoidents, the ori tio suggests

II

three-soore and upward" as

a likely answel,.202
lVh.y does Professor Bradley choose to deal with the oharao tel's
at suoh length and in a way whioh, whether it 1s or is not aooeptable oritioism, must be
usual about 1t at times?

aoknowled~ed

to have something of the un-

Part of the answer, at least, 11es in

-

200Ib1d., p. 104, n. 1.
201Ib1d., pp. 211-213, 222-226, ~3~.-235.

202Ibid., PP.
-

308-.309.
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the treatment of :::::hakespeare's characters by critics before Bradlay.
It is difficult to say ,just when

.~hakespeare

take a special interest in the characters.

critics began to

Pope, for example,

oannot be said to have paid particular attention to tho:m, but in
the Preface to hi s famous edi tion of the plays he doe 9 sound a
note that is often echoed thereafter: IIRis Oharacters are so much
Nature her self, that 'tis a sort of injury to call them by so
distant a name as Copies of her.

Those of other Poets have a con-

stant resemblance, 'Which sheHs that they receiv'd them from one
another, and were but multiplyers of the same Imaqe • • • •
every

sln~le

But

character in Shakespear is as much an Individual as

those in Life itself; it is as impossible to find any two alike

• • • • "203

This idea that Shakespeare's characters are absolute-

ly true to life (or true to Nature, as it was often expressed) is
"

found all througo,'h the cri ticism of the eighteenth and nineteenth
oentu~ies.

Sa~~el

Johnson

ad~red

Shakespeare's chief characters

because they are men, not the unlikely and

exag~erated

"heroes"

of other dramatists, and hes11mmed up his estimate of Shakespeare's truth to nature in a beautifully phrf.l.sed pronouncement:
"Thi s therefore is the prai se of Shake !'1uear'e, that hi s drama is
the mirrour of life; that he who has mazed his i-maq;ination, in
follOlnnl2; the phantoms which other wrt ters raise up before him,

20)npreface to L!::dltion of Shllkespe:lre, 1725," gip)ht,~enth Oen.E!cri~ss.aIs.2!l Shakespeare, ad. D. N. Smith (Glasgol"i, 1903), p:--Ir8.
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may here be cured of hi s Jeli rious extasles. by reading Ullman sentlvnents in human lanf!,Uage, by scenes

from '...Jh1.chi

:1.:Hm t

may

esttvnate the transactions of the world, and a confes<"'or predict
the pro~ress of the pafl~10ns.1I204

Mr9. Nonta~, writing at about

the sa'11.e ti>1'1e as Johnson, allows that Shakespeare has

tl

many and

p;re:<.t faults," but characterization is not one of them;

in the

delineation of character, she insists, Shakespeare surpasses all
other playwrio;hts "and even Homer himself," because Shakespeare is
able to

~i 'Ire

an air of real tty to eve:rything

by~radnp:

his por-

traits directly from life. 205
But Pope was not content ,.tIi th sayina; that tho characters are
completely true to nature.

This is so true, he added, and Shake-

speare has so far rendered eaoh of the cb.'J.racters unique, that
lIhad all the Speeches been printed ,vi thout the ver'y names of the
Persons, I believe one mi. ~t have apply'd them ,it th certainty to
every speaker. 1i206

Johnson is not quite willfnl'; to go that far,

but he f7.rants that it wO'lld be difficult to find a.ny speec:l that
could be properly

tran~ferred

to another c1aimant. 20 7

from the charac ter now speaking it

And Haz1itt has no reservations at all

about Pope's statement; he quotes at length from Pope on the won.
204From the 1765 Preface to the Ed! tion of Shakespeare, ~_
Shakespeare, ed. W. Ra1el~h (London, 1925), pp. 11-14.

~~

205An :sssa 2!l ~ Wri tings ~ Genius
1769), pp. 17-1 , 20-21.

S

206Pope, p.

48.

207JOhnson, PP.

13-14.

.2f. Sha;{"espear (London,

III

derful 1ifelikeness and uniqueness ot.' Sh8.kaspeare's characters,
and, after com;;1 eting hi s quotation wi th Pope's ass91"·tlon that he
could assl rm every sper:lch, says the t i t i

B

hi s intention in the

2..£ ;:,hakespear's Plays, to illustrate i'ope' s re-

book, Characters

marks in a more parttcll.lar 'nanner by a refer(3nce to each play.208
But could One say that the characters are historioall:t true
to life?

John Dennis, who wrote before Pope,

bemoane~

the fact

tha.t Shakespeare, thoug,h a fl;reat nat'lral genius, lacked learning
and poetical art.

For want of these, he said, "our Author has

someti"'les made q;ross Mistakes in the Characters \..rhich he has drawn
from History. II

Danni s ei tas the case of "l'-Tenanius in Coriolanus:

Shakespeare has made a Roman senator a buffoon, "which is a p;reat
Absurdity."209

Th.is was answered directly by Dr. Johnson with his

1Jsual good COl'1'l"TIon sensa some time 1ater,210 and in the nineteenth
century some critics want quite far in their claims for the historical authsntici ty of the characters.

A. ~V. von Schlen;el de-

olared that Shakespeare's talent for characterization was so great
that he not only depicted wi th complete truthfulness

kinf~s

al":ld

beggars and wise men and idiots, but he was able to portray with
the greatest acouraoy the spirit of the ancient Romans, the peoples of Southern Europe (in some of the oomedies), the cultivated

208 (London, 1817), pp. vii-viii.
209.~
1712), pp.

3Slril .2!1 ~heGenius !.!l1
-.

210Johnson, p.

15.

l-lri tings

.2!

S,hakespenr (London,
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society of his
a~reC'ld.

vinus

~11"1'lpse

Olm

day and the barbl1ris"fl of Norman times. 211

Ger.

Throurr.h Shake speare I splays, he sai d, tole f!,et a

into the Roman aristocracy, the Roman republi.c, the v.lorld

of the Middle Ages, and England in earlier and contemporary
times. 2l2
From

sayin~

that Shakespearets characters are thoroughly true

to life in e,rery renpect and emphasizing their number and diversity, it is not much of a jump to saying that we can learn a good
deal bV

studyin~

them.

Mr.. Montagu and Professor Gervinus em-

phasize that f)hakespeare is not only a p:reat genius but a great
moral philosopher,2l3 but other critics give reasons for studying
Shakespeare which are more specifically concerned wi th the characters

themse1~res.

Thomas Whately says that it is his design, in

studying in detail the "masterly oopies from nature" that Shakespeare has drawn, to help his readers to acquire a turn for ob.
serving oharacter, for such a turn of mind is ap;reeable and usefal in .formtng our judp;ments of characters both in dramatic representa.tions and in real life. 21 4
even more valuable good to be
He takes the post tion that man

itJilliam Riohardson proposes an

ai~ed

ha~TE~

at as the p:oal of such stUdies.
always sought to study human

2llLBotures on Dramatic Art and Li terature. tr • .T. Black, 2nd
IB86T; p. 36j. ------

ad. (London,

212 Shakespeare Commentaries, tr. F. E. Bunnett,
'
rev. ad.
(London, 1875), p. 2.
2l3!21£., pp. 2-3; Montagu, pp. 20, 59.
214whately, Pp. 25-26.
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nature, since we oannot improve ourselves without knO\.n.ng ourselves, but it is very diffioult to pursue such an investigation
either by reflection on our own feelings or observation of tho
oonduct of others..

There are so many lim:J.tations involved, and

the operations of the mind and the passions are so oomplex.
',..[ould be of

p.;re~l.t

It

ad'rantage, therefore, if the post tion of the

mind, in any p;i"en oirol.lmstances, could be fixed until it oould
be carefully studied for philosophical purposes, and the oll'lses,
operations, and effects in eaoh oase ascertained with preoision.
To aooomplish these ends,
pected to be quite

h.elp~l,

tat1ng the passions..
Imt tation.

dra~atlsts

and thei.r works mlR:ht be ex:-

since it is their aim to excel in imi-

Shakespeare has never been surpassed in this

He "\1..'1i tes the two essential powers of dramatio in-

vention, that of

fo~ninR:

charaoters; and that of imitating, in

their natural eXpressions, the passions and affections of which
they are oomposed."

1r,ih'3re Oorneille, . for example, descrIbes,

Shakespeare im:i.tates directly from life.

"It is, therefore, my

intention to examine some of his remarkable characters, and to
analyze their oomponent parts.

An exercise no less adapted to im.

prove the heart, than to inform the understanding.

My intention

is to make poetry subservient to philosophy, and to employ it in
traoing the prinoiples of human oonduot.,,215

2l5~ssals 2!l ~ of Shakes~efJ.re' s Dramatio Oharacters, 5th
ed. (Lonaon, 1797), pp.""T-33. 39 -395; see esp. pp. 20, 30-31, 33,
39h-395. This fifth edition is a cU:'Imlation of several essays,
the f'iret group of ~"lhich appeared in 1774 under the ti tIe of' !
Philosophioal;. 4ualysis ~ Illustration .Q.f ~ .21.: ShakG~peare' s
DramatIc Oharaoters.
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Mrs. Jameson indicates a simtll1t' intention in the Introduction to her

~hakesp8at'e's

Heroines.

duction is in the forwn of a

dla.lo~ue

This truly fascinating IntrobateTeen AIda, who really

speaks for Mrs. Jameson, and Medon, a gentleman friend.

AIda re-

veals that her object in wj.,tting is lito illustrate the various
modifioations of

whi~h

the female chaY'acter is susceptIble, with

their causes and results."

l1edon presses her to explain why she

has chosen to do this by writing of Shakespeare's heroines rather
than by taking examples from real life or from history.

AIda de-

velops her objectIons to both of these appa"rently more logical
courses and concludes with the state"1ent that the rid.dles left
unsolved by other means she found solved in Shakespeare.
sou~~t

ItAll I

I found there; his characters combine history and real

life; they are complete

indl~Tlduals,

laid open before us • • • • (I

whose hearts and souls are

You can do with these characters
"'

"'.-.That you cannot do ,Nt th real peoplo--unfold the Hhole character,
strip it of its pretensions and di sgut ses, and examne and analyze it at leI sure, all
self.

l,.>11

thout offense to anyone or pain to your ...

Medon's approving reply to tht s ar;-;ument deser',es to be

recorded: "In tht s respect they may be cO""1paJ'ed to those exquisi te
anatomical preparations of i.mx. '''''hlch those ;'lho could not

~-d thout

disgust and horror diss.ect a real specimen, may study, and learn
the mysteries of our frame, and all the internal workings of the
H'ondrous machine of life. 11216

2162nd ad. (London, 1883), pp. 1-38, esp. 4-5, 11-14.

Mrs.
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The
stood the

01'1 tio

s w'hom ,-Ie havf3 been

~ethod

noticin~

felt that they under-

bv which Shakespeare had constructed these

pletely Ii felike charao t'':lrs so worthy of' study.

co~

Ar1 stotle had

said in the Poetics, Chapter XVII, that the poot9 :in

workin~

out

his pla.y, should place the soene before hts eyes, look ::l.t everything wi th the utmost intentness, and even imn("'ine tho gestures
Hhlch are to be lJ.sed.

l'his way he is most lii{ely to Hvoid incon-

sistenoies in his play and be oonvinoing, IIfor those who f'eel
emotion are "!lost oonvinoing throug;h natural sympathy with the
oharaetetts they repr-esent • • • •

Henoe poetry implies either

a happy gift of' nature or a stratn of madness.

In the one oase

a. man oan take the mould of' any oharacter; in the other, he is

lifted out of his pro'oer self."

The oritios in the latter part of

the e1 ghteenth c ent l!'Y and in the nineteenth
1

~V'ere

very much inter-

estad in and influenced by contemporary theories of sympathy and
p syoholoo;1zing, 217 and 1 t 1. s probable ··that Richardson is reflee tinE
H'I.l.n1e and Adam Smith, not Aristotle, whf3n he e"nnhasizes the sympathetic acc ord bet'..J'een Shakespeare and hi s charac terse
imitation of nature can
the dramatic poet in

ne~,er

SO!1'!.e

be

measure

achle~,ed,

be~o'11as

Perfect

Richardson says, unless
the person to be r l3pre-

Jameson's volu-'1e first appeared in 1832; note t'2G subtitle, "Char_
'loteri.stics of Woman, Moral, Poetioal, and Historical. 1I
217Robert it']. Babcock, The Genesi s of Shakesoeare Idolatcr
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1931), PP7 l55-1S2;"Sister Mary M. OtDonnell,
liThe Genesis of a. Fallacy in Romantic Shllkespeai"ean Critlcism,lI
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertatton (St. Louis Unlversity, St. Louis,
Mo., 1940), entire, but esp_ xv-xvi, 104-106; Robert Lan~baum, ~
Poet~ 2f EXEer1enoe (London, 1957), p. 168.
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santed.

The poet must retire from himself and clothe his own per-

son in the character.
for hi s

W'l

Shakespeare did this to a marvelous extent,

s an unli'1li ted gentus.

He vIas able to ::-mter easily into

every condition of human nature and reproduce it exactly in his
charac ters.

II

Shakaspeare, inventing the charac ters of Hamlet,

Macbeth, or Othello, actually felt the passions, and contending
emotions ascribed to thero~e18
The feeling that thi s was the way in which Silakespeare had
created his characters combined with the sympathetic and psycholop;ical tendencies of the times to pr-oduce a criticism that attempted to

~et

inside the characters, to treat them as real peo-

pIe, and which took it for granted that Shakespeare had drawn each
of them as a complete and consistent portrait.
re~ults

muoh

1Nhich differed

overlappin~and

amon~

This led to various

different critios, though there is

inter.connect1on.

Several crt tic s, empha"

sizing the aspect of reality and completeness, took the attitude
that if

somethin~

in a character seems inconsistent or unreal or

simply very puzzling, it is because we have not looked closely
enough at the oharaoter or have failed to put ourselves in harmony
wi th Shakespeare.

11a.urioe MOl'g~, as we

[laVe

seen, 21 9 said that

we must trust our mental impressions to guide us to a true comprehension of Shakespeare's intention; we must apLroach Falstaff
throug;h our .feelings rather than our

understandin~

when the sole

218qichardson, pD. 20-22, 30-31.
219pp. 25-26 above.
I

I
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use of the l!:1.tter "",ould Vnd us into difficulties; we :rrust make a
detailed study, someti'11es, to Q';et 8.t the truth of a single pOint
in one of Shakespeare's oharactel"s.220

Coleridge says that Shake-

speare's chal"acters, "like those in real life,1! are very often ruislmderstood.

The reader must take some pains to al"ri ~,e at ti1e

truth about a charaoter, and until you weifS.h all of the statements
about a charaot0r ca!'efully, including the character's olm remarks
about him.sel f, you cannot hope to

Idea. 221

ha~!e

di soovered the poet's true

R. G. Moulton, to choose a critio nearer Bradley's day,

believed that the trt19 interpretation of a charaoter is simply
that one Hhioh most fully includes all the details oonneoted wi th
him.

When a hypothetical interpretation meets

unintelli~ible

de-

tails, it -must be enlarged to take them in, and lIDless a oonception of the personage has been formed which takes in all the details, the oharactal" oannot be said to have been interpreted as
yet.

Cl"itioisrn allows itself to speal{, of

"1noonsistencie~

of

chal"aoter" an.d "inoredible inoidents ll but that is beoause the induo tor has not been sufficiently patient or observant.

Moulton

speaks in passing of the ori tic's "seeking to read into hal"monylt
,;~at look to be inoonsistencies. 222

take it

fo~

~ranted

220Mor~ann, Pp.

Professor Moulton seems to

that everything in the oharacters is deliberau

4-6, 9,

12-13.

221Leetures ~ Notes, p. 241.
22211 Some Canons of Charaoter-Interpretation

II

~ ~ Shakspere Sooiety, No. 11 (1887), 123-126.

Transac tions. Q!
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and therefore can be Horked out into a consi stent explanation.
along with other critics in this

cate~ory,

He

do not seem to enter-

tain the possibility of radical inconsistency in a Shakespearean
character. 223
Many cri tie s, 9'1Iphasizing the reali ty of tht:)

c~1aructers

and

attemptln9:, so to speak, to g;et inside the"l1 in order fully to
understand them, ended up by treating the characters as thou&;h
they had lives out side the 11 mi ts of the text.

Morr;ann, for

example, Bug;,,-ests th8.t Fa.lstaff's

proba.~ly

~.nt

and humor

led him

very early into society and made hi'TI so acceptable theT'o that he
ne~rer

felt the need to acquire other vi rtues.

Morr-;ann tends not

to beli13ve Hal >,men he says that Fa.lstaff's rinf-j is copper, not
r.:old--"the ring, I believe, was really a;old; tho' probably a little too muoh alloyed with baser metnl"--and he has no doubt at all
about the arms on the ring: they are genuine and authentic proof
of an aneient gent!li ty.224

Mrs. Jame·son. wri ting on Shakespeare 'f

herOines, speeulates on \1!hat the rna>rried life of :::Ioatrine and
Benediek irdll be like antI on the quaIl ties in Hermione's charaeter
lA1h1ch would account for her sixteen-year self-seclusion.

II

In

such a mtnd as hers, the sense of a erue1 tnjllry, 1nfl1.cted by one
she had loved and tr'lsted, T,rl. thout awakening any violent anger

01"

2230. H. Herford ''I1ould include in thl s group the UlriclGervinus school who look for the "'lnifylng ideaH of each eharacter
~ Sketch of RecelJ.i Shakesperean Investlgati,on, ~-l9n. (London,

1923), P.48.
2')).

~Morga.nn,

pP. 17-18, 51-52.
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any

d~stro

of ven0:'eance, tvould sink deep--almost

lasting;ly deep. \I

And so forth, at some len~th. 225

dt SOUSf'!es Hamlet befoY'o the play opens,

II

of 11 fe and death, ,..mo has neiler formed

f1

9, deed." 226

incU!~ably

and

Ed"19,rd Dowden

a ponderer on the things

rer-01. 1J.tion

01."

AX8c'lted

1·foulton, '~..iho wants to make 3::lakegp(~are criticism

SCientific, tells us that Ophelia is really en.imved .dth a moral
and

intelll~ctuHl

natur'o of a snperior order, since f-lhe attracted

Hamlet, "Who is so towering 1n his intalleetual pO't..rer; th,3 reason

"my

Ophelia le8. 11as on soma readers an impression of '.Yaakness or

ne~ati~reness

is because we only get a chmce to see her in unusual

c1 I'Cu!'1stanc es, s1 tuations in \.;h1ch she is forc ed to stul ti fy herself.227

Gustav Freytag believes that ~)hakespeare's characters

are representat1ve of a peculiarly Teutonic method of creation.
The Germanio dramatist l'1'1akes each indi.,idllJ11 in hi8 playa masterpieo0 of art, oonsiderinss the enttre life of the figure. inol'.1ding
"

that part whioh lies outside the play*, and making of the oharacter

an esteemed friend. 228
This extra-textual lifa of the oharacter leads eventually to
a work like

Mary Cowden Clarke's popula.r The Girlhoqd .2f Sha.ke-

speare's Heroines, where the main interest is frankly outside the

225JamAson,
to comparing and

pr.

87, 188-189. ~~s. Jameson is also much ~lven
the heroines.

contrastln~

226 Dowden , Shakspere:

A

Critioal §,tudy, pp. 132-133.

227Moulton, Transactions, No. 11, 129.
228Pre.,tag, pP. 251~,-255.
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plays.229

Such a work, of course, is not su.bject to the oritic-

ism of the Shakespeare scholar, since it is only intended as a
produot of the i"l1agination., but it is of interest as the logioa1
culmination of a trend.
It is not difficult now to sea that Bradley's char:',otercritiois'1'l is to a large extent influenced by and explained bV
these practioes of his predecessors which we have been examining.
The examples whioh

1t{e

took from hi s leo tn.res on Haobeth and the

other three tragedles 230 indicate that his basic attitudes toward
Shakespeare oharaoters have been formed by his Homantic and preRomantic forebears.

~ve

are in a posi tion also to understand why

Bradley spends so milch time on the oharacters and 1s so convinced
that there must be an answer to the ma.jor problems, at least,

or

oharaoter-lnterpretat1on. 23l
It is i"71portant, however, to po1nt out what Bradley does not
do, or does not aocept.

He says that.·it Is "hopelessly

11n-

Shakespearean" to suppose that Shakespeare has an historical mind
and labored to make his Romans perfectly Roman or the characters
of ~ and Crnbeline authentic early Bri tons. 232
Coriolanus are the

En~lish

rrhe crowds in

mob whioh Shakespeare was familiar

229New ed., 5 vols. (N.Y., 1891).
230S ee Pp. 104-108 above.
231See p. 16 Qbove.
23 2ShakesEaarean Tragedy, p. 187.
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with.233

He also denies that all of the o~araoters speak in a

way that is perfectly unique.

On the one hand, he says, there are

passan:es in the early plays and
ter~,

~ve

fY<:T'3n

in Hamlet Hhere the charac-

feel, speak as they do si'11ply because Shakespeare wanted

to write bea11t:U'ul poetry; on the other hand, . there are passages
and e'Ten 1mole cnaracters which are not intensely imagined

and

whose speeches are not distinguishable from the speeches of other
charaoters. 2 34

It is lnterestinp; to note that Bradley objects to

the faot that oertain oritios have presumed to descrihe Lady Maobeth's physioal apnearancej suoh oritios know more than Shakespeare, he says, for the author tells us nothing at all about such
matters. 2 35

It seems safe to say that Bradley felt that his own

excursions outside the text were always f'01mded on something wi thin the text itself'.
Critics since Bradley have had a great deal to say about his
oharaoter-oritioism and the methods he used in it.
comment has been quite hostile, and

\~en

In general,

F. E. Halliday writes

that "Bradleytsm was discreditied, almost a term of derision,"e;.°36
he 1s using "Bradleyis"!'l," as some other cl"itios do, to denote a
ori tioi sm mt stak(-mly cone erned vii th the psycholo::;ical interpretation of' rlesh-and-blood eharaoters.
233tt CoriolM.us," Misoellan:y, p.

E. C. Pettet. for

exa~le,

84.

23L~Shakespearean Trag;edy, Pp. 7L~, 387-388.

23S~ •• p. 379, n. 1.

236Halliday, Shakespear~ and His CritiCS, rev. ed., p • .36.
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speaks of

II

the Bradleyan vice of

t

anterior' speculation" and

If

the

Bradleian l sio] habit of deta.iled psychological interpT'etation. 1I2 Jj
There Is no point in Ii sting all of tfle cri tio s H11.o have attacked
}3radleyl s character.. '1:>:"'i ticis11l, but it is interesting to note a few
of the areas of attaok.

Some CO!IT'1ldntators, lIke L. G. Knip',hts,

stre8S the fact that a preocoupation -;,·rlth the characters is harm.ful to an understanding, or even a. correa t appreoiation, of
playas a whole. 238

t~.1.e

Others feel that Bradley solves nIl the dif-

fioulties in a play or oharacter in a way that is artistio but not
true to Shakespeare. 239

Many, of course, note and object to the

disollssions of events in the charaoters' lives outside the play;
Sohticking compares such cri ticism to looking under the frame of a
pIcture for a continuation of the scene on the canvas, and A. B.
Walkley says it is like the aotor who thought the rightltlay to
play Othello was to blaok himself all over.240

Raleigh, though

he never mentions Bradley by name, obj.eots to asking idle "questions about the

oharaoters--~'Jhy

does Cordelia answer her father as

she does in the first scene?--and to asking what one character
would have dona in another's plaoa.241
237Shakespeare ~
192.

1h!

Some critios objeot to

Romanoe tradition (London, 1949), pp.

238Kni~hts, ~ Man! Children, pp. 5-11.
239A. J. A. Ha1dook, Hamlet (Cambridge, En":., 1931), p. l+.9.
240Sohticking, p. 158. n. 1; \valkley, ttprofessor Bradley's
Hamlet, tI Drama .!!l1 ill! (London, 1907), p. 155.
241Sir Walter Raleigh, Shakespeare (N.Y., 1907), PP. 135,
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Bttadleyts

occasion~2l

att'3'I'IJ9ts to play

detecti~!e:

John ,Jover Hilson

cites Bttadley's treatment of 3anquo as acces80ry after the fact as
an example of Bttadley at his weakest, treating Shakespeare as if he
were an historian and

d':,-.<,·ring:

deductions in a

1'18.'1'

not suited to

Elizabethan drama and never intended by the author. 24 2

1. B.

Campbell is one of se't/'eral who attack Bradley for his not believing what the charaoters

S~ly

of themselves when there is no reason

apparent in the play for them to be telling a lie.~~3

Mr. Leavis,

to olose the bill of indictment, finds Bradley's cri tical rema.rks
on the characters of Othello particularly damning because they are
constantly accompanied by references to the text--Bradley is not
merely wrong, he is perversely wron~.244
It would be incorrect to suppose that, although the majority
of critics have objected strongly to Bradley's character-criticisM,
thEn-e ha're not been those Tl'1ho ha.ve defended it, if only by implication.
in~

T. B. Tomlinson points out that Shakespeare, as ~n enquir-

Renaissance Man, would be strongly interested in oha.racter,

and tha.t in Hamlet and

Macbe~h

he dwells on character in a way that

Aristotle would seem not to have condoned; and Granville-Barker
156. Ralei~ probably avoids naming Bradley in his book out of a
sense of delioacy; he was Bradley's immediate successor in some of
the academic posts he held.
24 2J. D. Wl1~on, ad. Macbeth (CambridGe, Eng., 1947), p. xv.

24~. B. Campbell, p. 269.
2l.~ht1Diabolic Intellect and the NoblD Hero," Scrutiny, VI
(1937), p. 262. This article has since been collected by Leavis in
his ~ COfdY~1011'Pursllit (N.Y., 1952), PP. 136-159.

l2!~

says that Othello and all of the later
eharaeter. 245

are tragedies of

t~a~edies

Vfary Lascelles, althoug.;h she has her reser,ratlons

about Bradley, insi st s tha.t the st.udy of the eharae ters in their
relations with one another is the ri1'ht approach to an interpreto.tlon of the plays because 1 t 1 s Shakespeare's chi af cone ern;

'.tie

should not allo'T ourAe1 ves to be fri(1)ltened al,vay from the eox'ree t
np1)roach just because some critics have misused it.246

Some ap-

proval is a bit naive, as when C. H. Herford says that Bradley's
eritioism owes much of its mastery to his "quiok human sympathy"
wi th the oharaoters, whom he treats as 1'1'len and women;2~.7 and there

Is an oooasional -writer who bestows on Bradley's reputation the

kiss of death: "Being a 'Bradleylte' • • • I think of Shakespeare's oharacters as real peopla •• • • This approaoh has made
it seem reasonable for me to \vri te in tmacdnary soenes and conversations that are not in the plays themselves. II 248
comes from a muoh more sophisticated source.

But su.pport

T. S. Eliot'gives

respeotfUl attention to Morgann's essay on Palstaff; to consider
not only the aotions of characters within the play but to inrer
f~om

that

behavio~

what their general

characte~

is and how they

245Tom1inson, "Ao tion and Soliloquy in Hac beth, 11 Es sax s !!l
Criticism, VIII (1958), 147; Granvi11e-~:3arker, Prefaces II Shakespeare, Fourtq Series \London, 1945), p. vi.
142.

246 Shakespeare ' s Measure

~ Measure (London, 1953), Pp. 141-

247Review of Spakespearean Tragedy, ~~R, I, 131.
248Blanche Coles, Shak~sEeare'~ ~ Giants (Rindge, N.H.,
1957 ), p. 13.
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would aot in other oircumstances is, sa.ys 1>11". Eliot,

II

a perfeotly

legi timate form of cri tici sm, thouJ;h liable to abuses; at its bast
it oan add veroy much to our> enjoyment of the moments of the oharacterst life i:.lhioh are given in the sCGne, if
ness oi:.' real! ty in them

• • •

• II

",76

feel this rich-

249

The present \iri tar is of the opinion that '11uch of thE) adverse
criticism of Bradley's oharaoter-oriticism is Justified and, indeed, nBcell!Sary as a corrective to positive errors, partioularly
of '1lethod; but thie

~i

tel" oannot forget the genuine enli0',htenment

whioh he found in Bradley's stUdies of the characters.

The points

in the oha.raoter-studies where Bradley takes a oourse oonsidered
unaooeptable by most modern oritics are, after all, obvious to
most modern readers, and the flaws, though perhaps of a marked
nature, should not be permitted to obsour6 the frequent passages
whioh contain something of value.

The present 'tiri ter, for example

finds the lenl1,thy di seur sions of Hamlet t s personali ty tiring, but
he cannot deny that the study of Hamlet's relationship with his
mother seems to be genuinely revealing of sOFl.eth:tng whioh Shakespeare has put into the play.

It does not appear, either, to be

necessarily a bad practice to compare oharacters from different
plays or to suppose them in one anotherts place.

If this is done

trtth restraint, it oan point up aspeots of the character that
m1 ~ht not otherwi se be noticed.

Perhaps what mal1.Y ori tic s find

249" Srlakespearian Cri tici sm," A Oompanion to S}:lakespeare
Studies, edd. Granville-Barker and G. B. Harrison (Cambridge,
En~., 19)4), p. 297.
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distu:rbing in B:radlayt s treatment of the characters, thoup-,h they
do not say so, is a oel'tain sf"nt:1r'1.oIltality whioh is now felt to
be rather embarrassing and out of plaoe in a work of soholarly
or! ticism.
\1hen we embarked on our study of character-criticism in

~

batl} and elsewhere in the tragedtes, we said that there were still
a few topics which we had not yet noted in Bradley's oentral

handling of Hacbeth. 2 50

\l/e have already referred to one of these,

and the lot need be no more than :1 temized in order to show what

....

Bradley did include in these two ohapters.

In Lecture X the dis-

cussions of Lady Macbeth and of Banquo are follo1ied by some remarks on Shakespeare's handling: of the m1nor characters in this
play and why it is that they are not partioularly individualized.
Next there 1 s a oonsideration of the funotion wi thin the whole of
three scenes whioh Bradley feels are of great importanoe in seouring variety of tone and emotion: the Porter-scene, the oonversation between Lady Maoduff and her boy, and the soene in Which
Maoduff hears of the

~lrder

of his wife and children.

Some oriticl

o:r play-producers. Bradley notes, think that some or all of these
scenes are out of plaoe or unworthy of Shakespeare, and it is
Bradley's oonoern to point out the place they have acoording to
the author' 8 intention.
in

}~obeth

Lastly, Bradley disousses the passages

which are in prose rather than versa; he expands this

250s ee P. 100 above.
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to inolude a partial surlTey of the prose

passa~es

in the other

trarzedies and suggests tha.t one of the important uses of prose
in Shakespeare's

tra~edies

is to indioate an abnormal state of

mind.
The Speoial Notes on Maobeth
At the end of Shakespearean

Tra~edl

there are ninety-three

pages of speoial Notes, Notes A to FF, seven of ',mioh, Notes Z to
FF, are oonoerned with
ous~ions

on the date of

Iv!aob~th.
Maobe~~

Some of these, such as the disand on suspeoted interpolations

in the play, are the sort of thin that one would expeot to see
handled in any really extended treatment of the play and are to
be found regularly, for example, in the notes of modern editors
of Macbeth.
...

These disoussions are often dull, and that is no

doubt one of the reasons why Bradley has put them into the fOrm
separate Notes.

0

Others of the Notes are lesg fortunate, ''espeoiaJ.~

1,. in their ti tIes: 1l1fuen was the murder of Dunoan first plotted?"
"Did Lady Macbeth rea11y faint?"; and. these are paralleled by

80m

of the titles elsewhere: "Did Emilia suspect Iago?!! and, most
notable perhaps, "vihere lvaS Hamlet at the time of his father's
death?"

(If Where

was Hamlet when the lights went out?!! asks one

irreverent oritio.25l)

As the titles suggest, these are often

exoursions into super-subtlety or extra-textual territory, but it
25l~lis is reported, without an identifioation of the oritio,
by Peter Alex:ander, Hamlet Father ~ §.£u (London, 1955), P. 49.

I'

,I
III!
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should count for somethina.; tha.t they are put at the baok of the
book.

It should be considered too that a feT,,'l of

are broug,ht on

throu~n

the~e

problems

taking the actor's point of view--how

should the actress portraying Lady
tvhlch she says she feels faint?

~fucbeth

play the passa.ge in

Is it the real thing or should

she g.1ve some indication that it is faked?
The best-known of the Notes Is, in a sense, one that does not
In 1933 L. O. Knights published an essay which

exist.
known,

llilli: HanI

Children

~

Lad! I'1acbe.th?

b.:)ca~o

well

In the interv'3ning

years the title-phrase has beoome connected \d th Bradley to the
extent tha.t we flnd some competent Shakespeare cri ti.os speaking
as t.hough Bradley had actually asked thi s question in thi s form
and, foolishl:r, given it serious attention.

In response to an

inquiry, Professor KnIghts reports (In a lette!" dated 17 Ma!"ch

1959) that the title-phl"ase is one that he picked up from F. R.
Lean s, who used to use it when h~~ 'Was making i\m of current irrelevxncies in Shakespeare critioism, such as the so19Mn discus.
sion of the double time scheme in

Ot~e1~o

or Bradley's famous

questIon about Hamlet's whereabouts at the time of his father's
murder.

~~I~hts

was invited to address the Shakespeare Associa-

tion in 1932 and chose as the ti tIe of hi s speech the phrase of
Leavi s' •

fI

I am a.fraid, II says Profes sor KnI12:hts, referring a ?;ain

to the tl tle t n that Bradley 'was of course the main butt of our
.1ocuIarlty. II 252

But in the essay itself, though there are dis-

252Pa.rt of the information oonve ed :In this letter has sinoe
I"
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paraging remarks about Shakespearean Tragedy; and its Notes, there
is no actual discussion of Lady Hacbeth's children nor any statement dtrectly linkinf', l3radley with the title-phrase.

It is clear

enough from the essay itself, even without Protessor Knights'
lette:r, that the title is a. sprightly piec(; of mookery which
oleverly parodies the type of Shakespeare ori ticism Leavis and
Kni~~ts

objeoted to.

Subsequent

01"'1 tics

have seen, of oourse, that the ti tle-

phrase is aimed especially at Bradley, and the phrase has come to
typify the sort of question that Bradley does sometimes take up_
Thus Pettet e-,q>1ains that by the term
tettio:r' speoulation rt he means to

It

the Bradleyan vice of

deso:rib(~

t

an-

"the c:rltica1 game of

oonstrlloting a world outside the given materia.l of the play__ tHow

many ohildren had Lady Macbeth?I!l253

Note that an uninformed

:reader might suppose from this that Bradley himself had asked this
question.

In a recent artiole in Essals

ill

Criticis~,

BartBra

Hardy begins by saying, lI}1y thesis is a. simple one: I believe that
Coleridge, contrary to the usual assumptions, would never
asked, 'How Many Children Had Lady Macbeth?'
fathe:r not of Bradley but of Stoll,
• • • • 11254

'~lilson

ha~d

He is really tha

Knight, L. C. Knl!.!ftts

Again, the link beti,,feen the phrase and Bradley is

been repeated by Knif!'.hts at the beginning of his 1959 essay, "The
of Charaoter in Shakespeare."

(~uest1on

253Pettet, P. 192.
254,11 t I Have a Smack of Hamlet': Coleridge a'1.d Shakespeare's
Characters,1l ~t VIII (1958), 2.38.
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made explioi t, and again the l:minf'ol"med reader mi!:;ht be led into
thinking that Bradley is being, as it wGre, quoted.
It is b'9oause a !'nrther step exirts that this subjeot is of
C. J. Sisson. in his booklet on Shakespeare for the

interest.
Writers

!B£

~eir ~ s~ries,

points of Shakespearean

analyses some of the

lrra~edl.

~ood

and bad

In genera.l he thinks i t a classic.

HNevertheless,lI he says, lito consider Cordelia in Desdemona's
si tuation, as Bra,dley does, is the nel!,ation of' true dramatio ar! tici sm.

And it varges upon supersti tion to aonsid0r l"losely 'Ho\.J'

many chIldren had Lady Macbeth', as L. C. Knights saw in his rebellious essay upon the same subject. 1I2 SS

Now it is still possibl

that Sisson 1s using the phrase in a general sense, realizing that
1 t i s not 1i terally Brad1 ey IS, but the general reader 1 s here

~!ery

likely to be misled, since it is a f'act that Bradley does consider
Cordelia 1n Desdemona's place.

when we come to the f'inal example,

there is no longer any doubt but that" the critic believes" arad1ey
to have written a f'ooli an note on Lady !Jfacbeth: Kenneth Huir, in
his artie1e, "Fif'ty Years of' Shakespeare Criticism: 1900-1950,"
sa.ys that

It

the notor1ous note on tnmv many children had Lady Mao') ct.':

beth?' is one of the examples of' Bradley's ueaker side.l't::. .....o
It is nothing of' the sort.

We have seen that

Brac~ey

has

many weaknesses, but his Note on the subject of' Macbeth's children
is not wea.k, nor would it be llnotori ousl1 if c l"'i tical oonfusion had

255Sisson, p. 21.

256~hakespeare SurveI, IV, 3.
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not arisen in the manner indicated.

In point of fact, that part

of Note BE which deals with the question is quite sane if somewhat pedestrian, and that is the only place ':-Ju3re the subject
ari sese

.

Notel1'E is anti tlad "Duration of the action in Macbeth.

JvIaobeth1s age.

'He has no children.'" and it considers three

separate minor questions which sOclletimes ari se about the play.
In the thiI'd seotion of the Note, the section enti tled

It

IHe has no

ohildren, I It Brtadley di sousses. matters iimich the adi tors and commentators before him had brouflJ:lt up in regard to I.viI.54 (lII
have given suck") and IV.iii.216 ("He has no childrenlt ) .

Nothing

oould be more natural than that Bradley should choose to discuss
the question; it is still noted in the modern editions--the New
Arden and the New Oambridge, for

exa~le.

Bradley begins by making the very definite statement, "Whethart Maobeth had ohildren or (as seems usually to be considerted) had
none, is quite immaterial. 1f

It is olear, he oontinues, tnat 14:8.0-

beth plans to establIsh his own dynasty, but beyond that "nothing
else matters. n
wri tel'S had

It

He mentions a few of the theo1"!es whioh earlier

gravely a.ssumed" and ooncludes,

beth had many ohildren or that he had none.
does not oonoern the play. II
ieal attitude?

II

It may be that Mao-

We oannot say. and it

\1hat could be more proper as a cri t-

There follows a more-or.less traditional discus-

slon of IV.iIi.216 whioh need not ooncern us, exoept that we
should be aware that nearly every editor or close commentator acknowledges a problem here (to whom does Macduff refer when he says
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"hell?).
this

Sha.kespeare oertainly had a defini te meaning in mind in

oase~

and Bradley wonders whether there is enough ovidence to

indio ate what it is.
Bradley nowhoI'e ha.s a Ii taral disoussion of "How many ohildren had Lady !1aobeth?tI

On 'ch!3 contrary, he says that such a ques-

tion simply does not oonoern the play.

Professor

Kni~~ts

did not

intend by his famous title to suggest that Bradley ha.d such an
a.ctual di scussion, nor does hi s essay make a d1reet connection
between the title-phrase and Bradley.

This connection has been

made by later oritics, some correctly, one or two, at least, by
fa1linp; into the

191"1"01"

lfe have pointed out.

We have been at some pains in this chapter to set forth in
detail the subjeots whioh Bradley oovers in his oritioism

or

b,eth and the pI'omineno e whioh he gives these sevoral topic s.
should be clear, for Ono

thin~,

~

It

that a false pioture of Bradley's

practical critioism of a play would be obtained if only the two
central leotures t<lare read.

In the la.st two lee turos~ on !1acbeth,

Bradley di SCllsses several matteI's other than the. t of the charaoters--the introductory re'1larks on the playas dlstinot from the
other plays,

at~osphere

and irony, the use and effect of the witoh.

soenes, the lack of individualization among the minor oharacters
and what may b'9 behind this. the funotion of three partioular
scenes in the play, and the use of prose in oertain passages--but
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the dtsoussions of' the oharaoters are so relatively pr·o'"'J.1nent and
striking that they would dominate one's idea of Bradley's cri ticir:m
of

Macb~th

if only the two leotures were taken into oonsideration.

Ii' in addition to the matter of these two leotures it is realized
that there are

se~"eral

specifio references in Chapter I to

~

qetlt, as a tra';sedy, a detailed analysis of the structure of tho

pl~

in Chapter II, and several remarks on the '11ature style of the play
and some of its possible defects in the first section of Chapter
III, besides the rather technioal proble'Tl.s discussed in some Qf
the t{otes at the baok of the book, then a ::nuch better impl"ession
of the balance of Bradley's critioism or a partioular play should
be obtained.

Bradleytg oriticism of !1ao,beth shovTs that he is far

more than a mere oharacter-monger.
As to

th~,

character-critioism itself, we have seen that it

tends to 'Set out of hand, and thi s should perhaps cause us to reflect on the validity of Brad.l.,y'i,,,"~ theory, discussed in Chapter
III, that the oenter of a Shakespearean tragedy may with equal
truth be said to lie in aotion iS81.ling from character or in oharacter

issuin~

in action.

evi table that one

~dll

II' ono takes this position, is it in-

talk about the Ii vas of the characters out-

side of the play or tend to sentimentalize them?
not think so.

'Ehi s wri tel" does

Bradley's idea of the close inter-relationsh1p

of oharacter and action is perhaps a temptation to him, rather, to
seek motives where none are made really explicit, as in the case
of Cordelia.'s aotions

in~.

The discussions of Hamlet-before-

1.34
the-play or Cordelln-as-a-ah1ld appear to stem not
in Bradley. s tlleory of Shak

':,:J •.)Q.re'ln

fro~

anything

tragedy but from that Roman-

tic tradition of Sl1.akespaaraan ari ticism which Bradley for the
most paI't adm.ired and which he bI'ought to a culmination.

,

r

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In the previous chapters we have examlned some of Andre>:.]
Bradley's oritioal foundations, his tneory of

Shak~spearean

trag-

edy, and the methods he 1.15es in cri tlcizinp; a particular play.
~mat

can we say, as a result of

~ver-all

~~is

investigation, of Bradley's

value as a oritio of Shakespearean

At the

beginnin~

tra~edy?

of Chapter II we had occasion to refer to

Professor Ronald Cranats belief that there are many distinct valid
or partially valid critical methods; but this is not to say, Professor Crand continues, that all criticism is of equal value.
There are crit6ria by which the relative value of different oriticisms may be judged.

Any oritic, for example, must have sensi-

bility and Jmowledge--they are not enou.gh by themselves, but. they
are necessary.

"But the criticism of criticism can

1';0

farther that

thi s and • • • raise questions about the comparative efficacy of
methods themselves. 1t

Every critical svstem '·'1i1l

haV'!~

its charac-

teristic limitations and powers, and we can, furthermore, distinguish between a criticism which allows us to take in a reasonable
number of the phenomena connected Hith a piece of literature and a
criticism which forces us to leave out of account some of the
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important aspects of the object being exam:1n(~d.257
'liJe may say, first of all, that Dr. Bradley does have sansi~11ity

and knowledge.

Both are evident in his work, and the for-

mer is perhaps :reflected in hi s .fine prose style.. such a reliEd'
a.ftsr reading Moulton or Swinburne (to cite two stylistic extremes).258

The only lack o.f knowledge with which Bradley has been
leharged may se:rve to introduce a oonsideration of possible i1cha:r_
lacteristic 11m1tationsll in his critioism of Shakespearean tragedy.
We have seen that several oritics feel that Bradley does not pay
suffioient attention to the faots of Shakespeare's milieu, and that
some of these critics believe th.at this is due to a lack of knowledge.

In some oases this may be true.

Only since Bradleyls time,

for example, has it come to be recognised that the popular stage
for which Shakespeare wrote was in a state of t:ransi tion betl'll'een
two radically different dramatic conventions, and that, as a resuI t, Shakespeare's plays often ha"tre wi thin themselves a profound
~eterogeneity.2~9

The present writer believes that a knowledge of

such facts might well ha"r6 caused Bradley to have revi sed, for

2570 r ltics and Oritioism, PP. 9-10; The Langqages of CriticStruCture" 2£. Poetry (Toronto, *19535, p. 140:.

~ and

t:he

258This Is not to say that B!"a.dley does not occasionally
lapse into a purple passap;e--e. g., hi a remarks on Hamlet-cri tici am
and the 1"'1 se of Romantioi sm (Shakespearean Trf\f~edI, p. 921.
259Be!"nard Spivack, S,hakespeare ~ the AllegorJ: .2! ~ (N. Y.
1958), PP. vii-viii. See also pp. 28 and~1-4j2 of this excellent

~ook.
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instance.

h~s

discussion of rago and the assumption that underlies

that discusslon--the idea that there must be a consistent answer
to the problems ooncerning Iago. if only vie look olosely enough.
Bradley was quite lf11111ng to admit inoonsiste':1oies in minor details. but we have seen that in tnlhat he tl1.oug..ht to be crucial
qll&etions ... -Hamlet's delay or Iago's motives --he oould not believe
that seeming 1noonsi stenoies or improbabili ties might be radioal.
But for the most part it is not a

lac~c

of knowledr;e that we

must oontend with in connection with 0radley and history. but a
lack of attention.

In theory Bradley provides for an inspeotion

of the historioal information whioh is necessary for a proper understanding of the author's mind. but even in his theoretical
statement and oertainly in his pr l3.ctioe he slights the importanoe
of a deep foundation in Shakespeare's

~tlieu.

He is muoh more

oonoerned with developing within the reader-oritio the faoulty
"

of the sympath3tio imagination whioh 1s to be exercised directly
on the play and the impreSSion reoeived from the play.

He wants

the impression to be a oorrect one and true to the author. granted l
and that is why he pays some attention to the milieu. but when we
find him assigning to Christian influenoe only a verbal or token
signifioanoe in the plays, we 'llust conolude thD.t there has not beel
suffioient attention.
But, it might be objected. Br-adley was true to his impression
of the

t:r:-a~edies,

and he did not believe that Christiani ty was an

impo:r:-tant factor in that impression.

This, to the present writer.
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hrings out the wEHllmess of too exclus1ve a reliance on the 1mp:res...
sion.

It is B:radleyts impression that the

Shakespe~rean t~gio

t s of explanation) in Hegel-

world is explicable ( so far as it

ad1~'11.

ian, not Ch:risttan, terms.

Stoll makes a very good pOint

E.

...!I.

when he quotes Saint e- 3 au. '10 to the effect that one 111ay see in a
work sO!nethin?, oth.er than what the author sa't.f ,
put there unconsciously, but t:l<3. t 1. S

111l:L

~omething

which he

to a different thing f:rom

finding what the autho:r himself '.vhoulu not have understood if' it
were h:rougnt to his notice. 260

An example which fits Stoll's idea

is 3:radley's statement that Ladylvfacbeth was "too g:rea.t to repent,"261 and examples might be rm:tltiplled.

The present writer

bella'res th;=tt Shakespt3are lfould not havo understood the latter
part of Bradley's explanation of the Shakespearean tragic world.
Anothe:r cha:racteristic lImitation, of course, is to be found
in certain aspects of Bradley's cha:racter-criticism.
be denied that Bradley often treats
blood people.

th~

It cannot

characters as flesh-and-

In doing so he almost certainly thOUght himself

justified by previous critical practices, by indications within
the text 1.. tealf, and by what he may have believed a.b"ut Shakespeare's methods of oreative composition.

1,/13

have said that some

of the vap;aries of the cha:racter-critioism may be accounted for by
a lack of historical information about the transitional nature of
260Sh~kespeare and Other Masters, p. 150; the quotation is
identified by Stoll as-being fro~ the Causeries, 3rd ed., XIII,
257-258.

261Shakespearean Tragedx, P. 379.
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Shakespeare's theater, but this does not oover the fact that Bl'adley on the characters is sometimes verbose and sometimes i111Uoyingly sentimental.

What are the

II

characteri stic p01,vers" of Bradley's cri tici sm?

One is, by way of paradox, his fidelity to the impression.
peculiarly apt at
perience.

makin~

He is

each of the c,;reat traq:edles a unique ex-

Partly by a constant comparing and oontrasting of the

plays wi th each other, partly by a very close attention to the
te1tt, partly by a sort of genius for the "feeling" of a play,
Bradley is able to convey to the reader a sense of being within
the play.

The reader never feels the least doubt that Bradley had

these experienoes and that he is indeed being faithful to them.
He never shows the sller,htest

s::rJ:;~""ness

that his Hegelianism, so

muoh a part of his own life and way of thought, may be shaping
his experiences in a way that ts not true to Shakespeare, but this
very sureness helps to generate in him a thrtlst and
for his subject ,·!h:toh is a gY'eat help to

h~.m

~:mthusiasm

in his avowed objec-

tive, to send the reader of his oriticism baok to the plays themselves with a renewed interest.
this is a

~od

thing in a a

'itlo~

This
~nd

~iter

feels

stron~ly

that

he agrees with Robert Lang-

baum: "Bradley has the virtue of aocounting for Shakespeare l s
greatness and for our continued interest in him.
wonderIng why- In the world we still

r~ad

because we misread him. )11262
2621be Poetrz 2f Exnerience, p. 167.

(stoll leaves me

Shakespeare, unless it is
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Another of the strengths of Bradley's criticism is its willinp;ness to handle theoretioa1 and phiJosphical questions.

This

particular approach to Shakespeare is not populllr- today, but it
is not a bad idea to ask what the tr-agedles have in COTIl''Ilon or
whether- their author seems to have had cor-tain atti tudes, in his
wor-ks, towar-d fundamental questions about life.
of B:radley' s

tre:~tment

'1.'he latter part

of these questions may not be truo to the

plays. but that does not exclude frequent valuable observations
made by the way.

And the first part of the considerll tion of'

::'h~L·:';'j!.

speare's theory of tr-agedy is suocessful in two ways: it is largely

suooess~ll

in its treatment of Shakespeare's

tra~io

heroes and

the relationshop that the playwright usually observes between aotion and oharaoter; and it is, along
theoretioal considerations, a

~with

the latter part of the

f'ascinatin~

and unique combination

of Aristotelian, Hegelian, and Romantic ideas.

It is an absorbing

and hif'.'J1.1y or-iginal study in il..z own right.
Bradley's interest in the charaoters is a further- power of
his oriticism, ror, although its excesses ape annoying and a weakness, it plaoes an emphasiS where, so the present l4riter believes,
Shakespeare also plaoed an emphasis.

Both Bradley and Shakespeare

are fascinated by oharac ter. and very much
say about the characters seems to

h~lp

ot.~

what Bradley has to

us to see things about them

H'hioh Shakespeare intended us to see.
Th! s will remind us of what was said at the end of

(Jha:p1:;~n't

IV about the necsssi ty for seeing Bradley's ohar-acter-cr-i ticism

141
in a proper» perspective as a part of his total criticism, and
that necessity, in its turn, leads us to one of the strongest of
Brad1ey l s charaoteristics as a critic of Shakespearean tragedy.
Professor Crane suggests that we distinguish between a oritioism
Whioh pettmi ts

II

a reasonably many-sided or comprehensi va disoussion

of literary phenomenatl and those critioisms whioh "content themselves wi th partial views, ,.mile pretending to o...,.i t nothing essential."263

L~ C. Kni17',hts,

1..f0

re'11ember, felt that a.ny Shake-

spearean tragedy says much more than can be expI'essed in Bradleyan
terms. 264

He says this because of his oonviction that Bradley's

orlticiS"n is preoooup"ted with oharaoter, and Shakespeare, Knif?;hts
says, is" eXploring the world and defining the values by whioh
men live" in his greater p1avs. 26 5

But in actualIty, as we have

attempted to show in Chapters III and IV, Bradley's theory of
Shakespearean tragedy does not, by itself, seem to lead to any
-,

exclusive concentration on oharaoter or even to aooount for those
parts of Brad1ey's oharao tar-cri tioi am Hhich Tile most objeo t.

'till;

and the oriticism of the particular plays, if one takes into aocount all tha.t is sa.id about anyone play, is far froTI'J. being exclusively a critioism of character.

Taken as a whole, Bradleyts

disoussion of Shakespearean tragedy is surprisingly broad and

26 3c ri tic s !!l4 Cr1 tici 19m, p. 10.
264S ae p. ~ above.
265"The Quest10n of Charac ter in Shakespeare," More Talking.

p.58.

-

-
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varied, and this in spite of the fact that his most notable c:rit_
iCiem, ShakeSEeareaq Tra9:;edx, deliberately omits a oonsider!ation
or the "poetry" of the t:ragedies. along ;dth certain other topios,
in order to concentrate on the works as dramas.
S.J., says that

fI

~~.

Charbeneau,

the philosophy behind Shakespeare.an TrageqI is

undoubtedly the main reason for the enduring quality of the work.
No other reason oan be assigned •

• • •" 266

The present writer

disagrees very strongly with this and suggests that it is not only
the individual parts of Bradley's Shakespearean criticism (and
these would include many elements other than ,the "philosophyll)
but the varied sweep of the whole which is so attractive.

Bradley

was a critic who had thought out a philosophy of aesthetics and of
tragedy; he was conoerned ld th structure as well as td th character,
with significance of the parts as well ar:3 i.-lith the meaning of the
whole, he loved Shakespeare but discussed his faults.

He does
"

omdt certain considerations, and we have mentioned what they are,
but on the whole his criticism meets very well the test or significant many-sidedness.

266Char'beneau, p. 3. Hr. Charbeneau then goes on to attack
s philosophy because it Itleads logically to a denial or
free w:t.ll u (p. 10); ~. Charbaneau may be oorrect about this if
he refers to the Hegelian baokground, but i le fails to consider
Bradley's e~1ident concern for the hero's responsibility. Hr.
Charbeneau.·i s parhaps lm:~~ortunate in hi s doterm.i.nation to cri tioize Bradley's theo:c'y l'in the liV'lt of Scholastic-Aristotelian
prinaip1es ll (p. 9). for in practice this sometimes leads him to
adopt what appears to be an aprioristio approach to Bradley's
work. He also fails to see in Bradley's theory any really impOI'tant differences rI'om Her;el's oI'iticism, nor does he take into
proper account the Aristotelian and Romantio elements in it.
Brarll(~y'
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Various cr-! tic s ha,rn u.ttempted to

II

defondll Bradley, but the

pr-esent 14r! tel" has been more !mpr-essed by the number of contem_
porary cr-i tic s who, ufter- fini shing a survey of" some aspect of
Shakespearean criticism, whether the characters, or Harqlot, or
the tragedies as a ,,1ho1e, conclude by saying that no one sinco
Bradley has done as comprehensive a job on the topic. 267

Modern

writers on Shakespeare tend to be fragmentary in their approach to
the broader areas of investigation, and "\-11111e it 1'1!'ou1d perhaps be
impossible today to hope for a wo!'k that 1,,rould cover the entire
field of Shakespearean studies in a comprehensive

m~~er,

we may

yet hope for a modern investigation of the tragedies or the come...
dies that will be as broad and as deep as was Bradley's cr-itioism
of Shakespearean tragedy •

.267 Among others, see Clifford Leech, "Studies in H,a.mlet, 1901.
1955, ff q,hake!peare Survel, IX (19.56), 3; Derek Tl'aversl, '&1. Agb.
El'oac~ to Shakes,eare (Garden City, If. Y., 1956), P. 3; Huir,
~
sEear~ ~rvez,

f , ~; Weisinger, p. 396.

'
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